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Outline and scope of thesis
The aim of this thesis was to use intravital microscopy (IVM) and fluorescent mouse models
of cancer to discover modes of migration, mechanisms of dissemination and response to
chemotherapy of tumor cells in their natural 3D environment in living animals.
In chapter 1 we give an overview of the value of IVM for investigating the (molecular) mechanisms of the metastatic process.
In chapter 2 we describe different microscopy techniques and fluorescent mouse models
that have been developed and used to study dynamic processes important for cancer using
IVM. Furthermore, we summarize the recent developments and future possibilities of optical technologies and animal models.
In chapter 3 we visualized the migratory behavior of primary tumor cells of a genetically engineered pancreatic cancer mouse model and found that pancreatic tumor cells migrate with a mesenchymal morphology as single individual cells or collectively as a stream
of non-cohesive single motile cells. This was contrary to what we expected of tumors from
an epithelial lineage. Only using IVM we were able to study the migration modes of tumor
cells in their natural 3D micro-environment, which could have important implications for
the development of drugs targeting migration and metastasis of tumor cells in the future.
In chapter 4 we use a genetic fluorescent tumor mouse model in which we show using IVM
that migrating tumor cells that originate from an epithelial primary tumor have lost functional E-cadherin (E-cadLO). Expression profile analysis revealed that these E-cadLO cells
have mesenchymal traits, contrary to the bulk of the tumor, which mainly consists of epithelial tumor cells (E-cadHI). This E-cadherin loss, however, is not necessary for entrance into
the blood circulation and metastatic outgrowth, since we found epithelial circulating tumor
cells and we discovered that mesenchymal cells arriving at secondary sites convert to the
epithelial state within one or two cell divisions. Therefore, they obtain the same outgrowth
potential as their epithelial counterparts. Any enhanced stem cell capacity is abolished due
to the plasticity between the epithelial and the mesenchymal state of these tumor cells.
In chapter 5 we describe a high-resolution intravital imaging method to simultaneously visualize mitotic progression and the onset of apoptosis. We have visualized the effect of the
chemotherapeutic agent docetaxel on mitotic progression in mouse and human colorectal
tumor cell lines both in vitro and in isogenic tumors in mice. We show that docetaxel-induced apoptosis in vitro occurs via mitotic cell death, whereas the vast majority of tumor
cells in their natural environment die independent of mitotic defects. This information is
important for the development of future chemotherapeutic agents.
Chapter 6 is a summarizing discussion of the different chapters described in this thesis.
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etastasis, the process by which cells spread from the primary tumor to a distant site
to form secondary tumors, is still not fully understood. Although histological techniques have provided important information, they give only a static image and thus compromise interpretation of this dynamic process. New advances in intravital microscopy
(IVM), such as two-photon microscopy, imaging chambers, and multicolor and fluorescent
resonance energy transfer imaging, have recently been used to visualize the behavior of
single metastasizing cells at subcellular resolution over several days, yielding new and unexpected insights into this process. For example, IVM studies showed that tumor cells can
switch between multiple invasion strategies in response to various densities of extracellular matrix. Moreover, other IVM studies showed that tumor cell migration and blood entry
take place not only at the invasive front, but also within the tumor mass at tumor-associated vessels that lack an intact basement membrane. In this Commentary, we will give an
overview of the recent advances in high-resolution IVM techniques and discuss some of
the latest insights in the metastasis field obtained with IVM.

Introduction

Complete surgical resection of the primary tumor is still one of the most efficient therapies
for cancer. Unfortunately, cancer can progress to a stage where tumor cells leave the primary tumor and spread to a distant organ to form a secondary tumor, a process referred to
as metastasis. Complications caused by metastases are the major cause of cancer-related
death, yet this process is not fully understood.
Initially it was thought that spread of tumor cells and subsequent metastasis formation is a
late event of tumor progression, however more recently it was realized that it might instead
be an early event [1, 2]. In either case, tumor cells have to acquire certain traits that allow
them to escape from the primary tumor site and home into and colonize a secondary site
(Fig. 1). Gained properties, such as survival, invasiveness and motility allow tumor cells to
move into surrounding tissue where they enter blood or lymph vessels [3-5]. Once in circulation, tumor cells are transported to a secondary site, where they can grow out to form
metastatic foci, or become dormant [5-8]. For these colonization events to take place, tumor
cells need to be able to respond to chemo-attractants and growth factors, and survive in the
new environment. The requirement for these traits might vary during tumor progression or
among different tumor types, and the gain of these traits does not follow a particular order
[8, 9]. It is worth noting that only a small fraction of the cells present in the primary tumor
have the necessary characteristics to escape from the primary site and colonize a secondary
site, which renders metastasis an inefficient process [7]. To investigate these dynamic processes underlying metastasis, most studies rely on techniques that are only able to provide
a static view, such as histochemistry, visual inspection of tumor size and end-stage measurements (e.g. the number of metastatic foci). In addition, these techniques analyze large
numbers of cells, which obscures the signaling properties and activities of individual cells.
This results in loss of crucial information concerning the adaptive properties of the few tumor cells that spread and form metastases.
Recent advances in optical methods have made it possible to visualize the metastatic process at a subcellular resolution in real time in vivo. Already in the 19th century, microscopes
were used to image tissue in living animals (e.g.[10]), a technique referred to as intravital
microscopy (IVM). In these early days, most IVM studies could only examine the vasculature and the microcirculation, because the optics available at that time and lack of contrast
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limited the visualization of other tissues. In the 1950s, the visualization of metastasis was
pioneered in a rabbit ear chamber [11]. Major breakthroughs in this field occurred in the
1990’s, when intravital imaging techniques improved considerably and genetic tumor models of rodents that expressed fluorescent proteins (FPs) became available. Since then, IVM
has evolved into an important tool for investigating the processes underlying cancer and
metastasis (see IVM-images in Fig. 1) [12-15]).
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Fig. 1. Intravital microscopy of individual steps of metastasis. The schematic illustrations shown here aim to provide a simplified overview of the metastatic process. To metastasize, tumor cells (green) have to escape from the
primary tumor and colonize a distant site. During this process, cells employ traits, such as invasiveness, motility, attachment, chemosensing and survival, which allows them to detach from the primary tumor, invade the interstitial
matrix (purple), overcome the barrier of the basement membrane (BM, blue), enter the blood (red), be transported
to a distant site, exit the blood, and finally grow out to form metastatic foci. IVM can be used to image metastatic
processes, as illustrated by the IVM images of tumor cells (green), type I collagen (purple) and blood (red). IVM
images A and B represent different time points of invasion of a Polyoma middle T (PyMT)-mammary tumor. IVM
image C shows the tumor cells present in a vessel that collects blood from a C26 colorectal tumor, and is one time
point of movie I (Supplementary material). Scale bars represent 10 µm.
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Recently, a number of new IVM techniques have become available with different properties
including imaging depth, resolution, timescale and applications (see Table 1) [for an extensive review on in vivo optical microscopy methods see [16]]. Techniques that are based
on fluorescence microscopy provide (sub)cellular resolution have successfully been used to
image single cells in living organisms in their natural environment, such as fruit flies, zebra
fish, nematodes, and small rodents [17-20]. In this Commentary, we will focus on high resolution IVM techniques used in small rodents (rats and mice), as they are the most widely
used model organisms to study cancer. We will describe the advances in high-resolution IVM
techniques that have made it possible to directly visualize the various steps of metastasis
at cellular resolution (see Fig. 1). We will also discuss the new insights into the process of
tumor cell invasion that have been obtained with such IVM studies.

Advances in IVM
High resolution IVM techniques
There are several high-resolution IVM techniques, including optical frequency domain imaging (OFDI), spinning disk confocal microscopy, and multiphoton microscopy (Table 1). In
OFDI, an optical beam is focused into the tissue and reflected light is detected after interference with a reference beam. The amplitude and phase of the reflected signal as a function

Technique

Imaging
depth

Resolu�on

Costs

Contrast
reagents

Ultrasound

> 5 cm

50 μm

++

Microbubbles

MRI

Unlimited

10-100 μm

+++

Magne�c
par�cles

Used clinically
High contrast in so� �ssue

CT

Unlimited

50 μm

++

Iodinated
molecules

Used clinically
High contrast in lungs and bones

PET/SPECT

Unlimited

0.3 mm

+++

Radioac�ve
compounds

Bioluminescence

> 2 cm

> 1 mm

++

Luciferins

Whole body
imaging

> 2 mm

Cellular
(10-30μm)

+

Fluorophores

Op�cal frequency
domain imaging

> 1 mm

Subcellular
(< 15 μm)

+++

-

Spinning disk
confocal imaging

<100 μm

Subcellular
(< 0,5 μm)

++

Fluorophores

Mul�photon
imaging (MP)

< 1000
μm

Subcellular
(< 0,5 μm)

+++

Fluorophores

Comments
Used clinically for vascular and interven�onal imaging

Imaging of labeled an�bodies / proteins / pep�des
Imaging of tumor growth and gene expression
User-friendly equipment
No exogenous contrast reagents
No photobleaching and no phototoxicity
Rapid imaging
Low photobleaching and -toxicity
User-friendly equipment
Second Harmonic Genera�on
Low photobleaching and -toxicity (for details, see Box 1)
The commercially available microscopes are user-friendly

Table 1. Overview of different types of intravital imaging. Summarized here are the most important characteristics
of the different IVM techniques, including imaging depth, resolution, costs [ranging from low (+) to high (+++)], and
contrast reagents used, which illustrate their versatility. CT, X-ray computed tomography; PET, positron emission
tomography; OFDI, optical frequency domain imaging; SPECT, single-photon emission computed tomography.
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of time is then used to derive the optical scattering properties and thereby the tissue structure at different depths. OFDI has been used to study angiogenesis, lymphangiogenesis and
tissue viability [21]. The advantage of this technique is that it allows to image substantial
volumes of tissue over prolonged periods without the need for contrast agents.
At present, a number of mouse tumor models are available in which various FPs are expressed. For the imaging of tumors that express FPs, spinning disk confocal microscopy and
multiphoton microscopy have been the IVM techniques of choice. In spinning disk confocal
microscopy, visible light is used to excite FPs. Here, emitted out-of-focus light (outside the
optical section) is eliminated by multiple pinholes, resulting in increased Z-resolution and
contrast enhancement, which makes subcellular structures more easily visible. A spinning
disk confocal microscope can acquire high-resolution images at high speed and low phototoxicity and therefore allows for the long-term intravital imaging of tumors (upto 30 hrs) [22,
23]. The downside of spinning disk microscopy is that the visible light used for excitation is
scattered in the tissue, which limits its imaging depth to 100 µm. By contrast, the short pulses of in frared light (IR) used in multiphoton microscopy with a typical wavelength range of
800-1000nm penetrate the tissue more than 10-fold compared to spinning disk microscopy
(see Box 1)[24]. An additional advantage of IR-excitation is its ability to create a Second
Harmonic Generation (SHG) signal from non-centrosymmetric structures with highly order
repeats such as collagen type I fibers, an extracellular matrix component [25]. In contrast
to fluorescence microscopy, SHG does not involve the excitation of fluorophores, and hence
the signal does not suffer from photobleaching [for reviews, see [26-28]]. SHG microscopy
has been used to study the role of fibrillar collagen in tissues and organs, including skin, gut
and breast [e.g. [29]].
Box 1 - Multiphoton microscopy
Mul�photon excita�on is based on the (almost) simultaneous absorp�on of two low-energy infrared
photons, whose combined energies induce ﬂuorescence in the visible range (see ﬁgure panel A). Simultaneous absorp�on of two photons by a ﬂuorophore is an extremely rare event and mul�-photon excita�on
therefore requires high excita�on powers (i.e. a dense photon ﬂux). Infrared lasers achieve this by condensing all photons over a �me span of 12.5 ns into a 100 femtosecond pulse (thus concentra�ng the photon
density 1.25x105 �mes). Although the overall power is low (i.e. low number of photons per second), the
photon density per pulse is suﬃciently high to cause eﬃcient ﬂuorophore excita�on in the focal plane (see
ﬁgure panel B). Beyond the focal plane, however, the photon density is too low for simultaneous absorp�on
by a ﬂuorophore to occur (panel B) [26, 28, 135]. Therefore, in contrast to confocal microscopy, excita�on is
strictly conﬁned to the focal plane, thus avoiding the need for a pinhole to delete out-of-focus light (panel
B). This greatly enhances the detec�on eﬃciency, as the in-focus emi�ed light can be detected close to the
objec�ve, without the need to travel back through the scanner op�cal path (with loss of �ssue-sca�ered
emission at the pinhole and further losses at each ﬁlter) [136]. Furthermore, deep �ssue penetra�on,
reduced excita�on of surrounding �ssue, increased detec�on and low-energy IR light give the addi�onal
advantage of low phototoxicity and low photobleaching [137].
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Figure Box 1 - Two-photon versus single-photon excitation.
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The combination of high-resolution acquisition of fluorescent tissues and deep tissue penetration has made multiphoton-IVM the technique of choice for most research groups that
exploit intravital imaging for tumor cell biology (for more details, see Box 1).
Advanced detection methods for simultaneous imaging of multiple cell types and molecules
Using multi-color IVM, different cell types and molecules can be visualized simultaneously,
which has made it possible to study the interaction between different cell types and molecules in real time (Fig. 2A) [4, 15, 22, 23, 30-35]. Since the introduction of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) [36-38], and its color variants cyan fluorescent protein (CFP), yellow
fluorescent protein (YFP) and red fluorescent protein (RFP) [39], together with the more
recently discovered FPs (e.g. photoswitchable proteins [40]), several cell types can now be
genetically labeled and visualized in tumors using for example CFP and YFP [e.g.[41]]. In addition, tumor cells labeled with an FP can also be imaged at the same time as cells that are
labeled with fluorescent dyes [e.g. dextran-labeled macrophages (Fig. 2)]. A specific way to
label immune cells (often lymphocytes) is to isolate them and load them with fluorescent
tracker dyes before transferring them back into the recipient animal. The disadvantage to
this approach is, however, that the fluorescently labeled cells will only constitute a low fraction of the population as compared to their endogenous, non-labeled counterparts. A simple, yet functional approach to accomplish contrast between different cell-types and tissues
is intravenous or subcutaneous injection of cell-type specific fluorescent antibodies or other
targeted tracers [e.g., for lymphatics see [42, 43]; for Gr1+ myeloid cells, see [22]]. On the
other hand, it should be realized that the signals are short-lived whereas FP-signals persist.
However, a major disadvantage of FPs is the difficulty in translating their use into patients.
A general problem with multi-color IVM is that the excitation (particularly in multiphoton
excitation) and emission spectra of most FPs and dyes overlap and some FPs and dyes can
only be successfully distinguished when complicated algorithms are used [44]. Alternatively,
FPs and dyes can be discriminated based on their unique fluorescence lifetime (the average
time an excited fluorophore is in its excited state) that can be measured with Fluorescence
Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM) (see Box 2)[45], which increases the number of different fluorophores and thus cells that can be imaged simultaneously.
In addition to discriminating spectral-overlapping fluorophores, FLIM is also used to distinguish between the autofluorescence of various tissue types (see Box 2). Autofluorescence
is the intrinsic property of cells to emit fluorescence upon excitation and is caused by its
endogenous constituents, such as tryptophan, pyridinic coenzymes (i. e. NADPH), flavin coenzymes, melanin and elastin, which all have fluorescent properties [see e.g. [46, 47]]. Since
most of the autofluorescent tissue components exhibit comparable excitation and emission spectra, the resulting fluorescence levels are similar and cannot be used to distinguish
tissues. However, as the lifetime of autofluorescence differs between different cell types,
autofluorescence lifetime measurements have successfully been used to distinguish healthy
tissues from tumor tissues [48, 49].
Intravital imaging of proteins, proteases, signaling pathways and cellular processes in vivo
Imaging of molecular processes in living mice has been achieved by multiphoton-IVM of
FP-fusion proteins and injectable dyes. High resolution IVM of cells that express a fusion of
FP with a receptor [e.g ErbB2, [50]], an adhesion molecule [e.g. E-cadherin; [51], or an actin
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or myocin binding protein [52, 53] have been used to study intracellular signaling in single
tumor cells. In addition to FP-fusion proteins, many biosensors based on a change in Fluorescent Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) (see Box 2) can be used to study intracellular signaling in vivo. The number of available biosensors is rapidly increasing, and specific FRET-biosensors are already available to register the levels of second-messengers, protein-protein
interactions, or the activation status of proteins (e.g. Rho) [for a review on biosensors see
[54, 55]]. However, as the field of FRET-biosensors is still an emerging area, only a few re-
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Fig. 2. Multicolor and FRET IVM. Signaling events and cell-cell interactions can be imaged using multicolor and
FRET IVM. (A) Schemative representation (left) and corresponding multicolor IVM image (zoom and overview on the
right) of a colorectal C26 tumor. Shown here are merged images of Dendra2-expressing tumor cells (green), 70 kDa
Texas Red-labelled macrophages (red), and Type I collagen (purple; SHG), which illustrate the interaction between
macrophages and tumor cells. (B) A cartoon of a caspase-3 FRET biosensor. Here, CFP and YFP are in close proximity
resulting in efficient fluorescence resonance engery transfer (FRET). When caspase-3 is activated in the cell by induction of apoptosis, the sensor is cleaved leading to an increased distance between CFP and YFP with a subsequent
loss in FRET. This loss is observed as increased CFP fluorescence and decreased YFP fluorescence. (C) The IVM image
shows mouse keratinocytes transfected by DNA tatooing with the caspase-3 FRET biosensor and a chemical-sensitive inducer of apoptosis. The arrows point to examples of cells that are transfected with the caspase-3 sensor. (D)
Upon CFP excitation, IVM-images of CFP and YFP were acquired and FRET was expressed as a ratio of YFP over CFP
(see colour bar on the right). A striking drop in FRET is observed upon chemical induction of apoptosis (lower row of
images), which illustrates how signaling events can be measured in vivo. All scalebars represent 10 μm.
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search groups have thus far used this powerful technique in vivo. For example, FRET biosensors have been used to measure calpain proteolytic activity in muscles [56], changes in calcium concentrations and myosin light-chain kinase activity in arteries [57], and the induction
of apoptosis in the skin [58], colorectal carcinomas, and lymphomas [59, 60].
Especially, the apoptosis sensor has been of interest for tumor biology, since tumor cells
have to overcome many apoptotic signals during several steps of metastasis. The FRET
apoptosis sensor consists of a CFP that is separated from a YFP by a caspase-3 recognition
sequence (Fig. 2B). Caspase-3 activity cleaves CFP from YFP leading to a loss of FRET efficiency. Indeed, when we induce apoptosis in single keratinocytes in the skin of living mice, a
caspase-3-mediated loss of the FRET levels was observed, which shows that caspase-3 activity is a good read out for apoptosis induction in vivo (Fig. 2B, and [58]). Keese and colleagues
used FRET-IVM of this biosensor to study the induction of apoptosis resistance upon chemotherapy [59, 61]. Moreover, Breart and colleagues utilized this biosensor to study apoptosis
of tumor cells by cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL), and showed that a CTL kills on average one
tumor cell every 6 hours [60].
Many synthetic fluorescent probes have been developed to study intra- and extracellular
protease activity in tumors, such as matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) and cathepsins. The
injectable probes that have been used to measure protease activity in tumors include autoquenched protease substrates that fluoresce upon cleavage [62], proteolytic beacon that
lose FRET upon cleavage [e.g. [63, 64] and fluorescently labeled activatable cell-penetrating
peptides (ACCPs) that translocate into cells upon cleavage [65, 66]. The disadvantage of
these probes is that chemical knowledge is required to synthesize them, although recent
commercialization of some of these probes has overcome this problem. It is also important
to realize that phagocytic cells, such as macrophages, might take up some of the probes
without proteolytic activity, which complicates the interpretation of high resolution IMV images. Nevertheless, IVM of fluorescently tagged proteins, genetic and synthetic fluorescent
probes have become a great tool to visualize protein activity, signaling pathways and cellular
processes during several steps of metastasis.
Long-term intravital imaging over multiple days
IVM has contributed to the visualization of the behavior of tumor cells in living mice. However, most IVM studies only monitor short-term movement of cancer cells as they use tumor dissection, which effectively limits experimental observations to a few hours after surgery [typically around 4 hours, and after optimization up to 24 hours [22]]. Given the small
number of tumor cells that display high motility and subsequently migrate and invade over
periods that last up to days, long-term IVM techniques are needed to provide valuable information regarding these processes. Already in the 1990’s, Lehr and co-wor-kers developed
the dorsal skinfold chamber that is surgically implanted on the back of a mouse, which allowed multiple tumor imaging sessions over several days [42, 67, 68]. Since then, orthotopic
chambers (i.e. in their natural environment) have been developed, including the so called
‘mammary imaging window’ for mammary tumors that we have developed, (Fig. 3A,B)[6971] and the ‘cranial imaging window’ for brain tumors [72]. These imaging windows have
made it possible to visualize a number of metastatic processes over several days, including
the formation of new blood vessels [73-75], tumor cell invasion and intravasation (Fig. 3C)
[69], and tumor cell colonization at a distant site [76].
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Tracking of individual tumor cells over several imaging sessions
To enable long term tracking of individual cells, reference points such as vascular and extracellular matrix (ECM) structures, have been used in healthy tissue that allows retracing
of the previously imaged area over several imaging sessions [58, 77-81]. However, when
tumorigenic tissues are observed, in which topology changes dynamically, initial reference
points might alter and cannot be used for retracing. To be able to track dynamics areas of
interest, tumor cells have been photo-marked using photoconvertable fluorophores, such
as Kaede [82] and Dendra2 [83]. These fluorophores have absorption and emission spectra
that are significantly red-shifted by violet light. We have used this property of Dendra2 to
mark regions of interest in the tumor over several days with single-cell precision (Fig. 3C)
[69, 70]. By this approach, we were able to track a large population of cells over multiple
days.
Taken together, we are now able to detect fluorescence at high resolution, deep inside living
animals. By combining imaging chambers and photomarking of regions of interest in the
tumor, single tumor cells can be tracked and visualized over several days. By using FRET-IVM,
Box 2 - Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy to distinguish spectrally overlapping ﬂuorophores.
FLIM produces images that are based on the ﬂuorescence lifetime of a ﬂuorophore, rather than on its
intensity and color [138, 139]. A major advantage of the FLIM technology is that ﬂuorophores that have
overlapping emission spectra (see Figure, panel A) can be distinguished, a feature that is not possible with
an intensity image. When ﬂuorophores are excited with a femtosecond IR pulse, the ﬂuorescence will decay
exponentially with a rate that is determined by the ﬂuorescence lifetime, which is close to zero for SHG (see
Figure, panel B) and around 2 ns for Dendra2 (see Figure, panel C). In every pixel of a FLIM image, the
ﬂuorescence decay curve is measured and used to calculate the ﬂuorescence lifetime. Many pixels of the
image contain both ﬂuorophores, and therefore will have an average lifetime that depends on the fraction
of each ﬂuorophore that is present in that pixel (see Figure, panel D). A FLIM image can be visualized by color
coding the ﬂuorescence lifetime (see color bar next to the FLIM image). In the FLIM image, ﬂuorophores
with distinct ﬂuorescence lifetimes, such as SHG and Dendra2, will be color coded diﬀerently and can
therefore be distinguished.
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Figure Box 2 - Fluorescence lifetime imaging.
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dynamic changes in subcellular signaling events that are required for metastasis can be imaged over time, whereas multicolor-IVM allows the visualization of cell-cell and cell-molecule
interactions. These recent advances in intravital imaging open the field to new and exciting
discoveries.

Important new insights into tumor cell biology

Recent IVM studies using the above described techniques visualized how tumor cells exit
the tumor and spread to a secondary site, generating new important insights in this process.
For example, it is generally believed that cells at the tumor border have to invade into the
surrounding tissue, where they traverse physical barriers of extracellular matrix (ECM) and
endothelial cells before they enter into the circulation to get transported to a secondary
site. Interestingly, IVM studies showed a much more dynamic picture, where cells switch
between different invasion strategies to exit the primary tumor as a reaction to physical
ECM barriers or intracellular signaling.
Hematogenous versus lymphatic tumor cell spread
Tumor cells can exit the primary site by entering either lymphatic vessels or blood vessels.
Interestingly, IVM of lymphatic vessels, which drain labeled macromolecules, showed that
lymphatic vessels inside hyperplastic lesions and tumor mass are non-functional, or even
absent [84, 85]. By contrast, regions at the tumor margin contain functional lymphatic vessels and thus might be the starting point for lymphatic metastasis [84]. Cells that metastasize via the lymphatic system will first be transported to the draining lymph node (Fig. 4A).
From there, the tumor cells flow through efferent lymphatic vessels to the heart and into
the blood system, and consequently, are transported to distant sites where they can form
metastatic foci (Fig. 4A). Although the presence of tumor cells in regional lymph nodes is
recognized as a prognostic factor for breast cancer and other cancers [86-89], it remains
elusive whether tumor cells metastasize from the lymph nodes, or whether their presence
in lymph nodes merely reflects their intrinsic invasiveness [90]. Therefore, it is unknown
whether tumor cells use the lymphatic route, the hematogenous (blood) route, or indeed
both, to metastasize to other organs.
In order to address this question, IVM has been used to visualize the signaling pathways that
are required for the entry of tumor cells into lymphatic or blood vessels [4, 15, 69, 85, 91,
92]. For this purpose, Gaimpieri and colleagues engineered MTLn3 mammary tumor cells to
express Smad2 fused to GFP, which translocates to the nucleus in response to transforming
growth factor β (TGF-β)[92], a well studied inducer of tumor cell motility [93]. Using high
resolution IVM of MTLn3 mammary tumors, they showed that TGF-β signaling is active in
singly moving cells but not in those moving cohesively [92, 94] (Fig. 4A). In addition, they
showed that singly moving cells enter the blood vessels whereas collectively moving cells
enter lymphatic vessels. Since motility of single cells entering the blood vessels is TGF-β
dependent, blood entry but not lymphatic entry is blocked upon TGF-β inhibition [92]. Interestingly, the number of tumor cells drained from the heart, which corresponds to the
added effects of hematogenous and lymphatic spread (see merging point in Fig. 4A) is also
decreased upon inhibition of TGF-β signaling [92]. This suggests that tumor cells of these
tumor models use the hematogenous route to metastasize to other organs, because TGF-β
signaling is only required for the entry of tumor cells into blood vessels.
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These studies clearly illustrate that IVM of signaling pathways can provide crucial information regarding the spread of tumor cells, but future research is necessary to determine
whether these observations are also true for other tumor models.
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Fig. 3. Intravital microscopy over several days using a mammary imaging window. This figure shows the experimental setup for repeated IVM imaging of living mice over several days using a ‘mammary imaging window’ (MIW).
(A) The Schematic illustrations show a MIW consisting of a plastic frame and a cover glass (top image), and a MIW
that is surgically placed on a mammary tumor (lower image). (B) After implantation of the MIW at day 0, the mouse
recovers for two days. This is followed by repeated IVM sessions in the subsequent days. (C) Shown here are IVM
images of a Dendra2-expressing colorectal C26 tumor, where green present the non-switched Dendra2 and red
the swichted Dendra2. At day 3, tumor cells present either close to (upper images) or surrounding a blood vessel
(lower images) were photo-labelled in a square region by photo-switching Dendra2 from green to red using violet
illumination. Note that the combination of the MIW and photomarking of tumor cells allows imaging regions to
be retraced in subsequent imaging sessions and the motility and intravasation to be visualized. Also note the high
intratumoral motility (top images) and the loss of red-shifted tumor cells by intravasation (lower images). Scale bar
represents 10 μm.
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The role of proteolysis in invasion
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The proteolytic activity of peptidases is important for several aspects of metastasis, including tumor growth, apoptosis, angiogenesis, and invasion [95]. Roles of peptidases, such
as MMPs, include remodeling of ECM and cleavage of numerous other substrates such as
growth-factor-binding proteins, cell-adhesion molecules, receptor tyrosine kinases and other proteinases [95, 96]. Many of these roles are thought to be crucial for tumor cells to be
able to overcome the physical barriers of dense ECM layers when invading surrounding tissues and entering into blood [97-99]. These ECM layers include a three-dimensional fibrillar
meshwork of interstitial tissues and the two-dimensional sheet of the basement membrane
(BM), underlining epithelial and endothelial tissues (Fig. 1) [100-102]. The BM is thought to
act as a particularly effective physical barrier owing to its small pore size (~50nm). However,
is it not clear if the breakdown of these ECM layers is always required for tumor cell invasion
and intravasation.
IVM experiments showed that proteolytic activity supports the collective invasion of tumor
cells [e.g [92, 103]]. For example, cancer-associated fibroblasts have been found to remodel
the interstitial ECM meshwork, both through peptidase- and force-mediated matrix remodeling, thereby forming tracks through the matrix, which enable tumor cells to collectively
move into the surrounding tissue [92, 104]. Macrophages have been shown to assist in the
entry of tumor cells into circulation by producing chemokines and peptidases, leading to
BM breakdown and tumor cell motility [4, 34]. Alternatively, tumor cells might degrade the
endothelial BM themselves. In vitro, many tumor cells can form actin-rich structures, the socalled invadopodia, by which ECM is locally degraded [105, 106]. However, a corresponding
in vivo function or even the very existence of such invadopodia in vivo has not yet been established. With the recent advances in high resolution IVM techniques and protease probes,
these questions might be answered soon.
Interestingly, using IVM, several labs have now established that ECM degradation is not always required for tumor cell invasion through dense ECM layers. For instance, Wolf et al
showed that upon inhibition of MMPs, tumor cells can still invade connective collagen matrices by switching from a mysenchymal mode of migration to an amoeboid mode of migration [107]. Both in vitro and in vivo experiments have shown that mysenchymal migration is
characterized by secretion of proteases and an elongated polarized cell morphology, whereas amoeboid movement is characterized by a non-polarized flexible round morphology of
the cell which does not require any proteolytic activity [4, 108, 109]. The amoeboid mode of
migration enables cells to squeeze through small gaps by forming bleb-like structures, thereby pushing these fibers out of the way without the requirement of proteolytic activity [110],
which allows cells to migrate within mammary tumors with high velocity [4, 53]. Although
amoeboid movement does not depend on ECM layer breakdown, it might be facilitated by
other peptidase-dependent processes, such as the activation of chemokines. Nevertheless,
these data illustrate that a tumor cell can adapt its invasion strategy, i.e. its mode of migration, to the surrounding microenvironment.
Invasion and intravasation within the tumor mass
In static histological samples, tumor cells that are located in the surrounding tissue close to
the invasive front of the tumor are identified as motile tumor cells. As the presence of these
cells in the surrounding tissue correlates with poor prognosis, it is generally thought that
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tumor cells escape the tumor by invading the tumor stroma (Christofori, 2006; Rowe and
Weiss, 2008; Tanjore and Kalluri, 2006). However, the contribution of motile cells within the
tumor mass that also enter the vessels has either not been studied, or simply overlooked,
as the motility and intravasation of this population of cells cannot be visualized in static
histological images.
With the recent high-resolution IVM studies in mice, intra-tumoral motility and intravasation can now be directly visualized in real time (Fig. 5) [3, 15, 69, 92]. In an elegant study,
Egeblad and coworkers showed that stromal cells and leukocytes (including T-cells, dendritic
cells, myeloid cells and fibroblasts) exhibit higher motility at the tumor stroma than within
the mass of mammary tumors using multi-color spinning disk microscopy [22, 23]. However,
the motility of tumor cells has not been visualized in this study. The extent of intra-tumoral
motility became clear when we tracked tumor cells through mammary imaging windows
over long periods of time. By photomarking a subset of tumor cells, we observed intra-tumoral cell movement and entrance into the vessels within the tumor mass (Fig. 3C) [69,
70]. Importantly, in contrast with tumor cells present in the tumor stroma, invading and
intravasating tumor cells within the tumor mass no longer encounter physical barriers, such
as the dense epithelial and endothelial BMs. Vessels that are embedded within the tumor
mass, referred to as tumor-associated vessels, are less organized and less solid compared
to normal vasculature [75, 111]. In fact, owing to the lack of an intact BM and irregularly
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Fig. 4. Singly moving tumor cells of MTLn3-tumors use the hematogenous route to metastasize to other organs.
(A) A simplified schematic overview of spreading routes from a breast tumor to the lung. At the primary tumor site,
tumor cells can either enter the blood directly (blue route), or via the lymphatic vessels (purple route), which drains
into the blood at a merging point, located just before the heart, from where the blood is then transported into the
lung. Using IVM of the invasive MTLn3-tumor model, it has been shown that cells move either as single cells that
leave the primary tumor using the hematogenous route or as collective chains that use the lymphatic route. (B)
Inhibition TFGβ-signaling leads to inhibition of singly moving cell invasion and a subsequent drop in the number of
tumor cells in the heart, while the collective movement to lymphatics is unaltered. These experiments show that
for this invasive mammary carcinoma model, tumor cells use the hematogenous (blood) route to metastasize to
other organs.
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organized endothelial cells and pericytes, these vessels have been shown to be leakier than
vessels of healthy tissues [75, 95, 112-114]. Therefore, tumor associated vessels within the
tumor mass are more easily accessible for tumor cells, thereby alleviating the intravasation
process (see cartoon in Fig. 5).
IVM also showed that in addition to active entry of cells into tumor associated blood vessels,
tumor cells can also accidently enter the blood stream when they are positioned close to
a poorly-structured tumor associated vessel that collapses upon elevated interstitial fluid
pressure caused by proliferating cancer cells. Due to the collapse, big clumps of cells from
the surrounding tissue shed into the lumen of the collapsed vessel, and get transported
through the vasculature [75, 95, 112-114].
Taken together, IVM has showed that both active, as well as inactive entry of tumor cells
into the vasculature occurs within the tumor mass, implying that tumor cell migration and
intravasation not only takes place at the invasive front. Therefore, intra-tumoral motility
and intravasation should be considered as an important escape route for tumor cells. This
idea also explains by the observation that many patients who have metastatic outgrowth do
not show any BM breakdown and therefore no invasion at the invasive front at the primary
tumor site, which was initially explained by the resynthesis of removed BM [115].

Conclusions and future perspectives

In this Commentary, we have focused on the advances in IVM and have given examples for
its usefulness in studying the metastatic process. So far, most of the advances have resulted in the ability to image the earlier steps of metastasis, including migration, invasion and
intravasation. Only a small number of studies have attempted to image cells in organs that
are prone to metastasis, such as the lungs [79], bone marrow [116], lymph nodes [117] and
spleen [118]. Unfortunately, these experiments rely on surgical dissection to expose the imaging site, which hampers long-term imaging, and therefore the visualization of colonization
and dormancy. The use of the cranial imaging window has overcome these problems for
the brain [76], and in order to expand this to other organs, the next-generation of imaging
chambers should aim to visualize the spleen, liver and lymph nodes. IVM of colonization will
help to answer many unresolved questions such as why tumor cells colonize a specific organ
without the formation of colonies in other organs, how long tumor cells stay dormant, and
what factors can reactivate them (e.g. angiogenesis, growth factors).
Although IVM has successfully provided new insights in the early steps of metastasis, most
studies are observational. In the next few years, it will be important to move the field from
observational to IVM experiments that characterize the molecular processes. For example, new cancer models should be imaged that have been engineered to manipulate the
behavior of cancer cells by inducible expression of oncogenes, or signaling proteins [20].
Developments in photo-manipulations will further help to transfer to experimental driven
studies, such as laser-induced release and activation of caged-compounds or transcription.
Moreover, high resolution and FRET IVM of biosensors are important tools to study the molecular processes such as cell-cell communication, intracellular signaling events and the gain
of traits that are required for cells to metastasize. For example, the FRET probe for Src [119]
can be used to study the regulation of integrin-cytoskeleton interactions during cell motility,
and the reactive oxygen species (ROS) sensitive FRET probe that responds to hypoxia [120]
might be important for studying the influence of the tumor microenvironment during es22
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cape and colonization. Unfortunately, most FRET biosensors have a low signal-to-noise ratio
and are not sensitive enough to be used in IVM experiments. Biosensor development is an
expanding field, and the next-generation probes should aim to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio and to probe for proteolytic activity, proliferation, adhesion, and senescence.

Intravasation into tumor-assoc. vessel

migration within tumor mass

Given the increasing number of genetically engineered tumor cell lines and fluorescent reporter mice, the transcriptional and differentiation state of cells that metastasize can also
be studied by IVM. For example Pinner and colleagues engineered melanoma tumor cells
to express GFP driven by the Brn-2 promoter, and showed that melanoma cells can switch
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Fig. 5. Direct entry of tumor cells into tumor-associated vessels as shown by IVM. Tumor cell migration and intravasation not only takes place at the invasive front, but also deep within the tumor mass. Upper IVM images in which
the mouse invasive lobular carcinoma tumor cells are in green, and the SHG signal is in purple, show high motility
within the tumor mass. The arrows point to the position of motile cells at time zero (see also movie 3, Supplementary material). The lower images show maximum projections of 50 µm Z-stacks of IVM images of C26 colorectal
carcinoma cells (green) and SHG (purple). The time series of the maximum projections show the disappearance of a
carcinoma cell which is not present any more in the Z-stack because it enters a tumor-associated vessel and is transported out of sight by blood (see circle and also movie 2, Supplementary material). The cartoon shows a simplified
model of leaky tumor-associated vessels within tumors, which lack an intact basement membrane (BM) and where
tumor cells can enter the blood. Scale bars represent 10 µm.
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from a less differentiated state to a differentiated state when cells exit the primary tumor
and enter the secondary site [110]. These type of IVM experiments will be able to answer
longstanding questions, such as whether cells can transiently switch from an epithelial to
a mesenchymal phenotype (EMT) during metastasis, or whether the metastasizing tumor
cells have a stem cell phenotype.
As discussed in this commentary, IVM is an important tool to gain knowledge of tumor cell
dynamics during metastasis, which will enable the development of more powerful strategies for treatment of human cancer. Although xenograft cancer models in immune-deficient
mice have been used extensively for IVM, these are end-stage tumors that do not recapitulate the natural development and morphology of common human cancers [e.g.[121]]. More
importantly, they lack particular interactions with the microenvironment, which contains
key players, such as T-cells, that influence tumor development and metastasis [122-125].
Novel cancer models have recently been developed resulting in mice that have a tumor
spectrum, which exceedingly resembles human tumor development and progression in the
breast [126-129], pancreas [130], lung [131, 132], and brain [133, 134]. Even though the
incorporation of fluorophores will be technically challenging, these models will undoubtedly
advance the translational aspects of future intravital imaging experiments.
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Supplementary movies
Movies can be found in the online version of the manuscript at:
http://jcs.biologists.org/content/ 124/3/299/suppl/DC1
Movie 1. Tumor cells present in a vessel that collects blood from a C26 colorectal tumor. In
green are the tumor cells, in red the blood and in purple the type I collagen. The movie is in
real time, with a total time of 2 seconds. The width of the images of the movie is 175 µm.
Movie 2. A tumor cell of a C26 colorectal tumor that enter a tumor-associated vessel. The
images of the movie are maximum projections of Z-stacks with a total depth of 50 um. In
green are the tumor cells and in purple type I collagen. Total time of the movie is 5 hours. The
width of the images of the movie is 80 µm.
Movie 3. Migration of tumor cells of a mouse invasive lobular carcinoma deep within the
tumor mass. In green are the tumor cells and in blue the type I collagen. The total time of the
movie is 160 minutes. The width of the images of the movie is 700 µm.
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igh-resolution intravital imaging (IVM) has proven to be a powerful technique to visualize dynamic processes that are important for tumor progression, such as the interplay between tumor cells and cellular components of the tumor microenvironment. The
development of IVM tools, including imaging windows and photo-marking of individual
cells, has led to the visualization of dynamic processes and tracking of individual cells over
a time span of days. In order to visualize these dynamic processes, several strategies have
been described to develop fluorescent IVM tumor models. Genetic tools to engineer fluorescent tumor cell lines have advanced the applications of cell line-based tumor models
to study for example changes in behavior or transcriptional and differentiation state of
individual cells in a tumor. In order to study tumor progression, fluorescent genetic mouse
models have been engineered that better recapitulate human tumors. These technically
challenging tumor models are key in visualizing dynamic processes during cancer progression and in the translational aspects of IVM experiments.

Introduction

Tumors are complex tissues composed of multiple distinct cell types (including tumor cells,
stromal cells and immune cells) and extracellular factors (e.g. growth factors and extracellular matrix), collectively referred to as the tumor microenvironment (TME). Since all factors
of the heterogeneous TME interact with and influence each other, the TME changes over
time. Together with the accumulation of genetic alterations in tumor cells, a changing TME
enables tumors to acquire all the known hallmarks of cancer including the ability to sustain
proliferative signaling, evade growth suppressors and immune destruction, resist cell death,
induce angiogenesis, reprogram energy metabolism, and metastasize [1, 2].
Most studies investigating tumor progression rely on techniques, such as histochemistry,
that only provide a static view of dynamic tumor processes. Moreover, many biochemical
techniques analyze large numbers of cells, thereby obscuring the adaptive properties of
individual tumor, stromal and immune cells. Recent developments in optical methods have
made it possible to study the dynamic interplay between individual tumor cells and their
TME by visualizing this process in living animals, a technique often referred to as intravital
microscopy (IVM) [3]. For example, simultaneous visualization of individual tumor cells and
macrophages in mammary tumors contributed to the discovery of a growth factor-mediated
paracrine loop between these cell types. This paracrine loop defines a TME that induces
tumor cells to become invasive, enter the vasculature, and metastasize [4, 5]. The influence of stromal cells on tumor cell behavior can also be indirect. For example, tumor cells
and cancer-associated fibroblasts have been shown to remodel the interstitial extracellular
matrix (ECM), through both peptidase- and force-mediated matrix remodeling [6, 7]. This
remodeling results in the formation of tracks through the matrix, which enables tumor cells
to collectively move into the surrounding tissue [6-9]. IVM has also been used to directly
link cellular behavior to transcriptional and differentiation state; e.g. enhanced motility of
melanoma cells has been correlated to low pigment status [10]. Examples of these and other IVM studies illustrate the strength of IVM to visualize the dynamic behavior of individual
tumor, immune, and stromal cells in various TMEs in a progressing tumor (e.g. [8, 11-13]).
The latest IVM techniques enable tracking of cells over days or even weeks and therefore
future research is expected to provide important new insights into dynamic processes, such
as primary tumor growth, tumor cell movement, metastatic outgrowth, and the role of the
TME in these processes. From a clinical perspective, treatment with anti-cancer drugs can
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be assessed in real time in vivo, and therapeutic resistance mechanisms might be elucidated. Here, we will review high-resolution IVM techniques and the relevant fluorescent mouse
tumor models for IVM studies.

IVM platforms
Various IVM platforms allow imaging of specific dynamic processes
Several IVM platforms with specific applications have been developed. The preferred platform depends on the spatial and temporal resolution that is required to measure dynamic
processes in the studied system. For example, tumor cells move in the order of tens of micrometers per hour in vivo [14], and therefore imaging and tracking of these cells does not
require high temporal resolution. By contrast, immune cells migrate in the order of micrometers per minute [15, 16]. Tracking these cells requires high temporal resolution, unless
the cell density is low or specific cells can be marked.
The simplest, yet powerful, IVM technique to visualize tumor dynamics is whole body imaging. The microscope used for this method consists of a light-emitting diode (LED) flashlight
to excite and a CCD-camera to collect the emission of fluorescent proteins (FPs) [17]. This
technique has been used to image tumors throughout the entire mouse for multiple days
[18-20]. However, the resolution of whole body imaging is limited (at 0.5 mm imaging depth,
the resolution is ~60 μm and at 2.2 mm, the resolution is ~1900 µm [21]) compared to the
confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) and other commonly used point-scanning microscopes that scan an image point by point. The spinning disk confocal microscope combines
high spatial resolution and fast scanning by recording fluorescence emission light simultaneously from multiple excitation spots. This fast scanning allows the visualization of very fast
dynamics, and is accompanied by reduced phototoxiticy and photobleaching. Moreover,
fast scanning is important when tissue motion (e.g. respiratory movements) causes serious
distortion of images [13, 22]. Using a spinning disk microscope, the group of Werb and Egeblad was able to image fast-moving lymphocytes present in the TME continuously for 40
hours [13, 22].
Both CLSM and spinning disk microscopy utilize visible light (400-650 nm) for excitation.
Since visible light is highly scattered in tissue, the imaging depth of these platforms is limited. Increased imaging depths can be obtained with two-photon platforms that excite fluorophores by low-energy infrared (IR) light (wavelength of > 700 nm) [23-25]. Fluorophores
are excited by the (almost) simultaneous absorption of two IR photons, and subsequently emit fluorescence in the visible range [24]. IR light has minimal scattering in tissue and
therefore two-photon microscopes have been used to visualize the behavior of individual
cells deep inside tumors (e.g. [4, 8, 11, 26, 27]). Reduced excitation of surrounding tissue,
efficient detection and low-energy IR light give the additional advantage of low phototoxicity and low photobleaching [28].
In addition to the most commonly used IVM platforms described above, many other fluorescent and non-fluorescent imaging platforms for various specialized applications exist
which are beyond the scope of this review (for an overview see [29, 30]). The choice for a
specific microscopy technique depends on the required experimental parameters, such as
the required imaging depth, and the required spatial (imaging subcellular structures) and
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As the imaging depth of fluorescent high-resolution IVM techniques is limited to 1 mm,
either superficial tissue such as the skin, or sites that have been surgically exposed, can
be visualized. For example, several groups performed IVM on the lung, a vital organ that is
often target of both primary tumor growth and metastases [31-33]. However, this method
requires invasive surgery, thereby limiting the duration of IVM experiments to a few hours.
The duration of IVM experiments performed on a non-vital organ, such as the breast, has
been extended to a maximum time period of 40 hours when the vital signs of anesthetized
mice are closely monitored (e.g. breath rate, blood oxygen levels and heart rate)[13, 22]. In
order to study cell dynamics over time periods of days and weeks, such as tumor cells that
migrate and invade surrounding tissue, several research groups have developed imaging
chambers or windows to repetitively image the same animal. For example, the vascularization of a primary tumor has been studied in the dorsal skin fold chamber [34]; a chamber
containing a glass coverslip clamped around a skin fold on the back of a mouse [35] (Figure
1). The use of dorsal skin fold chambers, however, limits IVM experiments to tumor models
based on subcutaneously injected cell lines, which, for many tumors, is not their natural
environment. For example, invasion and intravasation of breast tumor cells is highly dependent on the specific mammary gland microenvironment, which does not exist at non-breast
sites (e.g. [4, 36-38]). Therefore, other imaging windows that are orthotopic (in the natural environment) have been developed, including the mammary imaging window to study
breast cancer [12, 27, 39], and the cranial imaging window to study brain [40], bone or bone
marrow cancer [41] (Figure 1).
In order to track individual cells over prolonged times using an imaging window, an imaging
field has to be retraced in subsequent IVM sessions. For this retracing, internal landmarks
such as blood vessels [18], ECM structures [42] or injected fluorescent beads [43] have been
used. For example, Perentes and co-workers retraced regions of subsequent imaging sessions by registering the second harmonic generation (SHG) signal [44]. SHG signal is generated from non-centrosymmetric structures with highly ordered repeats (such as type
I collagen) by IR-light [45] and can therefore be used to image ECM landmarks. However,
the architecture of ECM landmarks in tumorigenic tissue may change over time due to remodeling of the ECM by tumor, stromal and immune cells. For the retracing of tumorigenic
tissue, photo-marked tumor cells have been used as landmarks [12]. For example, tumor
cells expressing the photoconvertable fluorophore Dendra2 can be marked by switching
Dendra2 from its green to red emitting state using a violet laser [3, 12, 27, 46]. By specifically
marking and tracing a subpopulation of cells around blood vessels, we showed that tumor
cells surrounding major blood vessels are motile and intravasate, in contrast to tumor cells
surrounding microvessels, which only display intratumoral motility [12].
In conclusion, the above-described overview of recent IVM studies illustrates the importance and possibilities of 1) the choice of a microscopic technique to obtain (sub)cellular
resolution images of a tumor, 2) optical accessibility of a tumor, and 3) retracing regions of
interest over multiple imaging sessions. However, to apply IVM in cancer research, suitable
animal models are required in which dynamic tumor progression can be visualized.
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the most commonly used fluorescent mouse tumor models for IVM. In order to
image tumor cells intravitally, mice bearing fluorescent tumors have to be generated. The vast majority of IVM experiments are based on tumors that develop within weeks after the injection of fluorescent tumor cells (upper left).
Alternatively, fluorescent tumors that develop upon overexpression of oncogenes have been generated by crossing
several genetically modified mice (upper right). Note that it takes years to generate mice with the correct genotype,
and that for most genetic tumor models the onset of tumors also takes months. To image fluorescent tumors with
high resolution, the tumors can be surgically exposed to the objective (lower left). Alternatively, a tumor can be
visualized through an imaging window (lower right). The cartoon illustrates three widely used imaging windows
in tumor biology. Importantly, a surgically dissected tumor can only be imaged in the time range of hours, while a
tumor can be visualized for days when imaged through an imaging window.
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In order to visualize and track individual cells over time in living mice, cancer and stromal
cells should be fluorescently-labeled. Several strategies have been described including the
injection of synthetic fluorescent probes [47-50], cell type-specific fluorescent antibodies
[13] or other targeted tracers (e.g. [29, 51, 52]). However, these signals are often short-lived.
By contrast, cells can also be genetically marked by the expression of FPs, such as the green
fluorescent protein (GFP), which enables continuous labeling (Figure 1). Below, we will discuss tumor models based on fluorescent cell lines or fluorescent genetically engineered
mice (GEM) and their advantages and disadvantages regarding their use in IVM.
Tumor cell lines
The ability to transplant human tissue in living mice gives the opportunity to study human
tumors in an in vivo setting. Most human tumor models, commonly used for IVM, are based
on the injection of human cell lines (Figure 1). Cell line-based tumor models have been the
model of choice for IVM studies because these tumors have a relatively short onset and a
wide variety of genetic tools is available to engineer and manipulate fluorescent cell lines
(Figure 1). This allowed the engineering and imaging of tumor cells that express a fusion
of an FP with a receptor (e.g. ErbB2 [53]), an adhesion molecule (e.g. E-cadherin [54]), or
an actin- or myosin-binding protein [55, 56] in order to study intracellular signaling in single tumor cells. However, cell lines are a selected subpopulation of cells, isolated from a
primary source, that are able to grow in tissue culture conditions, in which the concentration of growth factors and CO2 and O2 is different from the natural environment. Moreover,
most cell lines originate from late stage tumors, and therefore the tumor growth does not
represent the natural progression of cancer [57]. In addition, recipient mice should have
a compromised immune system to prevent an adaptive immune response against human
cells, and therefore lack key players in the TME such as T cells [58, 59]. Lastly, to reduce
imaging artifacts caused by respiratory movements many non-skin cell lines are injected
subcutaneously and therefore lack the natural environment that is crucial for their behavior.
Thus, these types of tumors do not recapitulate the natural development and morphology
of cancers commonly found in the clinic [60]. This can be partially overcome by injecting cell
lines orthotopically in syngeneic mice [61]. For example, we imaged a tumor model based
on the injection of the mammary tumor cell line 4T1 in the mammary fat pad of syngeneic
Balb/c mice, in which adaptive immune cells are part of the TME (Figure 2A). As can be seen
in Figure 2A, both intratumoral cell motility and cell division can be observed. Another interesting model is the melanoma cell line B16, isolated from a C57BL/6 mouse. This C57BL/6
genetic background is of particular interest for IVM studies, since many strains are available
that express FPs in a subpopulation of the TME, including dendritic cells [62], mononuclear
phagocyte lineages [63], CD4 T cells [64], granulocytes, monocytes and macrophages [65].
Obviously, fluorescently-labeled tumor cells can also be imaged simultaneously with exogenously-labeled stromal cells, e.g. fluorescent dextran-labeled macrophages [3, 66]. For human xenograft models, tumor cells can be visualized simultaneously with host cells when
immune-compromised mice are used that express for example GFP in all nucleated cells
[67].
In conclusion, fluorescent tumor cell lines can be used for IVM to study important aspects
of dynamic tumor cell biology, such as intra- and intercellular signaling events, and differentiation and expression status; however they do not represent the progression of the disease
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and often lack relevant TME factors.
Genetic tumor mouse models
Tumor mouse models that strongly resemble human tumor development and progression
are often based on the development of tumors upon the overexpression of oncogenes or
the depletion of tumor suppressors. For example, the overexpression of the mammary tumor oncogene polyoma middle T (PyMT) in mouse mammary epithelial cells results in mammary carcinoma formation that closely resembles the progression of human breast cancer
[68]. However, the incorporation of fluorophores in these genetically engineered mice is
time-consuming, expensive and technically challenging (Figure 1). A few number of IVM
labs have made the investment to generate genetic mouse models in which the tumor cells
are fluorescent. For example, the Tsarfaty lab has generated transgenic mice in which the
A.
0 min
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4T1 cell line-based tumor model

B.

MMTV-PyMT genetic tumor model

30 min
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Purple: SHG (Collagen 1)
Green: 4T1 tumor cells

Purple: SHG (Collagen 1)
Green: 4T1 tumor cells

Figure 2. IVM of individual moving tumor cells in cell line-based and in genetic tumor models. To visualize motility
of individual tumor cells in mammary tumors, tumors were surgically exposed and imaged with a two-photon microscope. Every 30 minutes, IVM images were acquired. Shown are merged images of the green and purple channel
that represent tumor cells and type I collagen (SHG) respectively. A) IVM images of a cell line-based tumor model.
CFP-expressing mammary tumor cells of the 4T1 cell line were injected into the mammary fat pad of Balb/c mice.
Three weeks after injection, tumors were palpable and imaged. B) IVM images of a genetic tumor model. Twelve
weeks after birth, MMTV-PyMT;MMTV-Cre;R26-flSTOPfl-YFP mice developed palpable tumors. The center images
represent overview images and the upper and lower images show a zoom of regions of interest (as indicated with
white squares). Note the different architecture of cell line-based 4T1 and genetic PyMT tumor, both growing in
the mammary TME. Zoom images are consecutive as shown by the time indications and show migration (all zoom
images) and cell division (lower zoom images). The initial position of a moving cell has been indicated with a white
dashed circle. Scale bars: 25 μm.
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ubiquitous expression of the GFP-tagged oncoprotein Met, a tyrosine kinase receptor, results in the formation of sebaceous tumors [69]. Therefore, tumor cells in the spontaneously developing adenomas, adenocarcinomas and angiosarcomas are labeled with GFP. We
crossed several transgenic mice strains to obtain tumor-specific YFP expression in mice that
develop mammary tumors driven by the oncogene PyMT (Figure 2B). Similar to the cell
line-based tumor models, we observed in these tumors individual tumor cells that were
motile (Figure 2B). Importantly, the morphology of cell line-based and genetically-induced
mammary tumors is different (Figure 2B). The labs of Condeelis and Werb have used similar models to also fluorescently label TME components [13, 70]. For example, Wyckoff and
colleagues crossed mice with a similar CFP-labeled PyMT tumor with mice in which GFP
is driven by a macrophage-specific promoter [70]. The offspring formed highly metastatic
mammary tumors in which the tumor cells were labeled with CFP and the macrophages
with GFP. Although it takes years to finish these types of expensive breeding schemes, existing fluorescent models can be used without the need to genetically engineer a new mouse
strain. Once a fluorescent tumor model is established, transplantation of tumor pieces is an
effective approach to upscale the number of mice bearing a fluorescent tumor, since numerous mice can receive a tumor piece from a single fluorescent tumor. Although the transplantation of late stage tumor pieces precludes the ability to study the natural progression
of cancer, it greatly reduces breeding time and costs. For example, Huang et al. transplanted
GFP-expressing tumor pieces from a spontaneously developed osteosarcoma back into mice
with the same genetic background [71]. This isograft transplantation technique resulted in
GFP-expressing tumors with histopathology and metastatic properties similar to the initial
tumor, providing an alternative source to generate mice that express FPs exclusively in tumor cells.
In summary, the generation of genetic mouse models that contain fluorescently-labeled tumors is time-consuming and technically challenging, but it allows the visualization of the
dynamic processes that are important for the progression of tumors that recapitulate human cancer.

Future directions

In this review, we have described microscopy techniques and fluorescent mouse models
that have been used to study dynamics processes important for cancer using IVM. Recent
developments in optics have led to new types of high-resolution IVM techniques, such as
optical frequency domain imaging (OFDI), that further extend IVM applications. Although
OFDI cannot visualize fluorescent probes, it enables the visualization of angiogenesis,
lymphangiogenesis and tissue viability without the need for contrast agents [72].
Using the recently developed IVM techniques, such as OFDI and two-photon microscopy,
dynamic processes can be visualized at subcellular resolution. However, most IVM studies have only described dynamic processes at the cellular level. Future research of tumor
progression and metastasis should therefore aim to characterize the underlying molecular
processes, such as intracellular signaling in individual cells and cell-cell communication. IVM
of fluorescent biosensors gives the opportunity to explore this field. Many new biosensors
have recently been developed that are based on a change in energy transfer between a
donor and an acceptor fluorophore, referred to as fluorescent resonance energy transfer
(FRET). A few pioneer studies have already used FRET sensors in vivo to measure changes in
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calcium levels in artery smooth muscle cells during small blood pressure changes [73] and
to determine the activation status of calpain in muscle tissue during a calcium influx [74].
In the field of tumor biology, a FRET sensor has been used to study apoptosis resistance
during chemotherapy [75]. Other currently available FRET probes of interest for the cancer
research field are probes to measure protease activity in tumors [48, 49] and a reactive
oxygen species (ROS)-sensitive FRET probe to monitor hypoxia [76]. Nevertheless, many
other available FRET biosensors are not sensitive enough to be used in IVM experiments.
Next-generation probes should increase the signal-to-noise ratio to study dynamic molecular processes in individual cells in vivo. Moreover, IVM of (FRET) biosensors in cell line-based
tumors should only be the first step. In the next step, similar experiments should be performed in clinically relevant genetic tumor models by engineering new genetically modified
animals that express fluorescent biosensors or by crossing already available GEMs. Even
though this will be technically challenging, these models are undoubtedly required to study
a more natural progression of cancer, including the role of TME factors, and advance the
translational aspects of future IVM experiments. The development of ‘humanized’ mice, in
which the mouse immune system is replaced by a human immune system [77, 78], may further extend the translational aspect of IVM in the near future. With the latest developments
in optical technologies, fluorescent probes and animal models, IVM will become increasingly important to investigate dynamic processes of (human) tumor progression.
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C

uring pancreatic cancer is difficult as metastases often determine the poor clinical outcome. To gain more insight into the metastatic behavior of pancreatic cancer cells, we
characterized migratory cells in primary pancreatic tumors using intravital microscopy. We
visualized the migratory behavior of primary tumor cells of a genetically engineered pancreatic cancer mouse model and found that pancreatic tumor cells migrate with a mesenchymal morphology as single individual cells or collectively as a stream of non-cohesive
single motile cells. These findings may improve our ability to conceive treatments that
block metastatic behavior.

3

Pancreatic cancer is one of the deadliest malignant diseases due to its propensity to metastasize. Therefore, understanding the process of metastasis formation is essential to improve
patient outcome. To gain knowledge on the limiting steps of this deadly process, metastatic
pancreatic cancer has been extensively studied in genetically engineered mouse models
(GEMMs). 1, 2 Although tumor progression to a carcinoma stage is often seen as a limiting
step for dissemination and metastasis formation, experiments in pancreatic cancer mouse
models showed that circulating tumor cells can be detected even in mice that display only
pre-cancerous lesions. 3 The ability of tumor cells to undergo epithelial-to-mesenchymal
transition (EMT) is another often thought limiting process of metastasis, however blocking
EMT did not result in obliteration of metastasis formation, but instead sensitized pancreatic
tumors to chemotherapy treatment. 4 Thus, developing a better insight into the inefficient
and multiple step process in which cells acquire the various traits necessary for metastasis
formation could aid in developing rational treatment strategies to treat or prevent metastasis formation of pancreatic tumors. 5, 6
The first rate limiting step in pancreatic cancer metastasis is the ability of tumor cells to become motile by detaching from neighbors and escaping from the primary tumor, 7-9 but this
step has not yet been directly studied in vivo. Intravital microscopy (IVM) studies in other
tumor models showed that few cells in the tumor display motile behavior and these motile cells employ different migratory strategies: 10, 11 mesenchymal migration, in which cells
have an elongated shape with cell polarity; bleb-driven amoeboid-like, in which cells have
a less defined polarity and a more rounded shape; collective streaming migration, in which
multiple cells migrate in streams of single mesenchymal cells that lack cell-cell contact, and
collective cell migration, in which cells migrate as a compact multicellular group in which the
adherens junctions are still intact. As pancreatic cancer is known for its aggressiveness this
study aims to visualize the migratory strategies of pancreatic cancer cells using IVM.
To characterize how pancreatic tumor cells escape from the primary tumor, here we intravitally imaged a genetic fluorescent mouse model which develops fluorescent metastatic
pancreatic cancer. Trp53 and KRAS are the main genes involved in the development, maintenance and progression of pancreatic cancer and are mutated in the majority of cases. 12-14
Conditional mouse models have been developed in which Trp53 and KRAS were genetically
mutated or depleted. 1 In our study, we use a mouse model in which the expression of
a non-functional Trp53 gene in both Trp53 alleles 2 and the expression of a mutant Kras
(G12D) are induced by a Cre that is expressed specifically in the pancreas by the pdx-1 promotor. 15 These pdx-1-Cre;Kras+/+;Trp53LSL-R172H/FLOX (KPF/MC) mice develop pancreatic
ductal adenocarcinomas within ~30 days. Although these tumors develop much faster than
other reported pancreatic cancer mouse models, 1 histologically these tumors are similar
to their slower counterparts and to human pancreatic cancer. 15 In order to characterize
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migration in our model for pancreatic cancer, we labelled all tumor cells with yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) by crossing KPF/MC mice with a STOP-floxed R26-YFP mouse (Fig. 1A).
In these KPF/MC-YFP mice, after ~50 days fluorescent tumors had formed throughout the
entire pancreas.
To intravitally visualize these fluorescent pancreatic cancers, we surgically exposed the pancreas by making a ~1cm incision into the skin and abdominal wall. The mouse was placed
in a custom-designed imaging box 16 and the pancreas was placed on a coverslip while still
attached to the circulation. The circulation is still intact as indicated by the blood flow upon
injection of 70 kD fluorescent Dextran (boxed areas in Movie S1). This setup allows for intravital imaging of pancreatic tumor tissue over a course of several hours. 17 We intravitally
imaged these fluorescent pancreatic cancers by visualizing the YFP tumor cells and the collagen I using second harmonic generation (SHG) imaging. Autofluorescence signal did not
interfere with our YFP detection, since the YFP fluorescence signal of tumor cells is several orders of magnitude higher than the autofluorescence signal of non-fluorescent tumors
(Fig. S1). In 5 mice, we took Z-stacks of 24 images with a Z step size of 3 µm of 5 to 9 imaging
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Figure 1. A genetic fluorescent mouse model of pancreatic cancer. (A) Schematic representation of the fluorescent
mouse model in which all tumor cells express YFP upon recombination by Cre recombinase under the Pdx-promotor.
In these cells, Cre-regulated mutated forms of Kras (KrasLSL-G12D) and p53 (p53LSL-R172H), combined with a
floxed p53 give rise to pancreatic tumors. (B) Representative intravital microscopy images showing different types
of tumor morphology in yellow and surrounding collagen I in magenta. Scale bar, 50 µm. (C) The number of migrating cells per imaging field (n=26 fields in 5 animals). The 5 different animals are shown in symbols with different
shapes/colors. Mean ±SEM.
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Figure 2. Tumor cells of pancreatic carcinoma migrate as mesenchymal cells. Time-lapse intravital imaging of a
fluorescent mouse model of pancreatic cancer with tumor cells shown in yellow, collagen I in magenta, intravenously injected 70 kD Dextran in red and nuclei in blue. (A) Example of an imaging field (showing 4 time points (120
minute interval)), in which polar and elongated single cell migration was observed (boxed area is enlarged in B).
Scale bar, 50 µm. (B) Boxed area in A showing an example of an imaging field (7 timepoints (60 minute interval)
with migrating polar and elongated single tumor cells (example in circle) with a track (last timepoint, white line).
Separate channels show the nuclei (Hoechst) and tumor cells (YFP), indicating that the particles that migrate contain nuclei. Scale bar, 50 µm

fields (0.7x0.7 mm) every 15 minutes for two hours. We observed that the YFP-labelled
tumors consisted of tumor lobes with heterogeneous morphologies; the normal pancreatic
architecture was completely replaced by tumor lobes (Fig. 1B, upper image) although some
of these lobes still contained a lumen (Fig. 1B, lower image) as can be found in the healthy
pancreas. Most of these tumor lobes were encapsulated by collagen, however this encapsulation was not intact in some areas (dotted lines in Fig. S2).
To characterize tumor cell migration, we visualized the cells that migrate away from the tumor lobes and invade into the healthy stroma (Fig. 2 and Movie S2). As reported previously
for other models, 18, 19 we found that the migratory behavior of tumor cells is very heterogeneous in these genetic pancreatic cancers tumors. In 2 out of 5 imaged mice, none of the
imaging fields contained migratory tumor cells that invaded into the stroma (total of 11
imaging fields, Fig. 1C). In the other 3 mice, we observed in 7 out of 15 imaging fields tumor
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cells that escaped from the lobes (Fig. 1C). However, it is important to emphasize that even
in the imaging fields where many migratory cells were found, the vast majority of cells did
not invade into the healthy stroma (Fig. 3A, Movie S3). The majority of these migratory cells
migrated as polar and elongated single cells (69 %, Fig. 3B and S3A, Movie S4 and S5), while
the other cells migrated collectively as a stream of polar and elongated single cells (31%,
Fig. 4A and B, Fig. S3B and S4, Movie S6-10). The observed migration was highly persistent
(0.676+/-0.035, Fig. 4C, left graph) (persistence for random migration is 0.365 20). Polar cells
that migrate with high persistency are often referred to as having mesenchymal migratory
behavior. 10 In line with this observation, the migration velocity was 14.04 ±0.98 µm per hour
(Fig. 4D, right graph), which is in the same order of mesenchymal migration observed in other mouse models and much slower than fast amoeboid migration (~10 µm per minute 10, 2123
). Moreover, similar to different types of immune cells, amoeboid cells have a high degree
of circularity (e.g. ~0.7 for monocytes 24 and other CD45high immune cells 25) and an aspect
ratio of less than 2, 24, 27-30 whilst the migratory cells that we observe have an average circularity of 0.54±0.025 (Fig. 4D, left graph) and an average aspect ratio of 3.19±0.226 (Fig. 4D,
right graph). The latter observation confirms the notion that the observed migratory cells
have a mesenchymal characteristics and not amoeboid characteristics. Collective migration
of a compact multicellular group of cells, in which the adherens junctions are intact, 10, 11, 31,
32
was not observed. Combined, these results suggest that although pancreatic tumor cells
derive from an epithelial lineage, they preferably migrate as mesenchymal cells.
Here, we have characterized the first step of the metastatic cascade of pancreatic cancers by
visualizing cell migration in vivo. Although pancreatic cancer is described as one of the most
aggressive tumor types, our study shows that the vast majority of tumor cells do not escape
from tumor lobes and that the few motile cells that invade into the stroma adapt a migraA
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Figure 3. Single tumor cell migration in pancreatic carcinoma. Time-lapse intravital imaging of a genetic fluorescent mouse model of pancreatic cancer with tumor cells shown in yellow and collagen I in magenta. (A) Example
of an imaging field (showing 4 time points (30 minute interval)), in which polar and elongated single cell migration
was observed (boxed area is enlarged in B). Scale bar, 50 µm. (B) Boxed area in A showing migrating polar and elongated single tumor cells (in dashed circles) with a track (last time point, white line). Scale bar, 20 µm.
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tory strategy similar to migration strategies adapted by tumor cells in other mouse models.
Our observation that cells adapt differential migration strategies (collective streaming vs
single cell migration) at various imaging sites is most likely reflecting variations in the tumor
microenvironment. 3 Indeed a number of studies show that variations in tumor microenvironment may change the behavior of pancreatic tumor cells, such as their response to
chemotherapy. 2, 33 For example, depletion of tumor stroma by using modified hyaluronidase
treatment or by inhibition of sonic hedgehog signaling increased survival of mice treated
with gemcitabine. 2, 33 Targeting the tumor microenvironment can also make tumors more
aggressive. 34 Combined our data suggest that to understand metastasis formation we need
to focus on studying the micro-environmental cues that lead to cell motility. Moreover, our
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Figure 4. Collective streaming of tumor cells in pancreatic carcinoma. Time-lapse intravital imaging of a genetic
fluorescent mouse model of pancreatic cancer with tumor cells shown in yellow and collagen I in magenta. (A)
Example of an imaging field (showing 4 time points (30 minute interval)), in which a collective stream of polar
and elongated single tumor cells was observed (boxed area is enlarged in B). Scale bar, 50 µm. (B) Boxed area in a
showing a collective stream of polar and elongated single tumor cells with a track (last timepoint, white line). Scale
bar, 20 µm. (C) The persistency (left graph) and migration speed (right graph) are plotted for every migrating tumor
cell. As a control the speed of non-migratory cells are shown (right graph). (D) The circularity (left graph) and aspect
ratio (right graph) are plotted for every migrating tumor cell.
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study shows that IVM of primary pancreatic tumors in GEMMs represents a powerful tool to
study the role of genetic modifications that lead to more or less cellular motility and to test
new therapies that target cell migration.
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Materials and Methods
Mice
Experiments were performed with pdx-1-Cre;Kras+/+;Trp53LSL-R172H/FLOX;Rosa26YFP/+
(KPF/MC-YFP) mice on a mixed background. The genotype gives rise to YFP-expressing pancreatic tumors. Mice were housed under standard laboratory conditions and received food
and water ad libitum. All experiments were carried out in accordance with the guidelines of
the Animal Welfare Committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, The
Netherlands and the Animal Welfare Committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht,
The Netherlands. Tumor development in KPF/MC-YFP mice is comparable with tumor development in the KPF/MC model for accelerated pancreatic tumor growth 15 showing an
average of 20 percent tumor area of the total pancreas on day 30 after birth, increasing
to an average of 90 percent on day 51. These mice show a median survival of 63 days. For
the intravital imaging experiments, KPF/MC-YFP mice were used at 49-54 days of age to
minimize the chance of losing mice during imaging procedures because of excessive tumor
growth or presence of ascites impeding imaging.
Intravital imaging
Before imaging, some mice received an intravenous injection of a mix of 90 ul 70 kD Texas
Red Dextran (10 mg/ml, Invitrogen) and 10 ul Hoechst (25 mg/ml, Sigma) to visualize blood
vessels and cell nuclei, respectively. Mice were sedated using isoflurane inhalation anesthesia (1.5% to 2% isoflurane/O2 mixture). The pancreas was surgically exposed, after which the
imaging site was cleared of ascites if present. The mouse was then placed with its head in
a facemask within a custom designed imaging box. The isoflurane was introduced through
the facemask, and ventilated by an outlet on the other side of the box. The pancreatic tumor
area was kept moist by surrounding the pancreas by gauze soaked in PBS and covering the
surgically exposed part of the mouse with parafilm to prevent dehydration. The mouse received 100 µl PBS subcutaneously and the temperature of the imaging box and microscope
were constantly adjusted to keep the mice between 36 and 37°C by a climate chamber
that surrounds the whole stage of the microscope including the objectives. Imaging was
performed on an inverted Leica TCS SP5 AOBS multi-photon microscope (Mannheim, Germany) with a chameleon Ti:Sapphire pumped Optical Parametric Oscillator (Coherent Inc.
Santa Clare, CA, USA). The microscope is equipped with 2 HyDs and 2 PMT non-descanned
detectors: HyD1 (520-550 nm), HyD2 (467-499 nm), NDD3 (565-605 nm), NDD4 (SHG). YFP
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and Texas Red Dextran were excited at 960 nm, YFP was detected in HyD1, Texas Red Dextran was detected in NDD3. Second harmonic generation was detected in HyD2 at 960 nm.
Hoechst was excited at 780 nm and detected in HyD2. Images were acquired every 15 minutes for at least 2 hours as Z-stacks with 3 µm step sizes. All images were collected in 12 bit
and acquired with a 25x (HCX IRAPO N.A. 0.95 WD 2.5 mm) water objective.
Imaging analysis and quantification

3

All images were processed using ImageJ software; pictures were converted to RGB, smoothed
(if necessary), cropped (if necessary), rotated (if necessary) and contrasted linearly. Videos
were corrected for XY and Z drift using custom-written software (codes on request available
from J.v.R.). Imaging positions showing migrating tumor cells were selected and migrating
tumor cells were counted manually. The center of cells was tracked using ImageJ software
and cells that migrated more than one cell diameter over the entire time lapse were selected for further analysis. Velocity was calculated by dividing the total track distance by
the total time, persistency was calculated by dividing the total displacement by the total
track distance. Circularity was measured using ImageJ by manually drawing a ROI around
the tracked cells at 2 or 3 time points and performing ‘shape descriptors’ measurements (4π
x (area/(perimeter2)). This describes the value between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates a perfect
circle. The average circularity of the 2 or 3 time points was used for the tracked cells. The
aspect ratio of cells was calculated by measuring the length of the major axis and minor
axis and dividing these to get a ratio. A perfect circle has an aspect ratio of 1. A cell with an
aspect ratio of less than 2 was considered amoeboid. 24, 27-30 The average aspect ratio of 2 or
3 time points (same time points as used for measuring circularity) was used for the tracked
cells. 3D reconstructions were created using Imaris 8.3 software (Bitplane).
Tumor processing
Tumors were isolated from the mice at the end of the experiment, a part of every tumor was
cut into ~2x2 mm pieces and frozen in freezing medium (10% DMSO/ 60% fetal calf serum/
30% DMEM/F12 + GlutaMAX (GIBCO, Invitrogen Life Technologies)) for future transplantation purposes. The remaining parts of the tumors were fixed in periodate-lysine-paraformaldehyde (PLP) buffer (2.5 ml 4% paraformaldehyde + 0.0212 g NaIO4 + 3.75 ml L-Lysine + 3.75
ml P-buffer (81 ml of 0.2 M Na2HPO4 and 19 ml of 0.2 M NaH2PO4 added to 100 ml demi water (pH 7.4))) O/N at 4°C to preserve fluorescence. The following day, the fixed tumors and
tissues were washed twice with P-buffer and placed for at least 6 hours in 30% sucrose at
4°C. The tumors were then embedded in OCT tissue freezing medium (Leica Microsystems,
Nussloch, Germany) and stored at -80°C.
Immunohistochemistry
H&E and Sirius Red stainings were performed on 6 µm OCT-embedded sections. 0.5 g of
Sirius Red (Direct Red 80, Sigma) was dissolved in 500 ml saturated aqueous solution of
picric acid (1.3% in water) (Sigma) and used to stain collagen. Imaging was performed on a
Leica DM4000 B LED microscope equipped with a Leica DFC450 Digital Camera. Images were
acquired using Leica LAS-X software.
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Fluorescence imaging on YFP- and non-fluorescent tumor sections
6 mm slices of frozen tumors (see ‘Tumor processing’) with and without YFP expression were
cut and dehydrated overnight at room temperature in the dark, followed by rehydration in
PBS for 10 minutes and mounting with Vectashield Hard set with DAPI (Vector Labs). Imaging
was performed with exactly the same settings as described above (see ‘ Intravital imaging’).
Statistical analysis
All data was expressed as mean and standard error of the mean (SEM). Mean and SEM were
calculated using Graphpad software or Excel.
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Supplemental material
Example of YFP-expressing tumor
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Figure S1. YFP-expressing tumor and a non-fluorescent tumor. Example of a YFP-expressing tumor and a non-fluorescent tumor to exclude auto-fluorescence signal in the YFP channel. Upper panel: representative image of a
genetic fluorescent mouse model of pancreatic cancer with tumor cells shown in yellow (YFP) and nuclei shown in
cyan (DAPI). Lower panel: representative image of a genetic mouse model of pancreatic cancer in which the tumor
cells do not express YFP. The image was taken using the same settings as for the image in the upper panel, showing
no auto-fluorescent signal in the YFP channel. Scale bar, 50 µm.
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Figure S2. Pancreatic tumor with non-intact collagen encapsulation. Histological images of a mouse pancreatic tumor. H&E (top row) and collagen staining (bottom row) of the tumor-stroma interface of a pancreatic tumor. Dotted
line in H&E staining indicates margin of tumor. Double lining in collagen staining indicates collagen encapsulation,
which is not intact (dotted lines). Boxes in left images indicate the region of interest which was zoomed in 20x (right
images). P=healthy pancreas, S= stroma, T=tumor. Scale bar, 100 µm.
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Figure S3. Screenshots of 3D reconstructions of tumor lobes (Movie S5 and S8). Screenshots of the 3D reconstructions of the tumor lobes (Movie S5 and S8). (A) Screenshot of the 3D reconstruction of the tumor lobe (Movie S5)
shown in Fig. 3B, with tumor cells shown in yellow and collagen I in magenta. The encircled cells indicate the tracked
cells shown in Fig. 3B. (B) Screenshot of the 3D reconstruction of the tumor lobe (Movie S8) shown in Fig. 4B, with
tumor cells shown in yellow and collagen I in magenta. The encircled cells indicate the tracked cells shown in Fig. 4B.
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Figure S4. Examples of collective streaming of tumor cells in pancreatic carcinoma. Time-lapse intravital imaging of a genetic fluorescent mouse model of pancreatic cancer with tumor cells shown in yellow and collagen I in
magenta. (A and B) Examples of imaging fields (showing 8 time points (15 minute interval)), in which collective
streams of polar and elongated single tumor cells were observed. Scale bar, 50 µm. (C and D) Screenshots of the
3D reconstructions of the tumor lobes shown in A and B. (C) Screenshot of the 3D reconstruction of the tumor lobe
shown in A, with tumor cells shown in yellow and collagen I in magenta. The encircled cells indicate the tracked cells
shown in A. (D) Screenshot of the 3D reconstruction of the tumor lobe shown in B, with tumor cells shown in yellow
and collagen I in magenta. The encircled cells indicate the tracked cells shown in B.
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Supporting Videos
Movies can be found in the online version of the manuscript at:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/21659087.2016.1261773
Movie S1
Time-lapse intravital imaging (interval 15 minutes) of a genetic fluorescent mouse model of
pancreatic cancer with tumor cells shown in yellow, collagen I in magenta and intravenously
injected 70 kD fluorescent Dextran in red. The boxed areas show examples of intact blood
flow after the surgical procedure to expose the tumor area.

3

Movie S2
Time-lapse intravital imaging (interval 15 minutes) of a fluorescent mouse model of pancreatic cancer with tumor cells shown in yellow, collagen I in magenta, intravenously injected
70 kD fluorescent Dextran in red and nuclei in blue. An example of polar and elongated single
tumor cells is shown. 7 time points of this Movie are shown as still images in Figure 2B.
Movie S3
Time-lapse intravital imaging (interval 15 minutes) of a genetic fluorescent mouse model of
pancreatic cancer with tumor cells shown in yellow and collagen I in magenta. The boxed
area shows an example of migrating polar and elongated single tumor cells. Boxed area is
shown in detail in Figure 3B and Movie S4.
Movie S4
Time-lapse intravital imaging (interval 15 minutes) of a genetic fluorescent mouse model of
pancreatic cancer with tumor cells shown in yellow and collagen I in magenta. The boxed
area of interest from Movie S3 is shown with an example of migrating polar and elongated
single tumor cells. Boxed area is shown in still images in Figure 3B.
Movie S5
3D reconstruction of the last timepoint of Movie S4, with tumor cells shown in yellow and
collagen I in magenta. To point out the cells that have been tracked, the tracked cells have
been encircled in Fig. S2A. The tracked tumor cells are truly detached from the tumor lobe.
Movie S6
Time-lapse intravital imaging (interval 15 minutes) of a genetic fluorescent mouse model of
pancreatic cancer with tumor cells shown in yellow and collagen I in magenta. The boxed
area shows an example of a collective stream of polar and elongated single tumor cells.
Boxed area is shown in detail in Figure 4B and Movie S7.
Movie S7
Time-lapse intravital imaging (interval 15 minutes) of a genetic fluorescent mouse model of
pancreatic cancer with tumor cells shown in yellow and collagen I in magenta. The boxed
area of interest from Movie S6 is shown with an example of a collective stream of polar and
elongated single tumor cells. Boxed area is shown in still images in Figure 4B.
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Movie S8
3D reconstruction of the last timepoint of Movie S7, with tumor cells shown in yellow and
collagen I in magenta. To point out the cells that have been tracked, the tracked cells have
been encircled in Fig. S2B. The tracked tumor cells are truly detached from the tumor lobe.
Movie S9
3D reconstruction of the tumor lobe shown in Fig. S3A, with tumor cells shown in yellow and
collagen I in magenta. To point out the cells that have been tracked, the tracked cells have
been encircled in Fig. S3C. The tracked tumor cells are truly detached from the tumor lobe.
Movie S10
3D reconstruction of the tumor lobe shown in Fig. S3B, with tumor cells shown in yellow and
collagen I in magenta. To point out the cells that have been tracked, the tracked cells have
been encircled in Fig. S3D. The tracked tumor cells are truly detac hed from the tumor lobe.
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orced overexpression and/or downregulation of proteins regulating epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) has been reported to alter metastasis by changing migration
and stem cell capacity of tumor cells. However, these manipulations artificially keep cells
in fixed states, whilst in vivo cells may adapt transient and reversible states. Here we have
tested the existence and role of epithelial-mesenchymal plasticity in metastasis of mammary tumors without artificially modifying EMT-regulators. In these tumors, we found
by intravital microscopy that the motile tumor cells have undergone EMT, while their
epithelial counterparts were not migratory. Moreover, we found that epithelial-mesenchymal plasticity renders any EMT-induced stemness differences, as reported previously,
irrelevant for metastatic outgrowth, because mesenchymal cells that arrive at secondary
sites convert to the epithelial state within one or two divisions, thereby obtaining the
same stem cell potential as their arrived epithelial counterparts. We conclude that epithelial-mesenchymal plasticity supports migration but additionally eliminates stemness-enhanced metastatic outgrowth differences.

Introduction

4

Metastatic growth is the major cause of cancer-associated mortality. To successfully grow
metastases, epithelial tumor cells need to acquire invasive properties to disseminate, and
stem cell properties to grow new tumors at distant sites [1]. Metastasizing cancer cells have
been suggested to hijack a developmental program named epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) [2-4]. During developmental EMT, cells lose cell-cell contacts, and concomitantly decrease the expression of the epithelial adherens junction molecule E-cadherin (E-cad)
and gain expression of proteins involved in e.g. invasion and stemness [3-5].
The effect of EMT on stemness as well as the role and even the very existence of EMT during
metastasis are heavily debated [6-8]. For example, contradicting findings were published on
the stem cell potential of tumor cells with an epithelial or mesenchymal state. Some studies
found that EMT-inducing transcription factors, such as Twist, coincides with acquisition of
stem cell properties thereby supporting metastatic growth [9-12]. Other studies found that
a forced reversion to an epithelial state through Twist knockdown leads to metastasis-initiating abilities [13, 14]. Importantly, both experimental approaches may not represent the
true in vivo status of cells because they require gene manipulations that artificially force
cells into fixed states, whilst in vivo cells may be able to transiently and reversibly switch between states, a process that from here on is referred to as epithelial-mesenchymal plasticity.
Moreover, the non-physiological overexpression or complete loss of EMT-regulators, such as
Twist1, may induce expression profiles and subsequently stem cell phenotypes that do not
exist under physiological conditions. Finally, EMT-regulators can have oncogenic functions
independently of their ability to induce EMT, thus observed phenotypes that result from
gene manipulation may not be exclusively due to EMT induction [15]. These data and concerns illustrate the importance of studying EMT in non-manipulated in vivo settings.
Although EMT would best be studied in the physiological in vivo settings, non-experimentally induced EMT during metastasis has yet to be observed. For example, extensive histological examination of human invasive ductal mammary carcinomas shows that, even in tumors
that have metastasized, tumor cells in the primary tumor as well as the metastases display
an epithelial phenotype (e.g. [16-18]). This means that either EMT does not exist when it is
not experimentally induced or EMT remains undetected in these static images because only
a small population of cells temporarily adapts a mesenchymal state. Therefore, in addition
64
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Figure 1. Development of a fluorescent mouse model for metastatic E-cad positive invasive ductal carcinomas
(A) Human invasive ductal carcinoma (upper panel) and a late stage MMTV-PyMT tumor (lower panel), stained
for E-cad and counterstained with hematoxylin. Scale bar, 30 µm. (B) Schematic representation of the fluorescent
mouse model in which all tumor cells express YFP and in which the endogenous E-cad is labeled with CFP. The Western blot shows wildtype and CFP-tagged E-cad. (C) Multiphoton images of fluorescent PyMT mammary tumors.
Scale bars, 30 μm.

to the development of models in which EMT can occur without modifying EMT-regulators,
techniques are required which are able to reveal and study the potentially rare and undetectable pool of cells going through EMT.
Here we combine high resolution intravital imaging, single cell sequencing and transplantation techniques to investigate the role of EMT and epithelial-mesenchymal plasticity in
metastasis of invasive ductal carcinomas. Our data suggest that epithelial-mesenchymal
plasticity supports tumor cell migration and causes metastasis-enhancing stem cell capacity
differences between epithelial and mesenchymal states to be irrelevant.

Results and discussion

To determine whether EMT occurs without artificial induction, we used polyomavirus middle T antigen (PyMT) mice that develop ductal mammary carcinomas that recapitulate
the progression of human mammary adenoma to late carcinoma stages and metastasize
primarily to lymph nodes, lungs and occasionally to liver [19-21]. Similar to human ductal carcinomas, these mammary tumors highly express E-cad, even in the late carcinoma
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stage and metastases (Figure 1A). To visualize EMT in vivo we crossed these MMTV-PyMT
mice with MMTV-Cre and R26R-loxP-stop-loxP-YFP (R26R-YFP) mice [22] to specifically label
all tumor cells with yellow fluorescent protein (YFP). Next, we crossed these animals with
E-cad-mCFP mice in which a monomeric cyan fluorescent protein (mCFP) is fused to endogenous E-cad [23], in order to label all endogenous E-cad with mCFP (Figure 1B). The resulting
MMTV-PyMT; MMTV-Cre; R26R-YFP; E-cad-mCFP animals develop ductal mammary tumors
and metastases in which all tumor cells are YFP-labeled and endogenous E-cad is tagged
with mCFP (Figure 1C). Microscopic inspection (Figure 1C) and flow cytometry (Figure S1) of
these fluorescent tumors showed that the vast majority of cells appear to have high levels
of membrane-localized E-cad (E-cadHI cells).

4

To test whether these tumors also contain a population of tumor cells that have undergone
EMT in which E-cad is not functional by either downregulation of the expression or by decreasing membrane-localized E-cad, we dissociated fluorescent PyMT tumors and exposed
the extracellular domain of E-cad to a fluorescently-labeled antibody. We sorted YFP-expressing tumor cells, excluding e.g. lymphocytes (see Figure S1). In contrast to analysis of
histological images, careful analysis of the flow cytometry data showed that in addition
to the population of E-cadHI tumor cells another, much smaller population of tumor cells
could be found. In this population the expression of E-cad-mCFP was low and/or E-cad was
non-functional due to intracellular localization as determined by low extracellular antibody
staining (E-cadLO, Figure S1B). Western blot analysis confirmed that E-cadLO cells have low
levels of E-CAD and a concomitant upregulation of VIMENTIN (Figure 2A), which is consistent with mesenchymal characteristics [3]. Moreover, using mRNA deep sequencing, we
observed differential expression in the E-cadHI and E-cadLO cells of typical EMT genes such
as Vimentin, Fibronectin, N-cadherin and transcription factors that regulate EMT including
Snail, Slug, Twist, ZEB1 and ZEB2, referred to as the E-cadLO gene set (Figure 2B-C and Table
S1). These results were confirmed by qPCR (Figures 2C and S2A).
These data show that in our system E-cad status can be used to distinguish between epithelial and mesenchymal phenotypes on the population level. To test whether this holds
true at the single cell level, we performed single cell mRNA sequencing of 72 E-cadHI and
25 E-cadLO cells. When performing unsupervised K-medoids clustering of the individual expression profiles, two separate clusters were identified that overlapped with the E-cadHI and
E-cadLO cells (Figure 2D, p<1-8). The single E-cadLO cells had higher expression of the E-cadLO
gene set from the bulk sequencing data, confirming the mesenchymal identity of the E-cadLO
cells on the single cell level (Figure 2E, T-test p<1-4 and Figure S2B-C). Furthermore, E-cadLO
and E-cadHI cells clustered separately in a heat map (Figure S2D), and we observed that the
expression profiles of E-cadHI cells were more similar to each other (Pearson correlation of
0.45) than to the profiles of E-cadLO cells (Pearson correlation of 0.35, Wilcoxon two sided
test = p<10-15; Figures 2D and S2D). Collectively, these data show that in PyMT tumors at the
single cell level that E-cad status can be used to discriminate between cells with epithelial
and mesenchymal features.
Next, we tested whether human tumors also contain E-cadLO cells. As a first indication, we
found that the E-cadLO gene set (marked with red dots in Figure 2B) is upregulated in human
cells in which EMT is induced upon E-cad knockdown or expression of dominant-negative
E-cad [24](Figure 3A, p<0.0001 hypergeometric test). Next, we obtained tumors directly after patients underwent mastectomy, and selected four tumors that stained positive for E-cad
on histological sections (Figure 3B). We dissociated the tumors into single cells, stained the
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cells with DAPI to exclude apoptotic cells, EpCAM to select for tumor cells [25] and E-cad to
distinguish between E-cadHI and E-cadLO cells. By flow cytometry we indeed detected both
E-cadHI and E-cadLO cells (Figure 3B). To test whether human E-cadLO and mouse E-cadLO cells
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are similar, we used a recently published dataset of gene expression in epithelial and mesenchymal circulating tumor cells (CTCs) from breast cancer patients [25]. Importantly, the
mouse E-cadLO gene set was also upregulated in the human mesenchymal CTCs, but not in
the human epithelial CTCs or healthy blood specimens (Figure 3C). Combined, these results
show that we have identified a subpopulation of mouse tumor cells (E-cadLO) that is similar
to that of human mesenchymal CTCs. Since tumors are genetically very heterogeneous, the
E-cadLO CTCs from breast cancer patients and from our mouse model may either adapt a
permanent mesenchymal state by e.g. mutations in EMT-regulators, or represent a transient
reversible mesenchymal state. To test whether the mesenchymal state is reversible, we first
generated organoids from the MMTV-PyMT; MMTV-Cre; R26R-YFP; E-cad-mCFP carcinomas.
We stimulated these organoids with transforming growth factor beta (TGF-beta) and hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) and indeed observed an increase in the number of E-cadLO
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of protruding (left) and motile cells (right) plotted against E-cad-status. Red lines indicate the median. The graph
represents data from imaging fields with moving cells (11 out of 45 imaging fields from 4 mice, where symbols
represent different mice).

4

cells (Figure S3A) showing that the mesenchymal state of E-cadLO cells can be stimulated.
This state can also be lost, since orthotopic transplantation of E-cadLO cells always resulted in
mammary tumors containing tumor cells with a predominantly epithelial phenotype as indicated by E-cad expression (Figure S3B). This reversibility is not necessarily dependent on cell
division, since sorted E-cadLO cells plated into a 3D matrix and stained with a CellTracker dye
to visualize cell division, reverted to an epithelial state both before (Figure S3C, upper panel)
and after cell division (Figure S3C, lower panel). Combined, these results show that the mesenchymal state of E-cadLO cells is plastic and can be gained and lost by tumor cells. Similar to
previously identified invasive signatures of tumor cells [26, 27], many categories of E-cadLO
gene set were related to tissue development, morphogenesis, migration and adhesion (Figure S3D-F). This result prompted us to visualize the behavior of these E-cadHI and E-cadLO tumor cells in vivo using multi-photon microscopy. To exclude YFP expression in non-epithelial
lineages, tumors were imaged that developed upon transplantation of E-cadHI tumor cells
into the mammary glands of wildtype mice (Figure 4A). In addition to endogenous mCFP-labeled E-cad and YFP, we visualized Type I collagen by imaging the second harmonic generation signal. As reported previously [28], we found that the migratory behavior of tumor cells
in these genetic PyMT tumors is very heterogeneous: while no migratory cells were found
in the majority of imaging fields (Figure 4B and Video S1), we found many migratory cells
in some imaging fields (Figure 4C and Video S2, in Figure S4A we demonstrate that cell motility is not due to Z-drift of the focal plane). The tumor cells migrated either individually or
as streams in which single cells appeared to follow each other’s migration path (Figure 4C),
as has been demonstrated before in other tumor models [29, 30], but collective migration
of cohesive epithelial clusters was not observed in this model. Whilst on average E-cadHI
cells were non-motile, the rare E-cadLO cells were either protruding or displaying migratory
behavior (Figure 4D). These migratory E-cadLO cells do not relate to the CK14 positive cells
(Figure S4B-C) that lead collective migration in organoids [31]. Collectively, our data show
that E-cadLO cells represent a rare population of motile cells that have undergone spontaneous EMT without experimental induction, within otherwise non-motile epithelial tumors.
Since we found that the small population of migratory cells in tumors has undergone EMT,
we questioned whether these tumor cells enter the circulation in this mesenchymal state
only, or whether they can revert and/or enter in an epithelial state. Despite a large variation
between mice regarding the total number of CTCs and the percentage of E-cadHI and E-cadLO
CTCs, both types of CTCs were present in the blood of tumor-bearing MMTV-PyMT mice
(Figure 5A). Next, we tested whether the E-cadLO circulating tumor cells show the same
expression profile as the E-cadLO tumor cells in the primary tumor. We performed single cell
sequencing and observed that the circulating E-cadLO and E-cadHI cells cluster into two populations and that the circulating E-cadLO cells show the same expression profile as the primary
E-cadLO tumor cells (Figure S5A-B). Since in this mouse model tumor cells do not stay not
long enough in the circulation to switch to another state (99,99% of IV injected tumor cells
get cleared from circulation within 30 seconds (Figure S5C)), we can conclude from our data
that disseminating tumor cells that enter the circulation are in a mesenchymal but also an
epithelial state.
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(right). Scale bars, 40µm. (E) Table indicating the metastatic outgrowth potential of E-cadLO and E-cadHI cells. Tumor-initiating cell frequency as tested by the Elda-limiting dilution test: E-cadHI cells 1/21228; E-cadLO cells 1/17545,
p=0.82.

Next, we investigated the epithelial and mesenchymal state of endogenous spontaneous
metastases to the lung. In line with the percentages of E-cadHI and E-cadLO cells in the blood,
40% of single metastasized tumor cells appeared to be E-cadHI cells and 60% E-cadLO cells
(Figure 5B-C). In contrast to findings in prior studies where EMT was induced [32], our data
suggest that naturally occurring EMT does not influence the arrival and extravasation of the
CTCs at the site of metastatic outgrowth. To investigate the cells that grow out to metastases, we examined endogenous metastases with a size of 2, and more than 3 cells. Although
20% of the 2-cell micrometastases were E-cad negative, all metastases larger than 3 cells
were E-cad positive (Figure 5C-D).

4

Since our histological analysis shows that all metastases larger than 3 cells contain E-cadHI
cells, we hypothesized that either only E-cadHI cells are able to grow metastases, or E-cadLO
cells convert to an epithelial state during the first cell divisions. Interestingly, E-cadHI and
E-cadLO cells do not differ in their proliferative capacity (Figure S5D-E). To further test the impact of each state, and especially epithelial-mesenchymal plasticity, on metastatic potential,
we investigated the ability of E-cadHI and E-cadLO cells to initiate liver metastases. In contrast
to previous reports with fixed states [13, 14, 33-35], the potential to grow metastases from
plastic E-cadHI cells and E-cadLO cells is approximately equal (Figure 5E). The outgrowth of epithelial metastases from the E-cadLO cells strongly suggest that at least a significant fraction
of the spontaneous metastases as found in Figure 5B are grown from mesenchymal E-cadLO
cells that have converted to an epithelial state during the first few cell divisions. Considering
all this data together, we conclude that, although intrinsically epithelial and mesenchymal
cells may differ in their stem cell potential, this difference does not provide a large metastatic outgrowth advantage as mesenchymal cells adapt an epithelial state after the first few
cell divisions, thereby abolishing any potential initial differences in stem cell properties.
Collectively, our data provide evidence for the existence of EMT in vivo without experimentally altering EMT-inducers. Artificial interference of EMT-regulators does not reflect
the moderate fluctuations of expression levels that occurs under physiological conditions,
and therefore is likely to lead to more extreme phenotypes. Moreover, these manipulations
artificially keep cells in fixed states, whereas we here show that cells adapt transient and
reversible states. Our data supports the notion that temporal acquisition of the mesenchymal state is important for migration, but not for entering the circulation. We observed that
mesenchymal cells that arrive at the secondary site adapt an epithelial state after a few cell
divisions. These cells therefore acquire the same stemness properties as their epithelial
counterparts. Thus, due to epithelial-mesenchymal plasticity, any differences in stemness
between epithelial and mesenchymal states will be lost and become irrelevant for metastatic outgrowth. In conclusion, we have demonstrated plasticity between epithelial and
mesenchymal states, thereby ruling out a critical role for differential stemness capacities
and ultimately the potential to grow metastases.
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Materials and Methods
Mice
All experiments were carried out in accordance with the guidelines of the Animal Welfare
Committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, The Netherlands. For
more details, see supplementary Materials and Methods.
Flow cytometry on mouse material
After putting cells through a 70 µm strainer cap (BD Falcon) cells were sorted on a FACS AriaII
Special Ordered Research Product (BD Biosciences). The sort strategy is illustrated in Figure
S1B. For more details, see supplementary Materials and Methods.
Intravital imaging
Imaging was performed on an inverted Leica TCS SP5 AOBS multi-photon microscope
(Mannheim, Germany) with a chameleon Ti:Sapphire pumped Optical Parametric Oscillator
(Coherent Inc. Santa Clare, CA, USA). For more details, see supplementary Materials and
Methods.
mRNA-sequencing analysis accession number
The mRNA-sequencing data is deposited in the European Nucleotide Archive under accession number PRJEB5939. The single cell mRNA-sequencing data is deposited in the Gene
Expression Omnibus (GEO) under accession number GSE77107
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Figure S1. Overview of experimental setup and FACS strategy (related to Figure 2)
(A) Schematic overview of experimental setup: (Step 1) MMTV-PyMT;MMTV-Cre;R26R-YFP;E-Cad-mCFP mice with
primary mammary tumor. (Step 2) Isolation of primary tumor. (Step 3) Preparation of single cell suspensions and
labeling with E-cad antibody (red dotted lines). E-CadHI cells, cells with high membranous E-cad, will be labeled with
the E-cad antibody. E-cadLO cells, cells with low membranous E-cad due to low expression and/or intracellularly
localized E-cad, will not be stained by the E-cad antibody. (Step 4) Single cell sorting of E-cadHI and E-cadLO tumor
cells using FACS, based on E-cad-mCFP expression/E-cad antibody binding. (Step 5) Transplantation of E-cadHI tumor
cells and (Step 6) subsequent IVM. (B) FACS strategy for E-cadLO and E-cadHI tumor cell sorting. A broad FSC SSC gate
was followed by a gate excluding doublets, after which immune cells and megakaryocytes were excluded from the
single cell population based on the expression of CD41/45 (upper left plot). YFP+ tumor cells (upper right plot) were
subdivided in E-cad-mCFPHI (blue frame) and E-cad-mCFPLO (yellow frame) using very stringent gating, percentages are indicated in the frame. Finally, YFP+mCFPLO tumor cells were additionally stringently gated for absence of
E-cad antibody expression (black frame; E-cadLO) and YFP+mCFPHI tumor cells for high E-cad antibody expression
(red frame; E-cadHI). The sorted cell pools are then checked for purity (lower plots) and imaged using a confocal
microscope. Separate channels and merged image are shown for both populations of tumor cells. Scale bar, 2 μm.
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Figure S2. The relative mRNA expression of E-cadLO gene set (related to Figure 2)
(A) Shown are the relative expressions of genes as determined by mRNAseq (black bars) and confirmed by reverse
transcriptase (RT) qPCR (grey bars). Mean log2 fold change is shown of 3 mice, ±SEM. (B) Single cell sequencing
data from E-cadHI and E-cadLO cells represented in a T-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) intensity
plot for Acta2. The scale bar for t-SNE plots is log2. (C) Single cell sequencing data from E-cadHI and E-cadLO cells
represented in a t-SNE intensity plot for Sparc. The scale bar for t-SNE plots is log2. (D) Heat map was made based
on Pearson’s correlation between individual cells after filtering out genes that had less than 5 transcripts in at least
1 cell. The expression profiles of E-cadHI cells show a Pearson correlation of 0.45 to each other and a Pearson correlation of 0.35 to E-cadLO cells (Wilcoxon 2-sided test = p<10-15).
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Figure S3. E-cadLO tumor cells show plasticity (related to Figure 2)
(A) Organoids were cultured in collagen and stimulated with either HGF or TGF-beta. Fold change in the percentage
of E-cadLO cells compared to unstimulated organoids. Asterisks indicate a p value < 0,01 and n=3 independent replicates. Values are shown as SEM. (B) An image of a PyMT tumor that developed upon orthotopic injection of E-cadLO
cells. Scale bar, 30 μm. (C) Representative images of E-cadLO tumor cells plated in collagen one day after sorting.
Shown are merged images (left panel) and individual channels in which the middle panel represents the tumor cells
stains with CellTracker red and the right panel represents E-cad-mCFP. The white arrow indicates a cell that has
divided. Scale bar, 20 µm. (D) Gene ontology list of biological processes of the E-cadLO gene set divided into motility
(green bars), developmental (black bars), and other (grey bars) categories. Barplots show Benjamini-Hochberg corrected p-values from WebGestalt (Zhang et al., 2005). (E) Gene ontology of list cellular components of the E-cadLO
gene set. (F) Gene ontology of list molecular components of the E-cadLO gene set.
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Figure S4. In vivo behavioral characterization of E-cadHI and E-cadLO tumor cells (related to Figure 4)
(A) Shown are the Z-stacks of the images in Figure 4C. The red box illustrates the Z-position shown in Figure 4C
(Z-level 0). In the Z-levels 3.5 μm above and below, the cells are still visible, whereas the Z-levels 7 and 10.5 μm
above and below show no cells in the circles. This observation excludes Z-drift as the source for cell movement and
confirms true tumor cell movement. Scale bars, 50 μm. (B) A representative image of an organoid stained with
CK14 antibody. Left panel shows a merged image in which yellow represent tumor cells, cyan represent E-cad-mCFP
and red is CK14 antibody staining. The right panels show a zoom of the protrusion in the organoids with in the left
top a merged image and the individual channels shown in gray. Each channel is indicated in the figure. Shown is a
single Z-level of 2.5 µm. Scale bar, 20 µm. (C) Quantification of the E-cadherin intensity per pixel in CK14 positive and
negative areas. SEM, n=8 organoids, 2 z-levels per organoid.
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Figure S5. Circulation and proliferation of tumor cells (related to Figure 5)
(A) t-SNE plot of circulating tumor cells (CTCs). Using unsupervised K-medoids clustering, two separate clusters of
CTCs were identified indicated as squares and triangles that overlap with E-cadHI (blue) and E-cadLO (red) tumor
cells. (B) t-SNE intensity plot of CTCs for the E-cadLO gene set of Figure 2B. (C) Percentage of tumor cells found back
in the circulation 30 seconds after tail vein injection. SEM, n=3. (D) Relative expression of Ki67 and toposoimerase II
in E-cadLO cells by qPCR. SEM, n=4.(E) Percentage of Ki67 positive tumor cells with immunohistochemistry staining
after sorting by flow cytometry (n=120 cells).
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Table S1. Signiﬁcantly upregulated genes between E-cadHI and E-cadLO cells
gene
Commd6

E-cadHI / E-cadLO

Ref seq ID

UCSC ID

0

115.837

1.79769e+308 NM_001033132

uc007uvt.2

9.87841

0.0395225

-7.96546 NM_001033220

uc012aaz.1

Itga1

11.6462

0.529186

-4.45994 NM_001033228

uc007rxx.1

5330417C22Rik

18.9498

71.9457

1.92473 NM_001033304

uc008qzd.1

Clip3

1.46796

0.0101296

-7.1791 NM_001081114

uc009gea.1

Gpr116

7.79638

0.363107

-4.42434 NM_001081178

uc008cpb.1

Htra4

2.92136

0.01576

-7.53423 NM_001081187

uc009lfp.2

17.633

1.35947

-3.69716 NM_001097617

uc009drc.1

Apold1

7.47304

0.249449

-4.90488 NM_001109914

uc012euq.1

Iﬁtm1

46.2115

0.148494

-8.2817 NM_001112715

Ednrb

16.644

0.308783

-5.75227 NM_001136061

uc007uwx.2

Gjc1

14.2436

0.00814387

-10.7723 NM_001159383

uc007lsn.2

Myh11

4.04327

0.150604

-4.74669 NM_001161775

uc007yhe.2

1810011H11Rik

9.48875

0.158011

-5.90812 NM_001163616

uc007szh.1

Pias2

7.26248

0

-1.79769e+308 NM_001164168

Bend4

0.003829

0.994651

8.02109 NM_001164806

Mef2c

10.9809

0.287506

-5.25526 NM_001170537

uc007rij.2

Axl

8.04645

0.408154

-4.30116 NM_001190975

uc012ﬀy.1

Postn

67.1556

3.06655

-4.45282 NM_001198766

uc008p�.2

Acta2

135.407

9.46874

-3.83798 NM_007392

uc008hgg.1

Aqp1

9.39337

0.208076

-5.49646 NM_007472

uc009caq.1

Arhgdib

91.0235

2.73358

-5.05737 NM_007486

uc009emo.1

Bgn

140.108

16.5339

-3.08304 NM_007542

uc012hkf.1

Cav1

40.7243

1.68842

-4.59215 NM_007616

uc009azo.1

Col5a2

13.0258

0.427378

-4.92971 NM_007737

uc007awr.1

Col1a1

16.2468

2.55281

-2.67 NM_007742

Col1a2

34.0084

5.76329

-2.56093 NM_007743

uc009avm.1

Csn1s2a

36.7335

158.944

2.11334 NM_007785

uc008xyx.1

45.548

0.776599

-5.87407 NM_007796

uc007qvx.2

Ctsk

22.4306

1.53307

-3.87098 NM_007802

uc008qjy.1

Cyp4b1

34.9797

0.344629

-6.66533 NM_007823

uc008ufc.1

10.6

0.011089

-9.90072 NM_007901

uc008rbo.2

Fbn1

7.33496

0.698984

-3.39146 NM_007993

uc008mco.1

Fli1

12.7851

0.190202

-6.07079 NM_008026

uc009orz.1

Flt4

4.22221

0.184619

-4.51538 NM_008029

uc007iqu.2

Fstl1

60.2157

7.05789

-3.09283 NM_008047

uc007zej.1

Gja4

20.9134

0.620972

-5.07375 NM_008120

uc008uur.1

Id3

142.872

25.7811

-2.47034 NM_008321

uc012dnf.1

Ig�p3

59.9072

1.54297

-5.27894 NM_008343

uc007hzi.1

Lamb1

18.3654

3.52411

-2.38165 NM_008482

uc007nhd.1

Lpl

9.42619

0.339251

-4.79625 NM_008509

uc009lwq.1

Meox2

3.42787

0.0145528

-7.87987 NM_008584

uc007nkf.1

Mgp

173.063

15.71

-3.46154 NM_008597

uc009eml.1

Mmp11

18.2047

1.0355

-4.13591 NM_008606

uc007�o.1

Prol1

205.117

999.244

2.28439 NM_008644

uc012dya.1

Mup4

1.4574

32.6852

4.48717 NM_008648

uc008tag.1

Nrp1

23.442

0.610183

-5.26371 NM_008737

uc009nzt.2

Fxyd5

49.0354

3.5245

-3.79833 NM_008761

uc009ghq.2

Pcolce

62.5205

1.90898

-5.03345 NM_008788

uc009adb.1

Pdgfrb

27.75

0.321493

-6.43155 NM_008809

uc008�m.2

Ctla2a

S1pr1
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log2 .fold change

E-cadHI

AU021092

C1s

4

E-cadLO

uc009kjb.2

uc008fre.2
uc012dws.1

uc007kzn.1
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Table S1 con�nued
gene

E-cadLO

E-cadHI

log2 .fold change
E-cadHI / E-cadLO

Ref seq ID

UCSC ID

Pip

284.659

1448.4

2.34715 NM_008843

uc009bqh.1

Plat

35.0838

1.26821

-4.78994 NM_008872

uc009ldx.2

46.76

6.35265

-2.87985 NM_008885

uc007jkm.1

Ppic

90.1112

14.5847

-2.62725 NM_008908

uc008exu.1

Ptn

27.4576

4.74245

-2.5335 NM_008973

uc009bja.1

Ptrf

53.5645

13.2095

-2.0197 NM_008986

uc007lmr.1

Rgs4

48.0512

0.280302

-7.42145 NM_009062

uc007dln.1

Rgs5

2298.97

14.4316

-7.31561 NM_009063

uc007dlm.1

Scn7a

6.37982

0.840961

-2.92341 NM_009135

uc008jxf.2

Sox18

4.63038

0.0109318

-8.72646 NM_009236

uc008ona.1

Sparc

478.652

29.4181

-4.0242 NM_009242

385.43

31.5315

-3.61161 NM_009255

uc007bqz.2

Thbd

7.23749

0.482592

-3.90661 NM_009378

uc008mtd.2

Thy1

9.78095

0.0404905

-7.91625 NM_009382

uc009pbl.1

0.0036977

0.804391

7.76514 NM_009577

uc009fdf.1

4.06948

0.0300153

-7.083 NM_009675

Apobec2

0.0284005

5.31734

7.54865 NM_009694

uc008cxx.1

Serping1

158.672

7.21724

-4.45846 NM_009776

uc008kjd.2

Ccnd2

9.41768

1.53862

-2.61373 NM_009829

uc009dvr.1

Cdh5

18.0791

0.290836

-5.95798 NM_009868

uc009mzx.2

C�

28.9439

2.29639

-3.65582 NM_009888

uc007cwt.1

Col15a1

10.6946

0.121646

-6.45805 NM_009928

uc012ddw.1

Col18a1

9.14062

1.00202

-3.18938 NM_009929

uc007fvh.2

Col3a1

35.0344

3.90995

-3.16355 NM_009930

uc007awq.2

Col4a1

78.7174

2.35477

-5.06303 NM_009931

uc009kvb.2

Col4a2

40.1678

1.34602

-4.89927 NM_009932

uc009kvc.2

Col6a1

22.2364

0.824811

-4.75272 NM_009933

uc007fux.1

Dpysl2

89.4244

17.5149

-2.35209 NM_009955

uc007uko.1

3.9231

0.0240219

-7.3515 NM_010043

uc007box.1

Sparcl1

289.703

36.8322

-2.97554 NM_010097

uc008ykb.2

S1pr3

9.37777

0.209499

-5.48423 NM_010101

uc007qmf.2

Emp1

52.9922

7.07703

-2.90457 NM_010128

uc009elo.1

Epas1

18.3617

2.79075

-2.71797 NM_010137

uc008duj.2

F2r

26.9994

3.0174

-3.16155 NM_010169

uc007rmn.1

Ctgf

43.1904

9.45081

-2.1922 NM_010217

uc011xbr.1

Icam2

14.9599

0.309408

-5.59544 NM_010494

uc007lyx.1

Cd74

63.0873

9.8982

-2.67211 NM_010545

uc008�a.1

Il6st

9.56932

1.79867

-2.41149 NM_010560

uc007rwg.2

Itga5

5.61274

0.222945

-4.65395 NM_010577

uc007xyb.2

Lama4

19.4324

2.42295

-3.00363 NM_010681

uc007evq.2

Cd93

27.8574

0.296671

-6.55306 NM_010740

uc008mte.1

Ly6c1

54.9271

6.35346

-3.1119 NM_010741

uc007wgn.1

Nid1

18.8781

0.694005

-4.76562 NM_010917

uc007pmg.2

Saa2

805.841

159.939

-2.33297 NM_011314

uc009gzb.2

Ccl2

94.4209

3.90283

-4.59651 NM_011333

uc007kmp.1

Sele

2.26149

0.0173427

-7.0268 NM_011345

uc007dhx.1

Abcc9

26.5029

0.473648

-5.80619 NM_011511

uc009epp.1

Vim

119.725

8.85467

-3.75714 NM_011701

uc008ikb.2

Vtn

16.3113

0.100584

-7.34133 NM_011707

uc007kjk.2

Aplnr

10.4443

0.0140132

-9.54172 NM_011784

uc008kkb.2

Pmp22

Serpine2

Zik1
Aoc3

Des

uc007izh.2

uc007lop.2
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Table S1 con�nued
gene

E-cadHI / E-cadLO

Ref seq ID

UCSC ID

18.5997

2.66692

-2.80203 NM_011896

uc008pax.2

Atp1b2

14.6305

0.392165

-5.22137 NM_013415

uc007jqo.1

Gnb4

20.1038

0.337316

-5.89722 NM_013531

uc008owl.1

28.256

0.680116

-5.37663 NM_013563

uc009txc.1

Cldn5

3.83318

0.0127097

-8.23646 NM_013805

uc007yok.2

Heyl

4.70374

0.1454

-5.01571 NM_013905

uc008uoz.1

Col5a3

6.37579

0.0160831

-8.63092 NM_016919

uc009ojf.1

Lyz2

29.2837

2.12312

-3.78584 NM_017372

uc007hda.1

Calcrl

12.7126

1.03463

-3.61907 NM_018782

uc008kii.2

Htra1

13.6216

0.784263

-4.11842 NM_019564

uc009kav.2

Kcnd2

0.0033976

1.13049

8.37822 NM_019697

uc009baq.1

Cdh13

26.2277

1.24551

-4.39628 NM_019707

uc009npl.1

Dkk2

2.6415

0.0134546

-7.61711 NM_020265

uc008rjw.2

Smr2

6.7336

73.0089

3.43862 NM_021289

uc008xzn.1

24.37

3.10384

-2.97298 NM_023061

uc009pbw.2

Esm1

22.5064

0.0327906

-9.42284 NM_023612

uc007rxe.1

Fabp4

123.919

2.38044

-5.70202 NM_024406

uc008opl.2

Gng11

196.754

22.4131

-3.13398 NM_025331

uc009avj.1

Aspn

73.6344

1.08652

-6.08259 NM_025711

uc007qjm.2

6.4828

0.083471

-6.2792 NM_025809

uc007npv.2

Plxnd1

2.89295

0.0470791

-5.94131 NM_026376

uc009djn.1

Gpihbp1

120.531

2.14323

-5.81348 NM_026730

uc007wgw.1

Myct1

7.89463

0.00608001

-10.3426 NM_026793

uc007egl.1

Esam

43.9493

0.461002

-6.57492 NM_027102

uc009ouz.2

Prss23

17.8428

2.12681

-3.06858 NM_029614

uc009ifz.1

Ptprb

6.45685

0.115043

-5.81059 NM_029928

uc007hbv.2

Cygb

12.4361

0.256676

-5.59844 NM_030206

uc007mlv.1

Cox4i2

32.856

0.170107

-7.59357 NM_053091

uc008ngg.1

Cd248

13.9141

0.16565

-6.39226 NM_054042

uc008gcb.1

Higd1b

101.51

0.560404

-7.50094 NM_080846

uc007lso.1

Eltd1

17.116

0.0120846

-10.468 NM_133222

uc008rsj.2

Mylk

20.7339

1.56368

-3.72897 NM_139300

uc007zbh.1

Col6a2

8.24

0.329644

-4.64366 NM_146007

uc007fuu.2

Olfr558

13.5849

0

-1.79769e+308 NM_147093

Mmrn2

8.36656

0.358034

-4.54646 NM_153127

uc007tav.1

Gimap6

36.6529

0.472345

-6.27794 NM_153175

uc009bvm.1

Pde5a

4.99628

0.277468

-4.17046 NM_153422

uc008ret.2

Myl9

68.0811

4.21228

-4.01458 NM_172118

uc008nnw.2

Adap2

18.6198

0.545339

-5.09354 NM_172133

uc007kll.1

Lhfp

22.0475

2.39626

-3.20176 NM_175386

uc008peq.1

Tusc5

18.7824

0.113712

-7.36784 NM_177709

uc007kfy.2

Egﬂam

5.40437

0.0306244

-7.4633 NM_178748

uc007vea.1

Vstm4

9.38611

0.283373

-5.04975 NM_178791

uc007szj.1

Nostrin

11.6585

0.387119

-4.91246 NM_181547

uc008jxt.2

Tspan18

4.11434

0.0354184

-6.86002 NM_183180

uc012bzr.1

Nr2f2

25.3841

3.21456

-2.98123 NM_183261

uc009hnj.1

Sema6d

5.04229

0.259273

-4.28154 NM_199238

uc008mbk.1

Mcam

Clec14a
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E-cadHI

Spry1

Il2rg

4

E-cadLO

uc009isi.1
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Supporting Videos
Movies can be found in the online version of the manuscript at:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2016.02.034
Video S1. A three hour intravital timelapse of a lobe of a PyMT-induced tumor with
non-motile cells (related to Figure 4).
All tumor cells express YFP and fusion protein of mCFP to the endogenous E-cad. Shown are
the separate channels for CFP (E-cad-mCFP, left), YFP (YFP, middle) and the merged images
(Merge, right). The still images of this video are shown in Figure 4B. Scale bars, 50 μm.
Video S2. A three hour intravital timelapse of a lobe of a PyMT-induced tumor where the
tumor edge is broken and cells migrate into the surrounding stroma (related to Figure 4).
All tumor cells express YFP and fusion protein of mCFP to the endogenous E-cad. Shown are
the separate channels for CFP (E-cad-mCFP, left), YFP (YFP, middle) and the merged images
(Merge, right). The still images of this video are shown in Figure 4C. Scale bars, 50 μm.

Supplemental Materials and Methods
Human material
Four µm thick sections were cut from the paraffin block of an invasive ductal carcinoma and
stained for E-cad using the Ventana BenchMark Ultra autostainer according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Appropriate negative and positive controls were used throughout.
Human tissues were obtained in compliance with Dutch law that does not require informed
consent when leftover materials are used anonymously.
Mice
MMTV-PyMT and MMTV-Cre mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratory, Sacramento,
CA, USA. E-cad-mCFP mice were a gift from Hans Clevers and R26-loxP-stop-loxP-YFP (R26RYFP) mice a gift from Jacqueline Deschamps. Experiments were performed with MMTVPyMT;MMTV-Cre;R26R-YFP;E-Cad-mCFP mice on a mixed and a pure FVB genetic background. Immunocompetent mice were housed under standard laboratory conditions and
non-obese diabetic SCID IL-2 receptor gamma chain knockout (NSG) mice (own colony) were
housed under IVC conditions. Mice received food and water ad libitum. All experiments
were carried out in accordance with the guidelines of the Animal Welfare Committee of the
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, The Netherlands.
Flow cytometry on mouse material
From all mammary glands of MMTV-PyMT;MMTV-Cre;R26R-YFP;E-Cad-mCFP mice, tumors
were collected and minced manually on ice using sterile scalpels. The tumor mass was digested in PBS supplemented with 25 μg/ml DNase I (Roche) and 5 Wünsch units TH Liberase
/ml (Roche) at 37 ⁰C for 35 minutes, followed by mashing through a 70 µm filter (BD Falcon)
while adding DMEM/F12 + GlutaMAX (GIBCO, Invitrogen Life Technologies) supplemented
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with 5% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (Sigma), 100 μg/ml streptomycin and 100 U/ml penicillin
(Invitrogen Life Technologies), 5 ng/ml insulin (I0516-5ML Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), 5 ng/
ml EGF (Invitrogen) and 25 μg/ml DNase. After spin down (4 minutes at 500 RCF at RT)
the pellet was resuspended in 6 ml 5mM EDTA/PBS, after which a Ficoll gradient (Histopaque-1077, Sigma) was used to select for live cells (30 minutes at 400 RCF at RT, break 1).
Cells were washed once in 5mM EDTA/PBS and centrifuged (4 minutes at 500 RCF at RT)
before proceeding with antibody labeling.

4

Blood was collected via intracardiac injection, the red blood cells were depleted by NH4Cl
treatment. The remaining circulating tumor cells and immune cells were spun down (4
minutes 500 RCF at RT). Tumor cells and blood cells were blocked in 80% FACS buffer (5
mM EDTA in PBS supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum) / 20% serum mix (50/50 normal
goat serum (monx10961, Monosan) and FcγII/III receptor blocking serum 2.4G2 (kind gift
from Kiki Tesselaar, UMCU, The Netherlands)) for 10 minutes on ice before labeling with
the following antibodies: rat anti-E-cad (DECMA-1 U 3254, Sigma) or E-cad-eFluor660 (DECMA-1, eBioscience), rabbit-anti-rat linker antibody (Southern Biotech), biotin-conjugated
anti-mouse CD41 (clone eBioMWReg30, eBiocience) and anti-CD45 (clone 30-F11, eBioscience). Secondary labeling was performed using goat-anti-rabbit AF647 (Invitrogen) and
Streptavadin-PerCP (Biolegend). After putting cells through a 70 µm strainer cap (BD Falcon)
cells were sorted on a FACS AriaII Special Ordered Reseach Product (BD Biosciences). The
sort strategy is illustrated in Figure S1B. A broad FSC SSC gate was followed by a gate excluding doublets, after which immune cells and megakaryocytes were excluded in a dump
channel. YFP+ tumor cells were subdivided in E-cad-mCFPHI and E-cad-mCFPLO using very
stringent gating. Finally, YFP+mCFPLO tumor cells were additionally stringently gated for
absence of E-cad antibody expression (E-cadLO) and YFP+mCFPHI tumor cells for high E-cad
antibody expression (E-cadHI).
Flow cytometry on human material
Female breast cancer patients diagnosed with invasive ductal carcinoma who underwent
mastectomy in the Netherlands Cancer Institute were included in the study.
The tumor material was received after pathological examination and kept on ice from that
point onwards. Tumors were minced using sterile scalpels and digested in PBS supplemented with 25 μg/ml DNase I (Roche) and 15 Wünsch units TH Liberase /ml (Roche) at 37 ⁰C for
35 minutes, followed by mashing through a 70 µm filter (BD Falcon) while adding DMEM/
F12 + GlutaMAX (GIBCO, Invitrogen Life Technologies), 1% Hepes, 1% Pen-Strep. Tumor cells
were blocked in 80% FACS buffer (5 mM EDTA in PBS supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum)
/ 20% serum mix (50/50 normal goat serum (monx10961, Monosan) and FcγII/III receptor
blocking serum 2.4G2 (kind gift from Kiki Tesselaar, UMCU, The Netherlands)) for 10 minutes
on ice before labeling with E-cad-eFluor660 (DECMA-1, eBioscience) and EpCAM PE (1B7,
eBioscience) labeled antibodies for 40 minutes on ice. DAPI was added as a life/death marker, cells were sorted on a FACS AriaII Special Ordered Research Product (BD Biosciences)
or on a FACS Jazz (BD biosciences). A broad FSC SSC gate was followed by a gate excluding
doublets, after which the DAPI negative cells were selected. EpCAM positive tumor cells
were subdivided in E-cad antibody positive and E-cad antibody negative cells.
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Imaging sorted E-cadLO cells
Cells were spun down at 0.2 RCF for 4 minutes. The cells were dissolved in medium with
CellTracker Red CMPTX (Life technologies) as described by the manufacturer’s instructions.
After incubation cells were spun down and dissolved in rat-tail collagen I (1mg/ml) (Gibco,
3mg/ml) and plated in a glass bottom wilko dish. The cells were maintained with medium
described below for organoids supplemented with RhoKinase Inhibitor (Abmole). Images
were acquired using a Leica SP5 confocal microscope (Mannheim, Germany). All images
were collected in 12 bit with a 25x (HCX IRAPO N.A. 0.95 WD 2.5 mm) water objective. CFP
was excited at 458nm and emission was collected at 455-495 nm. CellTracker Red was excited at 633 nm and emission was collected at 640-700nm.
Ki67 staining sorted E-cadHI and E-cadLO cells
Cells were spun down after the FACS and fixated and permeabalized with BD cytofix/cytoperm (BD biosciences) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Incubated with Ki67-Alexafluor 647 (clone B57, BD biosciences) for 30 minutes at 4 degrees. After washing cells
were put on a glass slide and imaged at a Leica SP5 confocal microscope (Mannheim, Germany). All images were collected in 12 bit with a 25x (HCX IRAPO N.A. 0.95 WD 2.5 mm) water objective. Cells were imaged with DIC and Alexa647 was excited at 633 nm and emission
was collected at 640-700nm. Cells were manually scored for positive staining.
Intravital imaging
For the intravital imaging experiments, YFP-expressing E-cadHI tumor cells were isolated by
flow cytometry and orthotopically transplanted in non-obese diabetic SCID IL-2 receptor
gamma chain knockout mice to exclude potential YFP-labeling of non-epithelial lineages. For
this, 1 x 105 sorted E-cadHI tumor cells were injected in the right inguinal mammary gland of
female non-obese diabetic SCID IL-2 receptor gamma chain knockout mice at 10-20 weeks
of age. Mice bearing tumors of ≤ 500 mm3 were used for intravital imaging. Mice were
sedated using isoflurane inhalation anesthesia (1.5% to 2% isoflurane/O2 mixture). The imaging site was surgically exposed, and the mouse was placed with its head in a facemask within a custom designed imaging box. The isoflurane was introduced through the facemask,
and ventilated by an outlet on the other side of the box. The temperature of the imaging
box and microscope were constantly adjusted to keep the mice between 36 and 37°C by
a climate chamber that surrounds the whole stage of the microscope including the objectives. Imaging was performed on an inverted Leica TCS SP5 AOBS multi-photon microscope
(Mannheim, Germany) with a chameleon Ti:Sapphire pumped Optical Parametric Oscillator
(Coherent Inc. Santa Clare, CA, USA). The microscope is equipped with four non-descanned
detectors: NDD1 (<455 nm), NDD2 (455-505 nm), NDD3 (505-550 nm), and NDD4 (560-650
nm). CFP was excited at 820 nm and detected in NND 2 and 3. YFP and Texas Red were
excited at 960 nm. Second harmonic generation was detected in NDD1, YFP in NDD3, and
Texas Red in NDD4. All images were collected in 12 bit and acquired with a 25x (HCX IRAPO
N.A. 0.95 WD 2.5 mm) water objective. All images were processed using ImageJ software;
pictures were converted to RGB, corrected for blead through (if necessary), smoothed (if
necessary), cropped (if necessary), rotated (if necessary) and contrasted linearly. Videos
were corrected for XY and Z drift using custom-written software (codes on request available
from J.v.R.).
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Imaging analysis and quantification
Imaging positions showing migrating tumor cells were selected and single migrating and
protruding tumor cells were counted manually. For every tumor cell, the E-cad-mCFP status
(level and localization) was determined by 3 independent researchers, after which the cells
were counted as mCFPHI or mCFPLO.
PyMT tumor organoids
PyMT tumor organoids were established as previously described (Nguyen-Ngoc et al., 2012).
In short, tumors were harvested and enzymatically digested using trypsin (from bovine pancreas, Sigma) and collagenase A (Roche). The digested tumors were spun down in several
steps until only the cell fragments of 200 to 1000 cells were left. These organoids were embedded in BME (RGF BME type 2 pathClear). Organoids were maintained in medium consisting of DMEM/F12 Glutamax supplemented with Hepes (1M Gibco), Penicillin-streptomycin,
FGF (Life technologies) and B27 (50x Gibco). For experiments the organoids were plated
in rat-tail collagen 1 (Gibco, 3mg/ml) in a concentration of 1mg/ml and the medium was
further supplemented with 5 ng/ml HGF(RnD) or 100ng/ml TGF-beta protein (eBioscience).
Flow cytometry organoids
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Organoids were harvested, spun down at 0.8 RCF for 3 minutes, digested in PBS supplemented with 25 μg/ml DNase I (Roche) and 5 Wünsch units TH Liberase /ml (Roche) at 37 ⁰C
for 20 minutes. Organoid cells were blocked in 80% FACS buffer (5 mM EDTA in PBS supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum) / 20% serum mix (50/50 normal goat serum (monx10961,
Monosan) and FcγII/III receptor blocking serum 2.4G2 (kind gift from Kiki Tesselaar, UMCU,
The Netherlands)) for 10 minutes on ice before labeling with E-cad-eFluor660 (DECMA-1,
eBioscience). The cells were analyzed on FACS Jazz (BD biosciences) using the same strategy
as the tumor cells.
Immunohistochemistry on organoids
Organoids were fixed in periodate-lysine-paraformaldehyde (PLP) buffer (2.5 ml 4% PFA in
PBS + 0.0212 g NaIO4 + 3.75 ml L-Lysine + 3.75 ml P-buffer (81 ml of 0.2 M Na2HPO4 and 19
ml of 0.2 M NaH2PO4 added to 100 ml demi water (pH 7.4)) for 1,5 hours at 4°C in a 4 compartment glass wilko dish, washed with P-buffer and incubated in 30% sucrose in P-buffer
for 2 hours at 4°C. Samples were washed with PBS and blocked and permeabilized with PBS
containing 1% Triton-X (Sigma), 10% FBS (Life technologies) and 1% BSA (Roche) for 3 hours
at 4°C. CK14 Antibody (Covance, PRB-155P) was diluted in permeabilization buffer O/N at
4°C. Samples were washed with PBS and secondary anti-rabbit Alexa647 diluted in 1% BSA
in PBS was incubated for 4 hours at 4°C and washed with PBS.
Images were acquired using a Leica SP5 confocal microscope (Mannheim, Germany). All
images were collected in 12 bit with a 25x (HCX IRAPO N.A. 0.95 WD 2.5 mm) water objective. CFP was excited at 458nm and emission was collected at 455-495 nm. YFP was excited
at 514nm and emission was collected at 520-560 nm. Alexa-647 was excited at 633 nm and
emission was collected at 640-700nm. At least ten organoids with protrusions were analyzed using ImageJ software.
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Western blot
Cells were lysed in 1% SDS buffer and equal amounts of protein were loaded onto an 8%
SDS/PAGE gel. Antibodies against the following proteins were used: mouse-anti E-cad (clone
36/E-Cadherin, BD Biosciences), guinea pig-anti Vimentin (Fitzgerald), mouse-anti ZO-1 (Invitrogen), rabbit-anti N-cadherin (clone GC-4, Takara), mouse-anti Twist (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), mouse-anti β-actin (clone AC-15, Sigma). Immunoreactive bands were detected by
HRP-conjugated secondary antibody incubation (mouse NA931V; rabbit NA934V, GE Healthcare, guinea pig ab 97155 Abcam) and ECL treatment (Thermo Scientific) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.
RNA isolation and mRNA-sequencing
RNA was isolated using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s protocol and stored at -80°C. The amount and purity of isolated RNA was analyzed by the Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Wilmington, DE, USA). RNAseq libraries were
prepared using Clontech’s SMARTer Ultra Low RNA Kit and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq.
mRNA-sequencing analysis
Paired end sequencing reads were mapped to mouse mm9 using TopHat2/Bowtie2 (Kim
et al., 2013). Differential expression was calculated using CuffDiff2 (Trapnell et al., 2013)
using UCSC genome annotation. A complete list of significantly upregulated genes between
E-cadHI and E-cadLO tumor cells can be found in Table S1 and the data is deposited in the European Nucleotide Archive (accession number is: PRJEB5939). To compare the gene expression profile from our mouse model with human datasets we used a human-mouse ortholog
database from the UCSC genome browser.
HMLE expression data was taken from (Onder et al., 2008) (GEO accession: GSE9691). Affymetrix data was normalized using RMA (Irizarry et al., 2003) from the affy Bioconductor
package. Both the E-cad shRNA and the E-cad dominant negative data were compared to
the wild-type data. Differential expression in Figure 3A was defined as the deviation from
the median over times 3 replicate experimental and 3 replicate control experiments. Single
molecule RNAseq data was taken from GEO accession GSE41245 (Yu et al., 2013). We performed quantile normalization on the raw expression values and calculated the differential
expression values between EpCAM+ cells and the corresponding IgG+ cells. Expression values were averaged per gene over multiple experiments belonging to the same class (i.e.
“blood specimen healthy donor”, “epithelial CTC” and “mesenchymal CTC”). The set of upregulated genes was analyzed using the WebGestalt tool (Zhang et al., 2005) for functional
classification. The set of upregulated RNAs was used as the input set; as a background set
we used all the genes in the mouse genome.
Single cell mRNA sequencing
Single E-cadHI or E-cadLO cells were sorted into trizol. The RNA was extracted using chloroform
and precipitated with iso-propanol. The RNA-pellet was then processed using the CEL-seq
protocol as described in (Hashimshony et al., 2012; Grun et al., 2014) and sequenced on an
Illumina Nextseq using 75bp paired end sequencing. After sequencing, read 1 was aligned to
the mm10 RefSeq mouse transcriptome downloaded from the UCSC genome browser using
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with default parameters. Read 2 contains a barcode identifying the sample from which the
read originated. CEL-seq only sequences the most 3’ prime end of a transcript and generates
one read per transcript. Data analysis was done in R. Samples with less than 1000 transcripts
were discarded after which the remaining samples were downsampled to 1000 transcripts.
T-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) was performed on the Euclidean distances between cells. Heat map was made based on Pearson’s correlation between cells
after filtering out genes that had less than 5 transcripts in at least 1 cell.
cDNA preparation and qPCR
Complementary DNA was synthesized using the Avian Myeloblastosis Virus Reverse Transcriptase kit (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Sequences of used primers can be found below. qPCR was performed using Power SYBR Green
PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). Thermal cycle conditions used for all qPCR reactions
were as follows: 5 min at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles consisting of denaturation for 30 sec
at 95°C, annealing for 30 sec at 58°C, and extension for 1 min at 72°C. PCR reactions were
concluded with incubation for 10 min at 72°C to complete the extension of all synthesized
products. Relative quantification values were calculated using the ddCt method and mean
values were plotted with SD using GraphPad Prism v5.0 (GraphPad Software, Inc.).
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The following primers were used for qPCR: E-cadherin ( Fwd: 5’- GCT TCA GTT CCG AGG TCT
AC -3’, Rev: 5’- GCC AGT GCA TCC TTC AAA TC -3’), Twist-1 (Fwd: 5’- CGG AGA CCT AGA TGT
CAT TGT TT -3’, Rev: 5’- CGC CCT GAT TCT TGT GAA TTT G -3’), Vimentin (Fwd: 5’- GAG GAG
ATG CTC CAG AGA GA -3’, Rev: 5’- TCC TGC AAG GAT TCC ACT TT -3’), N-Cadherin (Fwd: 5’GTG GAG GCT TCT GGT GAA AT -3’, Rev: 5’- GGC TCG CTG CTT TCA TAC T -3’), Snail1 (Fwd:
5’- CTG CAC GAC CTG TGG AAA -3’, Rev: 5’- GGC ACT GGT ATC TCT TCA CAT C -3’), Fibronectin
(Fwd: 5’- GGT GTC CGA TAC CAG TGT TAC -3’, Rev: 5’- TCT CCG TGA TAA TTA CTT GGA CAG
-3’), ZO-1 (Fwd: 5’- GTC ACG ATC TCC TGA CCA AC -3’, Rev: 5’- CCA GGT TTA GAC ATT CGC TCT
-3’), Pdgfrb (Fwd: 5’- AGC GAG AAG CAA GCC TTA AT – 3’, Rev: 5’- GAT CAC CGT ATC GGC AGT
ATT C – 3’), Axl (Fwd: 5’-AAA CTC CAG GCC TGA ACA AG- 3’, Rev: 5’-TTG GCA TTG TGG GCT
TCA – 3’), Acta2 (Fwd: 5’-TAA GGC CAA CCG GGA GAA-3’, Rev: 5’-GGG ACA TTG AAG GTC TCA
AAC A- 3’), Cav1 (Fwd: 5’- CAA CAT CTA CAA GCC CAA CAA C – 3’, Rev: 5’- TCC CTT CTG GTT
CTG CAA TC – 3’), Ctgf (Fwd: 5’- AAC CGC AAG ATC GGA GTG – 3’, Rev: 5’- TGC TTT GGA AGG
ACT CAC C – 3’), Fstl1 (Fwd: 5’- GGC TGG AAG CTG AGA TCA TT -3’, Rev: 5’- CAG GTG AGA GTC
GCC ATT AT -3’), Mcam (Fwd: 5’- CCC ATT CCT CAA GTC CTA TGG – 3’, Rev: 5’- CCC ATT CCT
CAA GTC CTA TGG – 3’), Postn (Fwd: 5’- CAG CTC CTG TAA GAA CTG GTA TC -3’, Rev: 5’- ATA
TAG CCA GGG CAG CAT TC – 3’), Sparc (Fwd: 5’- GCT GGA TCA GCA CCC TAT T -3’, Rev5’- TGT
CTA GGT CAC AGG TCT CA -3’); Toposoimerase II (Fwd: 5’- AAC GAG AGA CAC ATC ATT GTC
AG-3’, Rev5’- TCA CCT TCC CTA TCA CAG TCC-3’); Ki67 (Fwd: 5’- ACC GTG GAG TAG TTT ATC
TGG-3’, Rev5’- TGT TTC CAG TCC GCT TAC TTC T -3’)
Mouse tumor and tissue processing for histology
Tumors and other tissues were isolated from the mice at the end of the experiment and
fixed in periodate-lysine-paraformaldehyde (PLP) buffer (2.5 ml 4% PFA + 0.0212 g NaIO4 +
3.75 ml L-Lysine + 3.75 ml P-buffer (pH 7.4)) O/N at 4°C. The following day, the fixed tumors
and tissues were washed twice with P-buffer and placed for at least 6 hours in 30% sucrose
at 4°C. The tumors and tissues were then embedded in tissue freezing medium (Leica Mi-
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crosystems, Nussloch, Germany) and stored at -80°C before cryosectioning.
Human immunohistochemistry
E-cad staining on 4 µm paraffin-embedded tumor slices was performed using mouse anti-Ecad antibody (clone 36/E-Cadherin, BD Biosciences) overnight, followed by an anti-mouse
horseradish peroxidase labeled secondary antibody (Dako, Envision+ System- HRP labeled
Polymer anti-mouse).
Analyzing metastatic outgrowth in the lungs
Tumor or tissue cryosections (20 μm thick tumor sections and 100-150 μm thick lungs sections) were rehydrated for 10 min in PBS and embedded in Vectashield mounting medium
(hard set; Vector Labs, Burlington, Ontario, Canada). When indicated, cryosections were
counterstained with TO-PRO3 (Invitrogen molecular probes, Paisley, UK) to visualize the nuclei. Images were acquired using a Leica SP5 or SP8 confocal microscope (Mannheim, Germany) equipped with 10x NA 0.3 and 20x NA 0.7 dry objectives. CFP was excited at 405 nm
or at 458nm and emission was collected at 455-495 nm for CFP. YFP was excited at 514nm
and emission was collected at 520-560 nm. TO-PRO-3 was excited at 633 nm and emission
was collected at 650-670nm. At least 4 frozen sections per mouse were analyzed.
Determination of the time in circulation for tumor cells
PyMT tumor organoids were cultured as described above and processed until single cells as
described with flow cytometry for organoids. The cells were counted on a hemocytometer
and 10.000 cells were diluted in the appropriate amount of PBS for a tail vein injection. The
mice were anesthetized using isoflurane. The tumor cells were injected into the tail vein of
the mouse and after 30 seconds blood was harvested via cardiac injection of the right heart
chamber. The blood was processed for flow cytometry as described above.
Intrahepatic injection of tumor cells
From all mammary glands of MMTV-PyMT;MMTV-Cre;R26R-YFP;E-Cad-mCFP mice, tumors
were collected and processed to single cell suspension as described for flow cytometry (see
above). After spin down (4 minutes at 500 RCF at RT) the pellet was suspended in PBS. For
the formation of hepatic tumors 5x105 tumor cells were injected. The appropriate amount
of cells was spun down (4 minutes at 500RCF at RT) and suspended in Matrigel (Corning
Matrigel Basement Membrane Matrix Growth Factor Reduced, Phenol Red Free). NSG mice
were sedated using isoflurane inhalation anesthesia (1.5% to 2% isoflurane/O2 mixture) and
received subcutaneous analgetica of 3mg/100ul buprenorphine (Temgesic). After a midline
incision, the liver was mobilized and the cells were injected superficially into the liver. After
coagulation of potential bleeding caused by the injection, the liver was placed back and the
abdomen was closed. Tumor cells were injected into the liver of different recipient mice for
five subsequent rounds to prime the tumor material for growing out in the liver. After the
final round, tumors were harvested and processed for FACS as described above.
Cells obtained from cell sorting were spun down (4 minutes at 500 RCF at RT) and suspended in Matrigel (Corning Matrigel Basement Membrane Matrix Growth Factor Reduced,
Phenol Red Free) and injected into the liver of three NSG mice. Tumors developed within
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4-8 weeks and the sets of mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation when one of the three
showed signs of tumor development. The tumors and organs were then processed as described above.
Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using Graphpad software, We used a unpaired t-test
with Welsh correction for the E-cadherin intensity in CK14 positive and negative areas, a
one-sample t-test for the induction of EMT with TGF-beta or HGF in organoids. The proliferation difference in E-cadLO cells compared to E-cadHI cells was performed with a one-sample
t-test compared to hypothetical value one.
Tumor-initiating cell frequency was tested by Elda-limiting dilution test on this website
http://bioinf.wehi.edu.au/software/elda/ (Hu et al. 2009).
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T

axanes, such as docetaxel, are microtubule-targeting chemotherapeutics that have
been successfully used in the treatment of cancer. Based on data obtained from cell
cultures, it is believed that taxanes induce tumor cell death by specifically perturbing mitotic progression. Here, we report on data that suggest that this generally accepted view
may be too simplified. We describe a high-resolution intravital imaging method to simultaneously visualize mitotic progression and the onset of apoptosis. To directly compare in
vitro and in vivo data, we have visualized the effect of docetaxel on mitotic progression in
mouse and human colorectal tumor cell lines both in vitro and in isogenic tumors in mice.
We show that docetaxel-induced apoptosis in vitro occurs via mitotic cell death, whereas
the vast majority of tumor cells in their natural environment die independent of mitotic
defects. This demonstrates that docetaxel exerts its anti-tumor effects in vivo through
means other than mitotic perturbation. The differences between in vitro and in vivo
mechanisms of action of chemotherapeutics may explain the limited response to many
of the anti-mitotic agents that are currently validated in clinical trials. Our data illustrate
the requirement and power of our intravital imaging technique to study and validate the
mode of action of chemotherapeutic agents in vivo, which will be essential to understand
and improve their clinical efficacy.

Introduction

Taxanes are among the most widely used chemotherapeutics in the treatment of cancer for
over a decade [1]. Taxanes, such as paclitaxel (Taxol) and its more potent, semi-synthetic
analogue docetaxel (Taxotere) have been shown to bring clinical benefit in various types
of cancer [2-4]. However, only half of the cancer patients eventually respond to docetaxel
treatment [3], indicating that a better understanding of the specific effects of docetaxel in
tumors could help design new combination therapies and improve its efficacy.
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Taxanes stabilize microtubules by binding to the beta-tubulin subunit of tubulin polymers
[5-8]. The clinical efficacy of taxanes has mainly been ascribed to the potent inhibitory effects they have on (tumor) cell proliferation in vitro by delaying mitotic progression. Although variation exists in the exact timing of cell death, most tumor cell lines treated with
high doses of taxanes form abnormal mitotic spindles, resulting in prolonged mitosis and
eventually cell death [9-12]. Cell death occurs either in mitosis, which is termed mitotic cell
death, or in interphase following exit from mitosis in a tetraploid state [10,12]. Low doses
of paclitaxel also affect mitotic spindle formation and induce cell death, but do not induce a
severe delay in mitotic timing [13-15]. These low doses of paclitaxel rather induce aneuploidy (an abnormal chromosome number) in the respective daughter cells which eventually
causes cell death [13].
Although various taxane concentrations induce different mitotic perturbations, a clear correlation exists in vitro between abnormal mitotic progression and cell death upon taxane
treatment. However, data from mice and human patients challenge this idea [3,16-19].
Immunohistological analysis of both mouse and human tumor tissues only revealed small
increases in mitotic index (percentage of mitotic cells) following paclitaxel treatment [1719]. In addition, the minor effect of paclitaxel treatment on mitotic index did not seem to
correlate with tumor regression [18,19]. However, a comprehensive comparison between
in vitro and in vivo data in the same tumor model is lacking, and therefore it cannot be excluded that this discrepancy is explained by the use of different cell types. Moreover, even
if mitotic perturbations would consistently precede the onset of apoptosis induced by tax100
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anes, it would be impossible to confirm this using immunohistochemistry on fixed tissues.
These techniques analyze large, fixed populations of cells and lack crucial information of the
history of the group of cells undergoing mitosis and apoptosis at the time of measurement.
To overcome these technical limitations, several techniques have been developed to visualize the behavior of cells in living animals, a technique often referred to as intravital imaging [20,21]. Using intravital imaging techniques, changes in cell behavior can be visualized
during chemotherapy. For example, intravital imaging of tumor cells growing in dorsal skin
fold chambers in paclitaxel-treated mice revealed that only a small percentage of tumor
cells went through an aberrant mitosis [16]. Nevertheless, it is difficult to link these observations to the induction of apoptosis, since this can only be recognized when cells show the
typical late apoptotic morphological changes, such as chromosome condensation and cell
fragmentation. This limitation prevents the ability to monitor mitotic progression and the
onset of apoptosis in the same cells before and after treatment.
Here, we report the development of high-resolution intravital imaging methods that enable
the tracing of photo-marked tumor cells before and during docetaxel treatment in subsequent imaging sessions, and enable the simultaneous visualization of mitosis and the induction of apoptosis before the typical morphological apoptotic changes occur. In our assays we
use docetaxel, since this drug is more potent than paclitaxel in inhibiting mitotic progression
in tissue culture and is effective in killing paclitaxel-resistant tumor cells [2]. Our comparative study of in vitro and in vivo imaging data indicate that docetaxel, in contrast to its effects in cell culture, induces apoptosis in vivo independent of mitotic aberrations in the vast
majority of cells. These data suggest that the therapeutic potency of taxanes in anti-cancer
treatment could be attributed to other, mitosis-independent, detrimental effects on tumor
cell viability.

Results

Docetaxel treatment induces cell death both in vitro and in vivo
For our in vitro and in vivo studies, we chose to use two colorectal tumor cell lines that can
be studied in vitro and grow tumors upon injection in mice. We used the C26 and SW480 cell
lines as a mouse isograft and human xenograft colorectal tumor model respectively. To confirm that both cell lines are sensitive to treatment with the semi-synthetic taxane docetaxel
in vitro, we determined cell viability after several days of treatment with increasing doses of
docetaxel. Colony formation capacity was clearly affected in both cell lines at a dose of 2-3
nM docetaxel, indeed showing the potency of this chemotherapeutic to kill tumor cells in
tissue culture (Figure 1A).
In order to confirm the docetaxel effect in vivo, we subcutaneously injected C26 and SW480
cells in BalbC and immune-compromised SCID mice respectively and allowed the cells to
form a tumor within 2-6 weeks. Once tumors were detectable by palpation, we treated animals once with the maximum tolerated dose of docetaxel (25mg/kg) (Figure S1A) and visualized the number of apoptotic cells (defragmented cells) by intravital imaging (Figure S1B).
In line with our in vitro data, we observed a substantial increase in the percentage of apoptotic cells in both tumor models (Figure 1B), which was not present in vehicle (PBS)-treated
tumors (Figure S1B, C). From these data we conclude that our tumors models are sensitive
to docetaxel both in vitro and in vivo.
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Simultaneously imaging mitotic progression and the onset of apoptosis
To unequivocally prove that docetaxel-induced apoptosis is mediated through defects in
mitotic progression, both processes should be visualized simultaneously in the same cells in
vitro and in vivo before and after docetaxel treatment. Here, we have developed an imaging
method to achieve this (Figure 2A and B).
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Figure 1. Docetaxel kills tumor cells in vitro and in vivo. A, colony formation assay of indicated cell lines treated
with increasing doses of docetaxel (DTX). Colony formation capacity was determined relative to untreated controls
6 days after a single addition of docetaxel. B, quantification of the number of apoptotic cells before or 2-4 days after
a single intravenous injection of 25mg/kg docetaxel. Average of 3 independent experiments per cell line + SEM is
indicated. Vehicle (PBS)-treatment is shown in Figure S1C.
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Activation of the protease caspase-3 is crucial for apoptosis induction and catalyzes the
cleavage of several key cellular proteins. Caspase-3 activation precedes chromosome condensation and cell fragmentation, the typical morphological changes associated with apoptotic cell death [22]. We and others have recently used a caspase-3 Fluorescent Resonance
Energy Transfer (FRET) probe to visualize the onset of apoptosis in vitro and in vivo [20,2325]. The caspase-3 FRET sensor consists of a CFP and YFP moiety separated by the caspase-3
DEVD cleavage motif and is targeted to the plasma membrane by a C-terminal CAAX sequence [26] (Figure 2A and C). Under normal conditions, caspase-3 is inactive and CFP and
YFP are in close proximity, so that CFP can transfer its energy to YFP. As a result of this energy
transfer, CFP fluorescence will drop and YFP fluorescence will increase, leading to a low
CFP to YFP ratio (referred to as CFP-YFP ratio). Caspase-3-dependent cleavage of the DEVD
motif will perturb energy transfer from CFP to YFP and result in an increased CFP-YFP ratio.
We created both C26 and SW480 cell lines stably expressing this apoptosis sensor and, as
expected, we were able to visualize apoptosis induction both in vitro and in vivo using this
caspase-3 FRET sensor (Figure 2C).
To follow both caspase-3 activation and mitotic progression before and after docetaxel
treatment, we, in addition to the caspase-3 biosensor, also stably introduced Histone 2B
tagged to photo-switchable Dendra2 [27] (H2B-D) in C26 and SW480 cell lines (Figure 2B
and D). Mitosis can be identified when chromosomes and therefore H2B-Dendra condense.
Cells without condensed H2B-Dendra were scored as interphase. In prior studies, we have
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Figure 2. Simultaneous imaging of mitosis and the induction of apoptosis. A, schematic representation of the
caspase-3 FRET probe that reports the early induction of apoptosis. In the absence of caspase-3 activity, excited CFP
molecules will transfer their energy to YFP, resulting in short CFP fluorescence lifetime and YFP emission. A rise in
caspase-3 activity, indicative of apoptosis induction, results in the cleavage of the DEVD motif in between the CFP
and YFP moieties. This results in loss of FRET, an increase in CFP-YFP ratio and an increased CFP fluorescence lifetime. B, schematic representation of photo-marking of H2B-Dendra2 (H2B-D) cells. Switching of H2B-D from green
to red enables the tracking of single cells and visualization of mitotic progression. C, color scheme and representative cells (alive, early apoptotic, late apoptotic) in vitro and in vivo showing CFP-YFP ratio changes. D, in vitro cells
representative of H2B-D switching and mitotic progression. E, left: Representative image of H2B-D photo-switching
of SW480 tumor cells in vivo. Scale bar represents 50µm. Right: Stills of individual SW480 cell in vivo tracked at
consecutive days.
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used Dendra2 to specifically photo-mark and trace individual cells [28-30]. By switching the
color of H2B-Dendra2 (H2B-D) from green to red using a violet laser [27] (Figure 2B and D),
we were able to mark cells and track them both in vitro and in vivo over multiple imaging
sessions (Figure 2D and E). Photo-switching of Dendra2 did not affect caspase-3 FRET measurements (Figure S2A) and more importantly, FRET levels did not change during mitotic
progression, excluding possible effects of the mitotic state on FRET efficiency (Figure S2B).
To determine the apoptotic CFP-YFP ratio, the ratio at which caspase-3 activity and early
apoptosis are induced, we determined the relative CFP-YFP ratio (see Materials and Methods) in cells positively and negatively stained for cleaved caspase-3 (activated form). On
average, the CFP-YFP ratio was 1.3 times higher in the cleaved caspase-3-postive when compared to negative cells (Figure S2C). From here on, cells with a relative CFP-YFP ratio higher
than 1.3 will be referred to as cells with an apoptotic CFP-YFP ratio.
These data show that by imaging the caspase-3 FRET sensor and H2B-Dendra2 simultaneously, we are able to visualize mitotic progression and the onset of apoptosis (1.3 times
increased CFP-YFP ratio) in the same cells both in vitro and in vivo.
Docetaxel treatment induces caspase-3 activation both in vitro and in vivo
Next, we determined the onset of apoptosis in our cell lines after docetaxel administration in vitro. The CFP-YFP ratio clearly increased in mitotic cells after prolonged docetaxel
treatment (Figure 3A). Importantly, cells that were morphologically apoptotic (disintegrated) showed an even higher CFP-YFP ratio (5.6) when compared to the rest of the mitotic
cells treated with docetaxel (3.7). This indicates that we can observe the docetaxel-induced
increase in caspase-3 activity well before cells undergo the typical morphological changes
associated with apoptosis (Figure 2C), which is in line with a recently proposed model in
which caspase-3 activity slowly increases during a mitotic delay imposed by treatments with
anti-mitotic drugs [10].

5

To evaluate the effects of docetaxel in vivo, H2B-D-expressing cells in the tumor were photo-marked and CFP-YFP ratios of single cells were subsequently determined before, 20 and
48 hours after a single intravenous docetaxel administration (25mg/kg) (Figure 3B). This
analysis revealed a significant increase in the CFP-YFP ratios of both C26 and SW480 tumor
cells after docetaxel treatment when compared to pre-treated conditions (Figure 3B) and
vehicle (PBS)-control (Figure S3A), indicating there is an increase in caspase-3 activity. Before docetaxel treatment, SW480 cells displayed a normalized CFP-YFP ratio of 1 on average,
which increased to 2.26 and 2.34 after 20 and 48 hours of docetaxel treatment respectively.
In line with these data, C26 cells also showed a significant increase in CFP-YFP ratio following docetaxel treatment (a ratio of 1.0 before and 1.09 and 1.61 after 20 and 48 hours of
docetaxel treatment respectively) (Figure 3B).
To confirm our FRET results, we also performed fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy
(FLIM) (Figure 3C). Caspase-3 activation results in loss of FRET due to cleavage of the DEVD
motif (Figure 2A) and therefore should cause an increase in the CFP fluorescence lifetime
[31]. In line with our CFP-YFP ratio measurements, FLIM analysis of C26 cells after 25mg/kg
docetaxel treatment revealed a significant increase in CFP lifetime from, on average, 1.4 ns
before docetaxel treatment to 1.7 ns at two days after docetaxel treatment (Figure 3C and
D). The observed increase in caspase-3 activity was not caused by insertion of the imaging
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Figure 3. Docetaxel increases caspase-3 activity in vitro and in vivo. A, quantification of the CFP-YFP ratio of
SW480 cells in vitro under indicated conditions (1 µm docetaxel). The 24* indicates that only apoptotic cells were
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FRET levels, long lifetimes (red) indicate low FRET levels. Right: Representative FLIM images of a C26 tumor showing
a group of tumor cells before (-) (upper panel) and 20 hours after (+) (lower panel) 25mg/kg docetaxel treatment.
D, the fluorescent lifetime of C26 cells in vivo plotted at indicated time points after docetaxel treatment. The red
dotted line represents the average lifetime of vehicle (PBS)-treated mice as shown in Figure S3B. One representative
experiment is shown of two independent experiments. One dot represents one cell. ***: significant (Mann Whitney
U test, p<0.0001). Line indicates median + IQR.

window or by light exposure during imaging, since FLIM analysis of tumor sections from
within the tumor (not reached by either the window or the laser beam) showed that FRET
was even more frequently lost in these areas (Figure S3B). In addition, in vivo FLIM analysis showed that CFP fluorescence lifetime was not increased upon vehicle (PBS) treatment
(Figure S3C), confirming that both imaging and vehicle (PBS) treatment alone do not induce
caspase-3 activity.
Together, these data show that caspase-3 activity, and therefore the onset of apoptosis, is
induced upon treatment with docetaxel both in vitro and in vivo.
Docetaxel-induced apoptosis depends on the mitotic status of tumor cells in vitro but not in
vivo

5

Next, we followed the effect of docetaxel treatment on mitotic progression using time-lapse
imaging of both C26 and SW480 cells expressing H2B-D and the caspase-3 FRET probe (Figure 4). SW480 cells have a robust mitotic checkpoint and delay mitosis upon treatment
with spindle poisons for at least 18 hours [32]. Indeed we find that docetaxel treatment in
vitro resulted in a mitotic delay of ~10-20 hours (Figure 4A, S4A). Of those mitotic cells, 22%
showed an increase in CFP-YFP ratio (gray lines in Figure 4A) and clear apoptotic morphology
during this mitotic delay (Figure 4A). The increase in CFP-YFP ratio was due to an increase
in caspase-3 activity, since treatment with a pan-caspase inhibitor (z-VAD-fmk) abolished
the docetaxel-induced increase in the number of cells that have an apoptotic CFP-YFP ratio
(Figure S4B). Treatment of interphase cells with docetaxel in vitro did not affect CFP-YFP
measurements (Figure S4C), which indicates that the increase in CFP-YFP ratio is specific for
mitotically delayed cells. In line with previous data [9,10], simultaneous imaging of apoptosis onset and mitotic progression shows that in vitro docetaxel treatment kills mitotic, but
not interphase cells.
To assess the mitotic response to docetaxel in vivo, we analyzed the number of mitotic cells
following docetaxel treatment in both C26 and SW480 tumors using intravital imaging (Figure 4B). Strikingly, we have never observed any mitotic cells in SW480 cells during the
3 hour intravital imaging sessions (data not shown). For C26 cells, only a small percentage of mitotic cells were observed in C26 tumors both before and 20 hours after docetaxel
treatment (1,4% and 1,2% respectively), which slightly increased at forty-eight hours after
docetaxel treatment to 3.8 % (Figure 4B). By contrast, analysis of C26 tumor slides stained
for the mitotic marker phospho-Histone H3 revealed that the number of cells with mitotic
figures is not increased in docetaxel-treated tumors when compared to vehicle (PBS)-treated tumors (Figure S5A and B). Thus, the small increase of mitotic C26 cells in vivo upon
docetaxel is not significant or very small.
The data above shows that docetaxel treatment in vivo does not lead to a clear increase
in the number of mitotic cells, which suggest that for most cells, apoptosis is not mediated through a delay in mitosis. Nevertheless, if docetaxel-induced apoptosis is mediated
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morphology. C, quantification of the cell cycle state (mitotic or interphase) of cells with a docetaxel-induced apoptotic CFP-YFP ratio. The calculation of apoptotic CFP-YFP ratios (1.3 times increase) was performed as described
in the Materials and Methods section. Data are plotted for both in vitro and in vivo measurements (n>20 cells per
condition). least 93% by mitotic-independent mechanisms. In contrast, the percentage of mitotic cells of all apoptotic SW480 and C26 cells in vitro was 75% and 60% respectively (Figure 4C). The latter data suggest, contrary to
the in vivo situation, that the contribution of a delayed mitotic progression to docetaxel-induced apoptosis in vitro
is very large (Figure 4C).
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through mitotic delay, cells should simultaneously show a continuous apoptotic CFP-YFP
ratio and stay in mitotis/tetraploid state until they fragment. To test this, we analyzed the
ratio of mitosis and interphase only in cells in which apoptosis (apoptotic CFP-YFP ratio) is
induced by docetaxel. This analysis showed in vivo that less than 7% of all SW480 and C26
cells in which apoptosis is induced were in mitosis (Figure 4C). Since cells with mitotic delay
should stay in mitosis until they fragment, the latter data shows that of all docetaxel-induced apoptosis (apoptotic CFP-YFP ratio), at most 7% is induced by mitotic delay and at
least 93% by mitotic-independent mechanisms. In contrast, the percentage of mitotic cells
of all apoptotic SW480 and C26 cells in vitro was 75% and 60% respectively (Figure 4C). The
latter data suggest, contrary to the in vivo situation, that the contribution of a delayed mitotic progression to docetaxel-induced apoptosis in vitro is very large (Figure 4C).
Potential mechanisms that explain the lack of induction of apoptotic delay by docetaxel

5

Two possible explanations for the absence of a clear increase in the number of mitotic cells
in vivo are either that only low docetaxel concentrations are able to reach the tumor or that
we miss mitotically delayed cells due to the relatively short imaging sessions (3 hours). Additionally, docetaxel could have a relatively short half-life in vivo, leading to different effects
in vivo compared to the in vitro situation. To address these hypotheses, we analyzed the
number of cells with an abnormal nucleus in vitro and in vivo, which is indicative of earlier
mitotic defects (Figure 5A,B). Both mitotic cells treated with low doses of taxanes [13] and
cells that slip out of a taxane-induced prolonged mitosis [10] undergo chromosome segregation errors, which lead to abnormal nuclei formation upon mitotic exit. Indeed, we find
that low doses of docetaxel treatment in vitro induced the formation of abnormal nuclei and
apoptosis in both C26 and SW480 cells (Figure 5A, S4A). However, in vivo analysis did not
reveal striking differences before or after docetaxel treatment (Figure 5B, S6A). C26 tumors
showed a slight increase in cells with abnormal nuclei after docetaxel treatment (12,6%
before and 15,5% and 15,1% at 20 and 48 hours after docetaxel treatment respectively), but
this increase did not correlate with the substantial increase in the percentage of apoptotic
cells observed in the same fields (10%,14% and 70% before, 20 and 48 hours after docetaxel
treatment respectively) (Figure 5B). The basal number of SW480 cells with abnormal nuclei
was higher than that of C26 cells (Figure 5A,B). However, SW480 cells are intrinsically chromosome unstable, which means that they frequently lose and gain whole chromosomes
during cell division, already in the absence of any treatment [33,34]. Importantly, the number of nuclei in vivo with an aberrant morphology (Figure 5B) did not increase over time
upon docetaxel treatment (34% and 25% of cells had an abnormal nucleus 20 and 48 hours
after treatment respectively, compared to 27% before treatment). This indicates that these
cells did not undergo chromosome segregation errors upon docetaxel treatment in vivo,
whereas the percentage of apoptotic cells increased substantially in the same tumor fields
(20%, 49% and 58% before, 20 and 48 hours after docetaxel treatment respectively) (Figure 5B, and see Figure S6B for the vehicle (PBS)-control). We also find that the number of
photo-marked SW480 cells in vivo did not increase over time in docetaxel-treated tumors
(Figure 5C), which provides additional proof that these cells have not divided in between
the different imaging sessions. To address the hypothesis that the differences between our
in vitro and in vivo data may be due to a relatively short half-life of docetaxel in vivo, we performed an in vitro docetaxel washout experiment (Figure S6C) to mimic a short exposure to
docetaxel. This experiment showed that a short exposure to docetaxel still results in mitotic
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Figure 5. Docetaxel induces apoptosis in vivo independent of mitotic defects. A, left: Representative images of
nuclei (DAPI) of C26 and SW480 cells in vitro after 1 day treatment with or without a low dose of docetaxel (2nM).
Scale bars represent 10 µm. Right: The number of C26 or SW480 cells with abnormal nuclei in vitro after indicated
conditions. B, left: Representative images of SW480 cells in vivo with normal or abnormal nuclear morphology
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visualized using H2B-D. Scale bars represent 10 µm. Right: The number of cells with abnormal nuclei (black, see
Figure S6A for representative images) and number cells with an apoptotic CFP-YFP ratio (>1.3 times increase) (gray)
in SW480 and C26 tumors plotted at indicated time points (before, one day or two day after single intravenous
administration of 25 mg/kg docetaxel). The n indicates number of cells analyzed. C, left: Representative images
of photo-marked SW480 cells in vivo switched before docetaxel treatment and imaged on day 1 and 2 after single
treatment. Scale bar represents 50 µm. Right: Quantification of the number of photo-marked (red) H2B-D cells in
SW480 tumors in vivo. Relative number compared to day 0 (before treatment) is indicated. Average + SD is shown
of 3 independent positions.

defects in vitro. Both SW480 and C26 cells that entered mitosis after docetaxel washout remained in mitosis for several hours (Figure S6C). These data indicate that docetaxel cannot
be properly washed out in vitro and therefore most likely does not have a short half-life in
tumor cells in vivo either. In addition, we observed an increase in mitotic cells with chromosome alignment defects in vivo upon docetaxel treatment, indicating that the drug did enter
the tumors sufficiently long to affect mitotic progression in these cells (Figure S5C). The
differences in the mode of apoptosis induction between in vivo and in vitro can therefore
not be explained by a short half-life of docetaxel.
Taken together, these data show that the onset of docetaxel-induced apoptosis correlates
with the number of mitotic defects in vitro, but not in vivo. From this we conclude that
docetaxel, in contrast to its effect in vitro, can induce apoptosis in vivo independent of its
effect on mitotic progression.

Discussion

5

Although taxanes have been used in the clinic already for over a decade, a discrepancy
between in vitro and in vivo data exists on this drug’s therapeutic action. In this report, we
have used two colorectal tumor models in which we analyze the effect of docetaxel on both
mitotic progression and apoptosis induction in in vitro and in vivo settings. For this, we have
developed intravital imaging techniques that enabled us to track cells in multiple imaging
sessions, and simultaneously determine mitotic progression and the induction of apoptosis.
For the latter one, we used a caspase-3 FRET probe that reports the initiation, not completion, of an apoptotic program. Although induction of caspase-3 has been reported to lead to
cell death [22], we cannot exclude that a fraction of cells showing an apoptotic CFP-YFP ratio
will not progress to death. Taken this caution into account, our method enabled us to detect
the onset of apoptosis before a cell disintegrates and measure the mitotitc progression of
cells. Our comparison shows that taxanes, as shown before [9-12], affect mitotic progression in vitro, but our in vivo data indicate that other deleterious effects are more likely to be
causative in tumor regression. Since we have used the same cell lines in our in vitro and in
vivo study, the diverse effects cannot be explained by genetic differences.
How can such a striking difference in drug response be explained? To start, tumor cells
grown in vitro lack the complex microenvironment provided by neighboring cells, soluble secreted factors, and non-cellular matrix components [22]. Surrounding cells include tumor-,
stromal-, immune- and endothelial cells, which mutually influence each other. Given that
the constantly changing microenvironment controls many signaling pathways in tumor cells,
it is not surprising that many in vitro observations do not correlate with in vivo observations
[35]. For example, cells in culture divide once every day, while cells in primary human breast
tumors divide less frequent (40-300 days) [36]. Importantly, the cell cycle is well controlled
by many signaling pathways and therefore the heterogeneous microenvironment may po-
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tentially affect the action of taxanes on tumor cells. Indeed, immunohistological analysis
and intravital imaging of mouse and human tumor tissues only revealed small increases
in mitotic index following paclitaxel treatment [16-19], supporting our finding that mitotic
perturbations are not causative for taxane-induced tumor regression [18,19].
Interesting recent data suggest that the microenvironment contributes to drug responses
via regulation of vascular permeability and innate immune cell infiltration [37]. It has indeed
been hypothesized that immune cells might elicit an anti-tumor effect upon taxane administration [38] and macrophages can be directly activated by paclitaxel resulting in pro-inflammatory effects [39]. Although effects of the innate immune system cannot be excluded,
the clear apoptotic effects of docetaxel administration in our immune-compromised and
immune-proficient models indicate that the adaptive immune system is not the main contributor to taxane-dependent cell killing in vivo. However, to properly address this point,
the effects of docetaxel-induced cell killing should be studied in both immune-deficient and
immune-proficient mice originating from similar background strains.
In our study we observed that in vivo docetaxel treatment may in some cells affect mitotic
progression and therefore induce apoptosis (Figure 4B), however, for the vast majority of
cells, apoptosis is induced independently of its effect on mitosis (Figure 4C, S5C). The ability
of docetaxel to kill tumor cells independent of its effects on mitosis could have important
implications for the use and development of mitosis-specific drugs, such as Eg5 or Aurora
A inhibitors (reviewed in [40]) and might explain the marginal anti-tumor effects of these
drugs in patients until now [41,42]. In addition, combination therapies designed in vitro to
enhance mitotic defects induced by taxane treatment, might have to be reconsidered [43].
Nevertheless, tumor-specific traits other than an increased percentage of mitotic cells could
still be exploited in future anti-cancer strategies. An example of such a trait is the presence
of an abnormal chromosome number, called aneuploidy. More than 80% of all tumors harbor aneuploid cells and recently it was suggested that these cells could be specifically killed
by enhancing proteotoxic stress [44].
Our findings illustrate that tumor cells in in vitro culture systems could respond differently to
chemotherapy than their in vivo counterparts that are located in their natural environment.
In addition, our data show how useful intravital imaging techniques are to study the true
molecular mechanism of drugs that are frequently being used in the clinic. Therefore, future
research in the specific cellular effects of taxanes and other (anti-mitotic) drugs would benefit from in vivo validation with techniques as presented in this study, which hopefully leads
to the development of improved combination therapies that will enhance clinical efficacy.
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Materials and Methods
Ethics Statement

All mouse experiments were approved by the animal ethical committee (DEC) of the Netherlands Academy of Sciences (KNAW), the Netherlands, and animals were kept at the Hubrecht animal facility in Utrecht, the Netherlands. All surgeries and imaging sessions were
performed under anesthesia using isoflurane and imaging sessions were limited to 3 hours
per day to minimize suffering.
Cell culture, cell lines & reagents
SW480 cells were obtained from the cryobank of the University Medical Center Utrecht
and were previously described [43]. C26 cells were a kind gift of O. Kranenburg and were
previously published [45]. Cells were grown in DMEM (Lonza), supplemented with 6% FCS
(Clontech), pen/strep (Invitrogen) and ultraglutamine (Lonza). In vitro time lapse imaging of
cells was performed in Leibovitz medium (Lonza) supplemented with 6% FCS, pen/strep and
ultraglutamine. SW480 and C26 cell lines were infected with lentivirus carrying pLV.CMV.
puro-c3-CAAX or pWPXLd.c3-CAAX respectively and pLV.CMV.puro.H2B-Dendra. Cell lines
were selected with 2 µg/ml puromycin (after pLV.CMV.puro infection) and single colonies
were selected after replating 1-2 cells/well or using FACS sorting. Puromycin and docetaxel
(used in cell culture experiments) were from Sigma and zVAD-fmk (50 μM) was from Calbiochem.
Plasmids

5

The caspase-3-CAAX FRET probe [23,26] was ligated in pLV.CMV.puro or pWPXL.d. pLV.CMV.
puro was linearized using Pst1 (+ blunt with Klenow) and subsequently cut with EcoR1. pWPXL.d was linearized using BamH1 (+ blunt) and subsequently cut with EcoR1. Caspase-3
CAAX was obtained after restriction of pcDNA3.c3-CAAX with HindIII (+ Blunt) and EcoR1.
H2B-Dendra2 was ligated in pLV.CMV.puro. Enzymes were all from NEB. Both pLV.CMV.puro
and pWPXL.d were a kind gift from Dr. Patrick Derksen.
Live cell imaging in vitro
Cells were plated in 8-well chambered glassbottom slides (LabTek) and imaged in a heated chamber at 37ºC using either a Leica TCS SP5 AOBS two-photon microscope (Mannheim, Germany) or a DeltaVision RT system (Applied Precision) with a 20x/0.75NA objective
(Olympus) using SoftWorx software . The stored images were analyzed using LasAF software
or ImageJ. Unless indicated, docetaxel was added 10 minutes prior to filming. Fluorescent
images were acquired every 30 minutes for a duration of 48 hours.
DTX washout experiment
Cells were incubated with 1µM docetaxel for a period of two hours, followed by three
PBS-washing steps. After the addition of fresh medium, cells were imaged in a heated chamber (37ºC and 5% CO2) using a DeltaVision RT system (Applied Precision) with a 20x/0.75NA
objective (Olympus) using SoftWorx software. Image analysis was performed using ImageJ.
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Colony formation assay
Cells (~50.000/well) were plated on 6-wells plates (Costar) (day 0). Docetaxel was added
on day 1. On day 6, plates were washed with PBS, fixed for 5 minutes with 96% Methanol, stained with 0,1% crystal violet.dH20 and scanned for analysis. Quantification was performed using ImageJ image analysis.
Window surgery
Window was placed 2-6 weeks after injection of 0,5 -1 million SW480 or C26 cells stably
expressing both H2B-Dendra and the caspase-3 FRET probe. All surgical procedures were
performed under 2% isoflurane inhalation anesthesia and under aseptic conditions. Before
surgery, the tumor area was shaved and the skin was disinfected using 70% EtOH. An incision was made through the skin, where the imaging window was inserted (for details see
[30,46]). The window was secured with a non-absorbable, non-woven purse-string suture
(4-0 prolene suture). After surgery the mice were kept at 32 °C until fully recovered from anesthesia. Mice were closely monitored for a few hours after surgery and food was provided
within the cage.
Intravital imaging
Mice were sedated using isoflurane inhalation anesthesia (1.5% to 2% isoflurane/O2 mixture), and placed with their head in a facemask within a custom designed imaging box.
The imaging box and microscope were kept at 32 °C using a climate chamber surrounding
the complete microscope stage, including the objectives. Mice were imaged for a maximum period of 3 hours per day. The mouse vitals were monitored during imaging using the
MouseOx system (starr lifescience Corp, Oakmont, PA, USA). Imaging was performed on an
inverted Leica TCS SP5 AOBS two-photon microscope (Mannheim, Germany) with a chameleon Ti:Sapphire pumped Optical Parametric Oscillator (Coherent Inc. Santa Clare, CA, USA).
Docetaxel obtained from the University Medical Center Utrecht pharmacy was diluted in
PBS to a stock concentration of 5mg/ml. A single dose of 5 µl per gram mouse was administered intravenously to obtain a concentration of 25 mg/kg in vivo. PBS was used as vehicle
control treatment and was administered similarly to docetaxel.
Image analysis was performed using ImageJ software. CFP-YFP ratios of single cells were
determined by drawing specific regions of interest (ROIs) around cells and dividing the CFP
average intensity by the YFP average intensity. Background levels for CFP and YFP were subtracted prior to ratio calculation.
Caspase-3 CFP-YFP ratio imaging
CPF and YFP in vitro and in vivo images were acquired by only exciting CFP (in vitro: 405nm,
in vivo: 820nm) as described above. Before every experiment, the PMT settings of very
channel were optimized, but kept constant during the course of the multiple day experiment. The CFP-YFP ratio was analyzed using Leica TCS and ImageJ software. To compare different experiments and conditions, the relative CFP-YFP ratio was calculated by normalizing
all ratios to the CFP-YFP ratio at the start of the experiment.
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FLIM analysis
FLIM analysis was carried out using a Leica TCS SP5 inverted microscope (Mannheim, Germany) with a 25x (HCX IRAPO N.A.0.95 WD 2.5mm) water objective, which was adapted for
TCSPC (time-correlated single-photon counting) FLIM with a Becker and Hickl SPC 830 card
using 64 time channels. The samples were excited using a femtosecond titanium chameleon Ti:Sapphire pumped Optical Parametric Oscillator (Coherent Inc. Santa Clare, CA, USA
(80MHz). Images were obtained with a line-scan speed of 400 Hz. Two-photon excitation
was carried out using a wavelength of 820nm and fluorescence was detected between
450nm and 480nm. The fluorescence decays obtained were fitted using a single exponential
decay model with Becker and Hickl SPCImage software v2,9,9, 29107, and the lifetimes were
portrayed in false color maps.
Isolation of tumors
Tissues were isolated and fixed in periodate-lysine-paraformaldehyde (PLP) buffer (2,5 ml
4% PFA + 0,0212 g NaIO4 + 3,75 ml L-Lysine + 3,75 ml P-buffer (pH 7.4)) O/N at 4 °C. On the
following day, the fixed tissues were washed twice with P-buffer and placed for at least 6
hours in 30% sucrose at 4 °C. The tissues were then embedded in OCT tissue freezing medium (Jung) and stored at -20 °C before sectioning.
Phospho-Serine 10 Histone H3 staining (pHH3)
PLP tumor sections were pre-incubated with TBS-0,1% Tween20 4% BSA for 30 minutes
at room temperature. Anti-phospho-Histone H3 (1:250) was incubated for 3 hours in TBS0,1% Tween20 4%BSA, washed twice with TBS-0,1% Tween20 and secondary antibody was
incubated for 45 minutes in the presence of DAPI. Prolong Antifade was used to mount the
slides and analysis was done on a DeltaVision RT system (Applied Precision) with 60x or 10x
objective (Olympus) using SoftWorx software.

5

Cleaved capase-3 staining
PLP tumor sections were rehydrated in PBS for 10 minutes at room temperature, after which
tissue was blocked for 30 minutes in PBS with 5% NGS, 2,5% BSA, and 0,3% Triton X-100.
Anti-cleaved-caspase-3 (1:200) was incubated overnight in 0,5x blocking solution, washed
three times with PBS and secondary antibody was incubated for 2 hours in 0,5x diluted
blocking solution. After washing with PBS, tissues were mounted with Vectashield hard set
mounting medium (H-1400, Vector Laboratories Inc., Burlingame, CA). Analysis was performed on a Leica TCS SP5 AOBS inverted microscope (Mannheim, Germany) with a 25x
(HCX IRAPO N.A.0.95 WD 2.5mm) water objective.
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Supplementary Figure 1, docetaxel control experiments. A, body weight of vehicle (PBS) and docetaxel-treated
mice, 1 day before intravenous injection of docetaxel or its PBS vehicle. The average shown is from 10 mice. B,
representative images of apoptotic (defragmented) cells by intravital imaging, visualized by H2B Dendra2. Shown
are vehicle (PBS) (left) and docetaxel-treated (right) tumors before and after treatment. A few apoptotic (defragmented) cells are indicated with red circles. C, quantification of the number of apoptotic cells before or 2 days after
a single intravenous injection of vehicle (PBS). The docetaxel-treated animals are shown in Figure 1B. Average of 3
independent experiments + SEM is indicated.
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Supplementary Figure 4, caspase-3 inhibition abolishes docetaxel-induced increase in the number of cells with
apoptotic CFP-YFP ratio in vitro. A, representative stills of mitotic SW480 cells in vitro in the absence (top row) or
presence of 1 µM (middle row) or 2nM (bottom row) docetaxel, resulting in a mitotic delay (middle) or abnormal
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Supplementary Figure 5, docetaxel treatment in vivo does not cause an increase in mitotic cells, but does affect chromosome alignment. A, immunohistochemical images of C26 tumor slides stained with a Phospho-Serine
10 Histone H3 (pHH3) antibody to visualize mitotic figures. Individual channels of DAPI (blue), pHH3 (red) and
merge images are shown of a representative field. Scale bars represent 20 µm. B, left: Images of slides from vehicle
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General discussion
Evelyne Beerling

A

lthough much knowledge has been gained about the onset, progression and treatment
of cancer, it is still one of the leading causes of death in the Western world1. Cancerrelated death is mainly due to metastasis: the ability of tumor cells to colonize distant sites
after detaching from the primary tumor, migrating and traveling through the body via the
blood circulation2. Understanding the mechanisms underlying the development of tumors
and the metastatic process is vital to design and develop drugs that specifically target (the
formation of) metastases and prevent further metastatic outgrowth.
It has become apparent that the behavior of (tumor) cells in vitro is different than in vivo3.
The focus of studies designed to understand (metastatic) behavior of tumor cells should
therefore be on performing in vivo experiments, since this resembles the situation in human
patients most accurately. For example, tumor cells in vivo are part of a 3D microenvironment, where they are in contact with components of the immune system and their secreted
chemo-attractants that are all crucial for invasion and dissemination of the tumor cells and
colonization of distant tissues. Visualization of tumor cells in vivo can be achieved by intravital microscopy (IVM). This state-of-the-art technique is the preferred method of choice for
studying cancer biology, since IVM permits visualization of primary tumor onset, its progression and all different aspects of the metastatic process in living organisms (chapter 1 and 2).
Using IVM, the dynamics and characteristics of groups of tumor cells as well as individual
cells can be studied over time, which is a great advantage over techniques that only show
static images (i.e. histological sections) or require bulk input material (i.e. Western blot). Importantly, the rare population of tumor cells that has the ability to detach from the primary
tumor and form distant metastases can be investigated using IVM.
In this thesis, the focus is on the use of a combination of genetically engineered mouse
tumor models and IVM, providing unique insights into tumor cell migration, metastasis formation and drug response of individual cancer cells in vivo.

Studying the mode of tumor cell migration

6

The metastatic cascade starts with tumor cells detaching from neighboring cells and moving
to and entering the vasculature. If the rare subset of tumor cells that can detach from the
primary tumor and start to migrate can be investigated and their migration mechanism(s)
can be determined, targets against these cells and their migration strategies can be developed in order to treat and prevent metastases. In addition, prognostic factors (e.g. molecular markers for migratory potential) and therapeutic targets to reduce metastases and to
make tumor cells less invasive will then result in a smaller chance of residual tumor cells
after surgery to regrow a tumor, increasing the life expectancy of cancer patients.
Since tumor cells cultured in vitro lack extracellular stimuli like components of the immune
system, as well as their natural 3D microenvironment, it is not surprising that their morphology and migration mechanisms differ from their behavior in vivo3-5. Different modes of tumor cell migration have been described in vitro and in vivo, among which amoeboid, collective, strand-like, mesenchymal and streaming6-10, each using different intra- and intercellular
mechanisms6,11,12. To be able to therapeutically target migrating tumor cells it is important
to know which types of migration exist in vivo for the different tumor types. Some tumor
cells have been shown to make use of the presence of macrophages, enabling streaming
migration via a paracrine epidermal growth factor/colony stimulating factor-1 (EGF/CSF-1)
loop, resulting in actin polymerization and myosin contraction in response to EGF-receptor
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stimulation13,14. Other factors in the microenvironment also influence (the mode of) migration, e.g. the proximity of blood vessels is positively correlated with multicellular streaming
and not with single cell migration of breast cancer cells15. Transforming growth factor beta
(TGF-beta), an environmental factor known to induce migration16, has been shown to stimulate single cell rather than cohesive motility17,18 (chapter 1). Taken together, the presence of
the natural environment is crucial for studying different modes of migration of tumor cells.
Another factor that can influence the mode of migration in migrating tumor cells is a switch
of motility type, for example from mesenchymal to amoeboid migration upon proteolysis
inhibition19, or from collective to amoeboid migration by blocking beta-1 integrin function20.
This switch can also be stimulated by the environment, since for example myofibroblasts can
promote mesenchymal motility by producing hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), activating Rac
and reducing Rho which in turn promote elongated cell morphology10,21-24. Combined blockade of proteases and Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) to block both mesenchymal and
amoeboid motility reduces invasion in vitro25, but the in vivo effect of (combined) motility
blockage on migration and invasion of different tumor types has not been elucidated.
To summarize, combinations of in vitro and in vivo studies have shown that multiple modes
of migration exist, but modes can change and may be tumor cell type-specific. The read-out
of therapy efficacy designed against tumor cell motility is difficult to test in human patients10,
but in vivo studies are vital for defining the conditions that determine the mode of tumor
cell migration. This does not only count for the initial migratory capacity of tumor cells when
they leave the primary tumor, but also for tumor cells that have arrived at metastatic sites
like the liver. Migration is clearly linked to metastasis formation, as blocking migration in vivo
in pre-micrometastases significantly inhibits the metastatic load26. So, migration has a dual
role in the metastatic cascade, during invasion of the micro-environment after detaching
from the primary tumor and during metastasis formation. Both processes should be studied
in living organisms in which tumor cells are in their natural environment, excluding possible
motility mechanisms restricted to migration in vitro. By investigating this, new anti-migratory and metastatic targets can be discovered that will contribute to decreasing metastatic
disease in patients.
Collective migration occurs in vitro20,27-29 and in vivo30,31 in a wide variety of tumor cell types.
There are two types of collective migration: tumor cell can migrate collectively as streams
of cells or as a cohesive strand or sheet. Cohesive collective migration requires intercellular adhesion via cadherins and other junctional proteins6,9,32-34. Since epithelial tumor cells
have been shown to often maintain cell-cell contacts even when they progress to the invasive carcinoma stage, collective migration may be an important mechanism for these tumor
types to disseminate. We therefore used IVM to investigate whether collective migration
is the predominant mode of migration in vivo for different epithelial tumor types (chapter 3). To this end, we performed IVM on two genetic mouse tumor models: a pancreatic
tumor model based on expression of a mutated, active form of the oncogene K-Ras and
mutated tumor suppressor p53 (pdx-1-Cre;KrasLSL-G12D/+;Trp53LSL-R172H/FLOX;Rosa26YFP/+) and
an epithelial breast tumor model based on the mammary epithelium-specific expression of
the oncogene polyomavirus middle T antigen (PyMT) (MMTV-PyMT;MMTV-Cre;R26R-YFP;
E-cadherin-mCFP). Using yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) expression in all tumor cells of
both models, we were able to visualize all tumor cells and determine the migration mode
of these tumor cells by tracking them using IVM in living mice for several hours (chapter 3
and 4). Our first observation was that within multiple imaging fields, the structure of the
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primary tumor lobes was very heterogeneous, as well as the migratory behavior of the individual tumor cells. While no migrating tumor cells were found in some imaging areas, other
areas contained many tumor cells that had detached from the primary tumor and were invading the stroma (chapter 3 and 4), although the number of migrating tumor cells was still
very low compared to the number of non-migratory tumor cells. Strikingly, our IVM studies
showed mostly single cell migration of these originally epithelial tumor cells detaching from
the primary tumor (chapter 3 and 4), rather than collective migration as may have been
expected from these epithelial tumors that also display epithelial metastases. The high persistency of the polar single tumor cells, combined with their relatively low migration speed
(~14 mm/hour as observed for other mesenchymal cell types compared to ~10 mm/minute
for amoeboid movement10,17,35,36), point toward mesenchymal migratory behavior (chapter
3), which could indicate a switch from an epithelial to a mesenchymal state. Some groups of
tumor cells were found migrating as streams of cells, without any intercellular adhesions. At
least for PyMT-induced breast tumors, there is a discrepancy between in vitro results8,29 and
those of our IVM study, since no collective migration was observed in vivo (chapter 4). The
lack of environmental factors and matrix structures in the in vitro situation is the most likely
explanation for this difference.
Our mouse models and IVM technique provide a direct readout for the mode of tumor cell
migration in their natural surroundings and therefore resemble human cancer cell migration
more closely than cell lines studied in vitro, especially when these models are imaged in an
immune-competent setting (this is not the case in our PyMT study, but is the case in the
pancreatic tumor model). The mode(s) of tumor cell migration can only be determined in
vivo using IVM, since all environmental cues are present. Tumor cell migration capacity (and
which pathways are involved in the different types of migration), identifying specific markers for modes of migration and blocking specific types of movement by drugs can be tested
in vitro. However, this needs to be followed by confirmation in vivo before any conclusions
can be drawn about the contribution of these potential markers or drugs to decreasing
tumor cell migration. Future research aimed at studying migration of tumor cells, during
detachment of the primary tumor as well as during metastasis formation, should take into
account that cell behavior is dependent on environmental cues and should therefore preferentially be performed in vivo.

6

Epithelial to mesenchymal transition: need to switch for metastatic
outgrowth?

To improve the treatment of cancer patients, it is vital to understand which programs are
used by tumor cells to metastasize. A process thought to be involved in epithelial tumor
cell dissemination is epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT). This transition from tightly connected, immobile epithelial cells towards invasive mesenchymal cells with stem-like
properties is crucial during development and wound healing37,38, but has also been implicated in epithelial tumor progression. Overexpression of EMT-related transcription factors
(EMT-TFs) like Twist, ZEB1 and Snail have been shown to cause an EMT in vitro, amongst others by downregulation of the cell-cell adhesion molecule E-cadherin (E-cad)39-42. This transition towards a mesenchymal state is suggested to be accompanied by acquiring stemness
properties43-45. These studies indicate that expression of a single EMT-TF can accomplish a
full EMT. However, forced overexpression of EMT-TFs to induce EMT impedes studying the
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intermediate state of cells undergoing EMT and, importantly, blocks the reversion of the
process. Therefore, the potential plasticity of the transition, which could be highly relevant
for metastasis formation, is ignored46-49.
Although evidence for a role of EMT in the process of metastasis is accumulating from numerous in vitro studies, there is still a debate about the proposed difference in stemness
between epithelial and mesenchymal tumor cells and the actual existence of EMT in cancer
in vivo50-55. Pathologists argue that both primary tumors and metastases consist of epithelial
cells and EMT is not observed in histological slides56. Also, both in vitro and in vivo studies
show conflicting findings regarding the necessity of EMT for metastatic outgrowth40-42,53,54,57,
so the potential contribution of EMT to invasion and metastasis in vivo remains unclear. In
addition to the fact that forced overexpression of EMT-TFs to induce EMT or direct downregulation of E-cad impairs studying the intermediate state of EMT cells and the reversibility of
EMT, studying the effect of one specific EMT-TF has limitations, since EMT may be triggered
by various signals and involves many pathways58,59. Artificial modification of EMT-TFs, as
well as of E-cad itself, could also cause more extreme phenotypes compared to the in vivo
endogenous situation 60.
We aimed for discovering whether EMT occurs in vivo without artificial manipulation of
EMT-TFs and if this transition is dynamic and necessary for metastasis formation (chapter
4). For this we used a fluorescent E-cad reporter system (CFP-tagged endogenous E-cad) to
monitor induction of EMT in a genetic mouse model for invasive ductal mammary carcinoma. Interestingly, within these epithelial tumors (E-cadHI) we observed tumor cells that had
low levels of or non-functional (internalized) E-cad (E-cadLO), although in static histological
sections pathologists cannot distinguish these cells from the rest of the tumor56 since their
numbers are so low. We demonstrated that these E-cadLO cells have a mesenchymal expression profile and using intravital imaging we showed that this fraction of tumor cells is indeed
migrating and invading into the stroma, in contrast to the immobile bulk E-cadHI tumor cells
(chapter 4). We found E-cadLO as well as E-cadHI circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in the blood,
which is consistent with previous findings in mouse models46,53 and patient material61, but
is somewhat surprising since we observed that only E-cadLO cells were motile. A reversal
transition of the mesenchymal migratory cells back to an (incomplete) epithelial state (MET)
before entrance into the circulation could explain the presence of epithelial CTCs. We tested this EMT plasticity in our model in vitro by treating tumor organoids with EMT-inducing
reagents TGF-beta16,43 and HGF62. Addition of these growth factors indeed increased the
number of E-cadLO cells in the organoids, showing that, in cells derived from our endogenous
model, a switch from epithelial to mesenchymal cells can be stimulated. The occurrence
of reversibility of EMT was shown in vivo by injecting E-cadLO cells orthotopically and confirming that the resulting tumor predominantly consisted of epithelial (E-cadHI) tumor cells
(chapter 4).
To determine whether EMT influences the extravasation of CTCs at distant organs we
checked the state of single extravasated tumor cells in the lungs of mice that developed
spontaneous lung metastases. This revealed that both mesenchymal and epithelial single
cells were present, contrary to previous reports that studied tumor cell extravasation. For
example, in a mouse model for spontaneous breast carcinoma similar to ours, Fischer et
al. used lineage tracing based on fibroblast-specific protein 1 (Fsp-1) expression to monitor
tumor cells that at any point in time expressed this mesenchymal lineage marker53. In this
study, only the epithelial tumor cells were found to extravasate and form spontaneous lung
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metastases, as judged by the lack of Fsp-1 lineage-traced cells in the lungs. However, lineage-tracing based on (temporary) Fsp-1 expression may not capture the fraction of tumor
cells that only undergo a partial EMT without activating Fsp-1 expression. Furthermore, the
dynamics of the transition cannot be shown in full spectrum using this model, since FSP-1
expression leaves a permanent mark. Lineage tracing of Fsp-1 does not provide information
on the current state of the tumor cells, only that these cells expressed Fsp-1 at a certain
point in time.

6

In another recent study, a spontaneous mouse model of squamous cell carcinoma was used
in combination with a doxycycline-inducible, Keratin 5-promoter-regulated overexpression
of the EMT-TF Twist. Tsai and colleagues imitated reversible versus non-reversible EMT by
treating mice with local or systemic doxycycline, respectively47. Mice receiving local doxycycline (reversible EMT) had significantly more metastatic events than mice treated with
systemic doxycycline (non-reversible EMT). To study the possible extravasation advantage
of EMT-cells, isolated primary tumor cells were or were not treated with doxycycline in vitro
for several days before intravenous injection into recipient mice. A greatly enhanced level
of tumor cell extravasation of the Twist-overexpressing cells (75%) was observed compared
to non-EMT cells (20%)47. This suggests that mesenchymal cells have a great advantage in
extravasation, however as mentioned before, overexpression of an EMT-TF does not recapitulate the transient modifications that the tumor cells may experience. If we combine our
observation, shared by Tsai and colleagues, of the presence of mesenchymal-like tumor
cells in metastatic organs, with our observation, shared by both Tsai et al. and Fischer et al.,
that epithelial tumor cells are also found there, we can conclude that (partial) mesenchymal
tumor cells as well as epithelial tumor cells can extravasate. Another observation Tsai and
colleagues made was that reversion of EMT stimulates outgrowth of extravasated tumor
cells, while irreversible EMT (due to continuous overexpression of Twist) results in significantly less metastatic lesions47. Although the reversible EMT model of Tsai and colleagues
does not represent a physiological situation, our study shows that reversion of EMT actually
happens in an unmanipulated, physiological setting. We did not find any metastases larger
than 3 cells consisting of cells in a mesenchymal state (chapter 4), suggesting that either
mesenchymal cells lack outgrowth capacity or that single mesenchymal cells revert to an epithelial state within 2 cell divisions after arrival at the secondary site. Evidence for the latter
comes from our experiments in which E-cadLO cells showed the capacity to switch to a mesenchymal state after intrahepatic injection and form epithelial liver metastases (chapter 4).
Since in our unperturbed model of naturally occurring EMT the two distinct intrahepatically
injected cell populations (E-cadHI or E-cadLO) did not show outgrowth differences (chapter
4), this also suggests that the proposed outgrowth advantage of mesenchymal cells43-45 is
irrelevant for the outgrowth of seeded tumor cells at secondary sites, as they switch back to
epithelial cells upon expansion. Preliminary data from our lab in which both populations are
injected into the mesenteric vein to mimic extravasation into the liver, however, shows that
only epithelial cells are able to form liver metastases. A possible explanation for this difference may be that upon intrahepatic injection a wound is created, which could (temporarily) facilitate mesenchymal cell division by altering the micro-environment towards a more
mesenchymal niche, before these cells switch to an epithelial state. A possible explanation
for outgrowth of Twist-overexpressing tumor cells in the lung47 is that this non-physiological
expression of Twist may induce expression profiles and subsequently stem cell phenotypes
that do not exist under physiological conditions. Intravital imaging of tumor cell arrival at for
example the liver and subsequent tracking these cells over time to visualize extravasation
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and cell division is essential to capture detailed information on the formation of metastases
and will reveal if mesenchymal cells are able to efficiently extravasate, divide and undergo
MET to form metastases.
Using our endogenous EMT-reporter model we have shown that migrating tumor cells have
gone through EMT, but this switch is not necessary for entrance into the circulation, since
epithelial tumor cells were also found in the blood (chapter 4). Alternative (or in addition)
to (partial) reversion, epithelial cells may enter the circulation through passive shedding
of epithelial cells, for instance by blood vessel collapse, or with the help of mesenchymal
counterparts that pave a way by degrading the extracellular matrix57,63. Inhibiting active migration and/or stimulating blood vessel collapse combined with intravital imaging will shed
light on the role of passive shedding in epithelial intravasation.
Treating metastatic cancer patients with chemotherapy to overcome (further) metastatic
outgrowth is a common approach but one with many hurdles, one of which is chemotherapy resistance. Two recent studies describe a causal relationship between EMT and chemotherapy resistance in mouse models of breast53 and pancreatic54 cancer. Fischer and colleagues stably overexpressed miR-200, an inhibitor of EMT, in isolated breast tumor cells
of their Fsp-1-lineage tracer mouse model (described above) to prevent the conversion of
epithelial tumor cells into mesenchymal tumor cells, while Zheng and co-workers created
genetic mouse pancreatic tumor models with a tissue-specific knockout of Snail or Twist. In
both cases, inhibiting EMT did not alter the number of metastatic foci in the lungs. However,
both research groups showed that blocking EMT results in increased chemosensitivity of
tumor cells, since mesenchymal cells were found to be chemotherapy-resistant, whereas
epithelial cells were chemotherapy-sensitive53,54. Combining inhibition of EMT and chemotherapeutic treatment to target the chemo-sensitive epithelial cells may have the potential
to treat breast53 and pancreatic54 cancer. However, in both studies EMT was inhibited by
artificially up- or downregulating a specific EMT-related gene. As mentioned before, this
does not represent the endogenous situation where both plasticity and partial transitions
may play a role. Additionally, both studies only use a single EMT-gene to regulate EMT, while
EMT is regulated by many pathways49,58,59. As mentioned above, we have shown that epithelial tumor cells can enter the circulation (chapter 4) and form liver metastases after
mesenteric vein injection. If these epithelial tumor cells get to secondary organs and survive chemotherapy (because of dormancy and/or acquired resistance via for instance drug
efflux pumps64-66), the suggested combined treatment will not have its desired effect. Resistance to chemotherapy, combined with the mechanism(s) of extravasation into metastatic
sites, should be the subject of future research and will contribute to answering the question
whether inhibiting EMT combined with targeted chemotherapy offers a promising improvement in cancer treatment.

Mechanisms of action of chemotherapy: in vitro vs. in vivo

The surgical removal of the primary tumor followed by chemotherapy is an often-used
choice of cancer treatment, designed to specifically target remaining and disseminated tumor cells. Before treating patients and to be able to predict clinical outcome the adverse
effects of chemotherapeutic drugs and the response of tumor cells over time need to be
evaluated. Great potential in improving personalized treatment and preventing treatment
of patients with drugs that have little or no effect lies in studying patient-specific responses
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to chemotherapeutics using the patient’s own (tumor) material. In vitro cultures have the
potential to enable high-throughput drug screening, but whether results of in vitro data can
be directly extrapolated to the in vivo situation in experimental animals and patients is a
subject of debate, since in vivo all natural environmental factors of tumor cells are present.
One group of chemotherapeutic agents that has been used in the clinic for decades is taxanes (e.g. paclitaxel (Taxol) and docetaxel (Taxotere)): microtubule-stabilizing compounds
that target cell proliferation in vitro by delaying mitotic progression67. However, whether this
is also the mode of action in vivo is questionable, since patient data shows tumor regression
without a significant increase in mitotic index (an indication of delayed mitotic progression)
during paclitaxel treatment68-70 and only half of the patients respond to taxane treatment71.
Moreover, in vitro there is high variation in (type of) response to taxane-based drugs between cell lines and even between cell populations within the same cell line after S-phase
synchronization followed by addition of drugs and monitoring mitotic progression72. A study
by Orth and coworkers describes analysis of human fibrosarcoma xenograft tumors in a
dorsal skin fold in mice using IVM, where the response to paclitaxel of random tumor cells
within the same tumor was investigated over time73. In this study, only a fraction of tumor
cells displayed mitotic aberrations in response to paclitaxel. However, it is not possible to
directly link mitotic aberrations to induction of apoptosis, because apoptosis only becomes
visible during chromosome condensation and cell fragmentation, which are the final stages
of apoptosis. The design of this study also prevents the ability to study mitotic progression
and the onset of apoptosis before and after treatment in the same cells, since the fate of
random tumor cells within a tumor was measured, not of individual tumor cells. Therefore,
important information regarding the (early) response of the individual tumor cells to the
drugs and their long-term fate was not picked up.

6

To study cell fate in response to antimitotic drugs in more detail, tools like biosensors capable of monitoring molecular events in living cells, for instance induction of apoptosis,
are essential72. A suitable biosensor for both in vitro and in vivo monitoring of early induction of apoptosis is the caspase-3 fluorescent resonance energy transfer (FRET) probe. The
probe is based on caspase-3-dependent cleavage of a proteolytic recognition motif (DEVD)74-76(chapter 1). We have used this fluorescent biosensor to directly compare the in vitro
and in vivo response of a human and a murine colorectal tumor cell line to the antimitotic
drug docetaxel (a semi-synthetic and more potent analogue of paclitaxel) (chapter 5). The
FRET probe was combined with a histone 2B-tagged photo-switchable Dendra277 that allows identification of the mitotic state of cells, enabling us to study the effect of docetaxel
on mitotic progression in individual tumor cells over multiple days using IVM. We followed
the same tumor cells over time before and after treatment using an imaging window and
Dendra2 photo-marking of certain tumor areas. Our in vitro results showed an increase in
apoptotic tumor cells due to mitotic perturbations (as expected from taxanes) as judged by
the apoptotic ratio of the caspase-3 FRET probe within the mitotically delayed tumor cells.
However, mitotic progression was not affected in vivo, as the percentage of mitotic cells did
not differ significantly between the vehicle-treated and docetaxel-treated tumors (chapter
5). Of the apoptotic tumor cells, less than 7% was in mitosis, showing that at most 7% of all
apoptotic tumor cells in vivo have a mitotic delay. Clearly there is a discrepancy between
the mechanism of action of docetaxel in vitro versus in vivo. Apparently, other mechanisms
than mitotic arrest play a role in tumor regression upon docetaxel administration. Discovering the true in vivo mechanism of action of a drug is important for the design of new
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drugs. In our study, we directly compared in vitro and in vivo effects of docetaxel by using
the same tumor cell lines in both settings and we could directly see the effect of the drug in
the 3D natural environment using IVM, which is pivotal to be able to extrapolate the results
of the drug’s mechanism of action to its effect in patients. Interestingly, work of Zasadil
et al. shows that tumors of breast cancer patients treated with paclitaxel have multipolar
spindles (which could lead to aneuploidy) and that mitotic arrest is not required for tumor
regression (similar to our results)78. They propose that chromosome missegregation could
cause paclitaxel-induced apoptosis. If docetaxel treatment indeed results in chromosome
missegregation instead of mitotic aberrations, this suggests that drug combinations aiming
at stimulating aneuploidy should be developed. Our findings, together with the patient data
of Zasadil and coworkers, are crucial since they point to the idea that developing new drugs
that target microtubule-dynamics may have to be reconsidered.
In our study, we showed that the in vivo effect of docetaxel is different than expected, this
could also hold true for other chemotherapeutic agents. In conclusion, the in vivo mechanism of action for docetaxel (and other antimitotic drugs) remains to be elucidated, but our
results show that the proposed effect on mitotic progression does not occur in vivo. Other
mechanisms play a role in the induction of apoptosis. Our study stresses the importance of
the use of IVM and the presence of the natural microenvironment to study drug responses.
We now have the ability to monitor mitotic progression and the onset of apoptosis in the
same tumor cells before and after treatment in their natural environment. Information obtained from our and future studies using these tools is important for developing new drugs
targeted against mitotic progression. This will ultimately improve clinical efficacy and the
design of successful combination therapies to improve the outcome for patients.

Future of IVM-based cancer research

The use of IVM to study cancer-related processes is evolving from visualizing these events
in vivo to unraveling the biological processes that lay at the basis of this disease (chapter 1).
Precise spatio-temporal manipulation through for example photo-activation, photo-switching and photo-uncaging of proteins and compounds enables visualization of intracellular
processes and the local effect of these reagents79. Also, imaging cell-cell communication80
and the activity of biosensors with a high signal-to-noise ratio in living tissue to study e.g.
proliferation, adhesion, signal transduction, promoter activity, senescence, cell cycle or proteolytic activity are key developments that will aid in understanding the mechanisms that
play a role in tumor onset and progression. To study the natural progression and metastasis
of tumors, clinically relevant genetic (inducible) mouse models expressing biosensors (chapter 2) are of great value and need to be developed in the future.
IVM, together with the development of mathemati¬cal and computer models based on IVM
data to enable interpreting the observations79 shows many opportunities for enhancing the
understanding of the various steps of the metastatic cascade and how to effectively target
the malicious tumor cells.

Concluding remarks

Using a combination of mouse tumor models and IVM we demonstrate that there are major differences between migration, metastatic outgrowth and chemotherapy response of
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tumor cells when studied in vitro and in vivo. Future research, aimed at studying these and
other parts of the metastatic process using sophisticated imaging tools and compounds,
will only enhance the importance of IVM in fundamental and translational cancer research.
Together, these strategies will contribute largely to our knowledge of the mechanisms used
by tumor cells to detach from a primary tumor, enter the circulation, extravasate and form
metastases at distant sites. This will pave the way for future targeted therapies designed to
increase life expectancy of cancer patients.
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Addendum

Nederlands samenvatting
Kanker is een ziekte die, ondanks de enorme hoeveelheid kennis die de afgelopen jaren is
verworven, nog steeds één van de meest voorkomende doodsoorzaken is in de Westerse
wereld. De ziekte ontstaat door een opeenstapeling van fouten in de code van erfelijke eigenschappen van cellen, het DNA. Deze fouten zorgen er uiteindelijk voor dat cellen niet meer
luisteren naar afremmende signalen en zich ongelimiteerd kunnen gaan vermenigvuldigen.
Zo kan zich een primaire tumor vormen, die langzaam het omliggende gezonde weefsel
inneemt, waardoor dat niet goed meer kan functioneren. Gelukkig kan een primaire tumor
tegenwoordig vaak zonder al te veel complicaties chirurgisch worden verwijderd, zolang het
omliggende gezonde weefsel niet te veel schade oploopt. Helaas sterven er jaarlijks toch
nog veel patiënten aan kanker; niet aan de primaire tumor, maar aan de uitzaaiingen die
ontstaan zijn vanuit tumorcellen die de primaire tumor hebben verlaten en zich in andere
organen hebben weten te nestelen.
Het is daarom van groot belang om het proces van uitzaaiing beter te begrijpen en passende
therapieën te ontwikkelen. Voordat tumorcellen zich op andere plekken in het lichaam kunnen vestigen, moeten ze eerst de capaciteit verwerven om los te raken van de primaire
tumor, zich door omliggend gezond weefsel te bewegen, de bloedcirculatie bereiken en
binnentreden, op een andere plek het bloedvat weer verlaten en op deze plek een nieuwe
tumor te vormen. Door deze cascade van gebeurtenissen te bestuderen kunnen we er stap
voor stap achter komen welke tumorcellen (de ‘bad guys’) op welke manier in staat zijn om
in delen van het lichaam nieuwe kolonies te vormen en zo deze ziekte zo dodelijk te maken.
Met de informatie die met dergelijk onderzoek verworven wordt kan in de toekomst gericht
gewerkt worden aan kanker-specifieke medicatie die deze ‘bad guys’ zal stoppen en zo het
aantal kankerpatiënten dat aan deze ziekte overlijdt drastisch omlaag zal brengen.

&

Onderzoek naar de uitgroei en het uitzaaien van tumorcellen wordt al jaren gedaan en er
is ook al veel bekend geworden over welke mechanismen tumorcellen gebruiken om ongeremd te delen en om zich te bewegen. Dit onderzoek wordt vooral gedaan buiten het
lichaam, met tumorcellen die in plastic petrischalen groeien (in vitro), wat onder andere als
nadeel heeft dat de natuurlijke 3D omgeving waarin tumorcellen zich normaalgesproken
bevinden afwezig is. Daarom is het van groot belang om het gedrag van tumorcellen ook in
levende wezens (in vivo) te bestuderen, in de aanwezigheid van alle factoren die van invloed zijn (zoals bijvoorbeeld bloedvaten en het immuunsysteem). Aangezien het uitzaaiingsproces zeer dynamisch is, zijn er state-of-the-art ontwikkelingen nodig om deze processen
goed te kunnen bestuderen. In ons lab maken we gebruik van een techniek die het mogelijk
maakt om individuele tumorcellen in een levend proefdier te bekijken, een techniek die intravitale microscopie (IVM) wordt genoemd. Zo kunnen we het gedrag gedurende alle stappen van het proces van groei en uitzaaiingen van zowel individuele als specifieke groepen
(tumor)cellen bestuderen. Dit levert veel informatie op die essentieel is om te begrijpen hoe
tumorcellen deze mechanismen toepassen en dus ook om (betere) medicatie te ontwikkelen tegen deze kwaadaardige kankercellen.
Het doel van dit proefschrift was om IVM en muismodellen van kanker te gebruiken om de
manier van bewegen van tumorcellen, hun mechanismen van verspreiding door het lichaam
en hun respons op bestaande chemotherapie te bestuderen in hun natuurlijke 3D omgeving
in levende dieren.
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In hoofdstuk 1 bespreek ik de verbeteringen van (microscopie)apparatuur, waardoor we nu
op het subcellulaire niveau het gedrag van tumorcellen kunnen bekijken. Ook geef ik een
overzicht van onderzoek dat gebruik maakt van deze apparatuur en laat zien wat de waarde
is van IVM voor het bestuderen van de verschillende stappen in het uitzaaiingsproces. In
hoofdstuk 2 beschrijf ik vervolgens verschillende microscopie technieken en muismodellen
die ontwikkeld en gebruikt worden om de hierboven genoemde dynamische processen die
belangrijk zijn bij het onstaan en de progressie van kanker te onderzoeken door middel van
IVM. Voor het filmen van tumorcellen in levende dieren (vaak muizen) zijn namelijk hele
geavanceerde microscopen nodig om diep in het weefsel te kunnen kijken. Ook bepreek
ik hier het gebruik van ‘kijkraampjes’, zogeheten imaging windows, die operatief op een
bestaande tumor worden geplaatst. Met dit raampje kan de groei en het gedrag van tumoren voor langere tijd gevolgd worden wanneer we via de microscoop door dit raampje
kijken, wat enorm veel informatie oplevert. Tenslotte bespreek ik de recente ontwikkelingen
en toekomstige mogelijkheden op het gebied van optische technologieën en diermodellen
In hoofdstuk 3 breng ik het bewegingsgedrag van primaire alvleeskliertumorcellen van de
muis in beeld door gebruik te maken van IVM. Het loskomen van individuele of groepen
cellen van de primaire tumor en de beweging (migratie) door omliggend weefsel kunnen
we bestuderen met IVM. Hierdoor krijgen we inzicht in de processen die zich afspelen in de
cellen: cellen die migreren door zich overal tussendoor te wurmen gebruiken bijvoorbeeld
andere trucjes om zich voort te bewegen dan cellen die gaatjes maken in omliggend bindweefsel om zo een pad te creëren. Als we kunnen ontdekken op welke manier verschillende
tumorsoorten migreren in hun natuurlijke 3D omgeving kunnen uiteindelijk chemotherapieën worden ontwikkeld die gericht zijn tegen bepaalde vormen van tumorcelmigratie.
Omdat we cellen met IVM wel willen kunnen onderscheiden van het omliggende weefsel,
voorzien we ze van een kleur door een aanpassing in het DNA. Aangezien we in deze studie
gebruik maken van een muismodel waarbij het DNA zo is bewerkt dat er alvleeskliertumoren ontstaan, hebben we door een extra aanpassing aan het DNA ervoor gezorgd dat
deze tumorcellen geel fluorescent worden. Het stukje DNA waarin de code ‘geel’ staat zorgt
ervoor dat er een molecuul, een zogeheten eiwit (proteïne), wordt gemaakt door de tumorcellen dat geel licht uitzendt (yellow fluorescent protein, ofwel YFP) zodra we de cellen
met licht van een bepaalde golflengte bekijken. Deze fluorescentie zorgt ervoor dat we de
tumorcellen kunnen zien als we ze door de microscoop bekijken.
De tumorcellen die wij bestudeerden in dit hoofdstuk zijn afkomstig uit epitheelweefsel
van de alvleesklier. Een functie van epitheel is bekleding vormen voor lichaamsholten, zoals
bijvoorbeeld klieren en dus ook de alvleesklier. Epitheelweefsel bestaat uit cellen die goed
aan elkaar vastzitten met behulp van verschillende eiwitten die een soort klittenbandstructuur vormen (cel-celcontacten). Dit komt omdat een groot deel van het lichaamsepitheel
als functie heeft om een barrière tussen de buitenwereld en het lichaam te vormen. Zo zijn
bijvoorbeeld de bovenste lagen van de huid en het darmstelsel ook uit epitheel opgebouwd.
Hoewel klierweefsel deze beschermfunctie niet (meer) heeft, is de epitheliale structuur wel
vergelijkbaar. Zodra epitheliale tumorcellen zouden gaan migreren, verwachtte ik te zien dat
de cellen één voor één of als samenhangende groep cellen zouden voortbewegen en niet
los van elkaar. Ik zag echter dat de tumorcellen migreerden als losse cellen, zowel in hun
eentje als met een groepje. Alleen door IVM te gebruiken was ik in staat om het migratiege-
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drag van tumorcellen direct in hun natuurlijke omgeving te bestuderen en tot de ontdekking
te komen dat tegen de verwachting in deze cellen elkaar loslaten voordat ze gaan migreren.
Deze bevinding heeft implicaties voor de toekomstige ontwikkeling van medicatie gericht
tegen tumorcelmigratie en uitzaaiingen, omdat we stap voor stap kunnen bekijken wat het
migratiepatroon van tumorcellen is en kunnen testen of we migratie kunnen blokkeren.
Ook heb ik gekeken naar de migratie-eigenschappen van een ander epitheliale tumorsoort:
borstkanker. In hoofdstuk 4 gebruik ik een genetisch muismodel voor borsttumoren waarin
de tumorcellen weer YFP hebben zodat ze geel fluorescent zijn. Ik wilde namelijk bestuderen of (epitheliale) borsttumorcellen het belangrijkste cel-celcontact eiwit, E-cadherine,
moeten verliezen om los te kunnen raken van de naastgelegen cellen in de primaire tumor
om te kunnen gaan migreren. De tumorcellen zouden dan omschakelen van epitheliale eigenschappen, zoals vastzitten aan elkaar en weinig bewegen, naar mesenchymale eigenschappen, de zogeheten epitheliale-mesenchymale transitie (EMT). Cellen die mesenchymaal zijn migreren los van elkaar en verliezen onder andere E-cadherine. De vraag of EMT
nodig is voor het uitzaaien van epitheliale tumorcellen in vivo nog niet beantwoord, maar
wel erg belangrijk. Wanneer duidelijk is dat bijvoorbeeld alleen mesenchymale tumorcellen
in staat zijn om uit te zaaien kan er gericht een behandeling worden ontwikkeld tegen dit
soort cellen.
Om de mogelijke rol van het EMT-proces te bestuderen in borsttumorcellen met behulp van
IVM, heb ik gebruik gemaakt van IVM van een muismodel waarbij niet alleen alle borsttumorcellen geel zijn, maar waarbij ook alle E-cadherine moleculen cyaan-fluorescent zijn.
Zo kon ik tumorcellen volgen voor meerdere uren achter elkaar en kon ik zien of de cellen
die loskwamen van de primaire tumor geel met blauw waren (epitheliaal, met E-cadherine,
ofwel E-cadHI) of alleen geel (mesenchymaal, cellen die door EMT zijn gegaan, ofwel E-cadLO
). Na meerdere tumoren gefilmd te hebben met IVM bleek dat alleen tumorcellen zonder
(functioneel) E-cadherine het omliggende weefsel in migreerden. Wat echter verrassend
was, was het feit dat ik in bloed geïsoleerd uit deze muizen met borsttumoren zowel mesenchymale als epitheliale tumorcellen vond, terwijl ik geen epitheliale cellen heb zien bewegen. Het zou kunnen zijn dat mesenchymale cellen weer terug schakelen naar epitheliale
staat voordat ze de bloedbaan bereiken, of dat epitheliale tumorcellen de bloedbaan ook
kunnen bereiken, maar niet via migratie door omliggend weefsel. Zij komen misschien wel
binnenin de tumor los en verdwijnen bijvoorbeeld in een bloedvat dat zich in de tumormassa bevindt en die wij niet hebben kunnen zien met onze microscoop.
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De volgende stap in mijn onderzoek was om te bekijken of de tumorcellen die E-cadherine
verloren hebben (E-cadLO ) ook echt een mesenchymaal profiel laten zien, dus dat niet alleen E-cadherine afwezig is, maar dat er ook mesenchymale eiwitten aanwezig zijn in deze
tumorcelpopulatie. Ik bestudeerde van de genexpressieprofielen zowel de E-cadLO als de
E-cadherine-bezittende (E-cadHI) populatie van tumorcellen, om te zien welke genen aan en
uit staan en dus welke eiwitcodes er zijn afgelezen om uiteindelijk eiwitten te vormen. Bij
de genexpressieprofielen van E-cadLO tumorcellen viel op dat deze overeenkomen met mesenchymale cellen, in plaats van met epitheliale cellen (E-cadHI), waaruit de primaire tumor
vooral bestaat. Toen ik in vitro aantoonde dat deze E-cadLO cellen ook weer terug kunnen
schakelen naar E-cadHI en ook dat E-cadHI cellen E-cadLO konden worden, kon worden vastgesteld dat EMT mogelijk is met tumorcellen van dit muismodel en dat we dit goed kunnen
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visualiseren door geel en geel-blauwe tumorcellen te volgen. Maar is EMT noodzakelijk voor
het vormen van uitzaaiingen?
Het verlies van E-cadherine is, zoals gezegd, niet altijd nodig voor het terechtkomen in de
bloedbaan, omdat ik zowel E-cadLO als E-cadHI tumorcellen in het bloed van de muizen met
borsttumoren vond. Ook toen ik de longen van deze muizen bekeek (hier vormen borsttumoren vaak uitzaaiingen) zag ik beide tumorcelsoorten voorkomen als losse cellen. Het lijkt
er dus op dat zowel E-cadLO als E-cadHI tumorcellen de capaciteit hebben om vanuit de bloedbaan een orgaan te bereiken en zich daar te nestelen. Wanneer ik echter keek naar uitzaaiingen groter dan 3 tumorcellen, zag ik alleen dat deze alleen nog maar bestaan uit E-cadHI tumorcellen. Dit kan betekenen dat E-cadLO cellen niet kunnen uitgroeien of dat E-cadLO cellen
weer terugkeren naar hun epitheliale E-cadHI status. Bewijs voor het laatste kwam voort uit
het experiment waarin ik E-cadLO tumorcellen injecteerde in de lever van muizen (een andere plek waar uitzaaiingen worden gevonden), waarna bleek dat de zich hieruit gevormde
tumoren allemaal bestonden uit alleen maar E-cadHI tumorcellen. Ook was er geen verschil
in uitgroeicapaciteit tussen E-cadLO en E-cadLO tumorcellen na injectie in de lever. Dus ookal
zien we zowel epitheliale als mesenchymale tumorcellen in het bloed en als losse uitzaaiende cellen in organen als de long en lever, alleen de epitheliale tumorcellen lijken uit te
kunnen groeien tot uitzaaiingen. Hiervoor moeten de tumorcellen die door EMT zijn gegaan
eerst terugschakelen naar de epitheliale staat. Deze opgedane kennis heeft gevolgen voor
de ontwikkeling van chemotherapieën, omdat we een steeds duidelijker beeld krijgen van
welke eigenschappen uitzaaiende tumorcellen hebben. Hier kunnen we op ingrijpen door
therapieën specifiek te richten op deze eigenschappen.
Naast de chirurgische verwijdering van de primaire tumor wordt vaak ook chemotherapie
gegeven, om de mogelijk overgebleven tumorcellen te doden. Ook wanneer er uitzaaiingen
gevonden worden in patiënten wordt chemotherapie vaak toegepast om de tumorcellen op
alle locaties in het lichaam te kunnen bestrijden. Deze medicatie wordt altijd eerst in vitro
getest op tumorcellen, gevolgd door studies in muizen om te kijken of het effect in vivo ook
is zoals voorspeld. Helaas heeft een deel van deze medicijnen in patiënten niet het gewenste
effect, en de vraag is waarom sommige patiënten goed reageren en anderen niet. Eén van
de manieren om deze vraag te kunnen beantwoorden is te bestuderen hoe deze medicijnen
werken, en op welke (tumor)cellen.
Ik wilde te weten komen wat het exacte werkingsmechanisme is van een vaak gebruikt chemotherapeutisch middel, docetaxel. Dit middel is ontwikkeld om cellen, wanneer ze willen
delen, in het delingsproces te laten blijven hangen. Dit komt doordat de eiwitdraden die in
de celkern het DNA uit elkaar moeten trekken om het te kunnen verdelen over de toekomstige dochtercellen, verlamd worden door docetaxel. Hierdoor gaan de cellen uiteindelijk
dood. Helaas reageert maar de helft van de kankerpatiënten die met dit middel behandeld
worden. Om uit te zoeken waarom dit zo is, heb ik in hoofdstuk 5 gebruik gemaakt van
een muismodel van darmkanker, waarbij een eiwit dat aan DNA gebonden is (en zich dus
in de celkern bevindt), groen-fluorescent is. Zo kan ik zien of de tumorcellen aan het delen
zijn (het DNA verandert dan van structuur). Wanneer deze groene tumorcelkernen worden
aangestraald met licht met een bepaalde golflengte, gaat deze groene kleur echter weg en
komt er rood voor in de plaats. Zo kan van een individuele tumorcelkern de kleur van groen
naar rood gewisseld worden, zodat een rode cel in een groep van groene cellen gevolgd kan
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worden over de tijd. Een andere techniek die ik gebruikte in deze studie, was een sensor die
kon aangeven wanneer een tumorcel dood begint te gaan. Tijdens dit proces verandert in dit
geval de kleur van de tumorcel in zijn geheel (maar exclusief de celkern) van geel naar blauw.
Op deze manier kon ik bekijken of tumorcellen dood aan het gaan waren (bijvoorbeeld na
het toedienen van docetaxel) en of deze cellen op dat moment waren blijven hangen in de
celdeling, het beoogde effect van docetaxel. In vitro zag ik dat de meeste tumorcellen die
doodgingen inderdaad bleven hangen in de celdeling. Toen ik echter keek in een tumor in
een levende muis (in vivo) met behulp van IVM en een imaging window, bleek dat er na
toediening van docetaxel wel tumorcellen doodgingen, maar niet doordat ze bleven hangen in de celdeling. Blijkbaar spelen andere processen een rol bij het doodgaan van (deze)
tumorcellen na toediening van docetaxel in vivo. Het is van groot belang om het werkelijke
mechanisme achter het effect van een medicijn te weten te komen, omdat deze kennis kan
worden ingezet bij het ontwikkelen van nieuwe medicatie. Ook kan met deze kennis in de
toekomst beter worden voorspeld bij welke kankerpatiënten bepaalde medicatie zal werken
en bij welke patiënten niet.
In deze studie kon ik een direct verband leggen tussen dezelfde tumorcellen in vitro en
in vivo doordat ik ze zowel in een schaaltje als in een levende muis kon bekijken. Zo kon
ik ontdekken dat er verschil bestaat in medicijn-respons tussen in vitro proeven en die in
vivo, zoals het effect van docetaxel op deze tumorcellen. Hier moet rekening mee worden
gehouden bij toekomstig onderzoek. Ook kon ik het directe effect van docetaxel zien op
tumorcellen in hun natuurlijke 3D omgeving, iets wat belangrijk is om de vergelijking naar
patiënten te kunnen maken. Dit onderzoek laat zien wat de waarde is van IVM in (kanker)
onderzoek in combinatie met de verschillende muismodellen. Door dit onderzoek kunnen
uiteindelijk chemotherapieën die gericht zijn tegen de eiwitdraden geoptimaliseerd worden
of worden vervangen door meer gerichte medicatie. Zo kan in de toekomst een verbeterde
anti-tumorstrategie worden toegepast en het leven van veel kankerpatiënten worden verbeterd en verlengd.
Hoofdstuk 6 is een samenvattende discussie waarin alle hoofdstukken beschreven in dit
proefschrift worden besproken.
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